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Rat* of Last Sami-Annual Dlvldand
HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS BANK.
Male Street,
Ellsworth, Maine
CHAS. C. BURRILL, Treas.
.nnllSTUS E. MOORE. Pres.
DEPOSITSI An*. 1*. 1M.SMs.SSS.i;
and
Undivided
Profits
Reserve
2A.SSI .28

Mouey

value ot resources above liability tor deposits, as esilmated
nan* Eiamloer. Aug 14. 1«M.
the firat day* el March, June, September,
goes on interest

*33,146.6*

TUeioenSdSiared

ami credited first Monday at June and December.
a
Vernon is can oe opened, mouey sent and money withdrawn by mall.
address
Manoook County Savlpga
Fort oil particulars

--.------"w"

......--,-

and

Legislative notice-State lands and State

roads.

•

—Counties.
14
—Sea and shore fisheries.
Petition to the railroad commissioners.
Celia L Alexander—Notici of foreclosure.
Probate notice—Est Annis Lee Wister.
Commissioners’ notice.
Admr notice—Est Ciara E Ladd.
Admr notice—Est Ada F Allen.
Probate notice—Est Geo H Dority et als.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
O W Taple.v—Insurance.
Union Trust Co.
Hancock Co Savings bank.
The Geo H Grant Co—Real estate and insur*•

r,.pt
m,

Legislative notice—Inland

WEEK.

fisheries

game.

Legislative notice—Claims.

HAoaidfi
"

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

Cant.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS

Bmrits.

'jr.

*1<

ONE COTTAGE

ONE RESIDENCE

AT

IN

BAR HARBOR.

ELLSWORTH.

ance.

Isle au Halt, Mb:
John K Barter—Freedom notice.
Bamoob, Mb:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
effect Oct. 6, 1908.
MAILS RECEIVED.

extending from Union Hirer bay
Morgan’s bay. with buildings at

Fourth Street,

on

From Wrst—7.18 a m; 4.89 and 6X8 p m.
From East—11.07 a m; 12.06, S.65 and 10X2 p

ONE FARM

ONE STORE

Going West-10.46,11X0 a m; 5.90 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.30 a m; 4 and 6.30 p in.
No Sunday mail.

NEWBURY NECK.

ELLSWORTH.

F. Carroll Burrill is in Augusta for
days on business.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
Flnt

National Bank BulMliig.

m.

MAIL CLOSES AT POBTOPPICB.

to

Klteworth, Maine.

a

few

Mrs. H. B. Haskell is visiting her former
in Stonington.

home

The next dancing school
extra jat
A first-class farm in the
Society hall will be held Friday evening.
town of D rooks vllle.
The Thursday club of the CongregationA valuable residence
and

Two very desirable coton
properties
tage
Mount Desert Island.
desirable
Two
very
properties in Ellsworth.

w

LAI*
I III

4%

a

VplA

wCilwa

property

at

Uanset,

Southwest Harbor.
EII»worth,

Real Estate.

Insurance.

O, W. TAPLEV,

YOU NEVER DRANK A BETTER
COFFEE THAN MY “REFRESHO”.
And yet all I ask for this splendid coffee is
21c. per pound. Don’t take my word for it;
I

jnst

want

YOU

"Refresho” with
coffees

—

to compare

some

of the

qualities costing

a

cup of

higher priced

you 35c. and up.

You’ll find you can’t beat Refresho at any
price; pure,'healthful and delicious, appetiz-

ing—it’s

a

“dandy”. A great coffee bargain

at

21C. PER POUND

J. A. HAYNES, 8 State St.,
“Cash

Down”

Grocor

SMALL

|

and

Marketman.

BONDS.

"Canada’s recent success in disposing of a thirty-million-dollar
bond issue, calls attention anew to the attractiveness of tiftv-dollar
Ixin(is for small investors. Both in Great Britain and Canada purchasers of small means subscribed heavily for Canada’s fifty dollar
bonds, who could never have considered our thousand doilar bonds,
nor probably our hundred-dollar issues, which are few and far between. Our railroads and big corporations talk much about that
spirit of co-operation which should eiist between them and the public, but they overlock the fact entirely that the surest way of winning public support is to make it easier for the public to become a
partner in tbeir enterprises.
If they would issue bonds in fifty
dollar and one-hundred-dollar denominations their supporters would
increase by thousands, and this would result not only in greater stability fur the corporation, through the friendship and support of these
small purchasers, but in greater thrift for people of small meaus.”

THE UNION TRUST COMPANY OF ELLSWORTH, ME.,
after a thorough investigation recently purchased a small block of
Bonds and now offer a portion of them for sale to yield the investor
a net income of
S per cent, in $100, $500 and $1,000 denominations.
We unhesitatingly recommeud these bonds for private investment.
For particulars, call, write, or telephone.

UNION TRU8T

COMPANY,
H/IE.

ELLSWORTH,

Deposits Subject

al church met with MrB. F. H. McFarland
this week.
Mrs. L. O. Robbins will entertain the
whist club next Friday at the home of
Mi*. Barlow Hall.
Mrs. Edmon Eno, who has been in Ellsworth since Christmas, has returned to
her home in Searsport.
The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
church will meet with Mrs. Fannie Hopkins to-morrow afternoon.

Col. C. C. Burrill left to-day for
Montreal to visit his daughter, Mrs.
Tatley, and attend the ice carnival.
A supper will be served by the ladies of
the woman’s alliance at the Unitarian
vestry on Wednesday evening, Feb, 17.

chapter, O. E. 8., will have a
soc iable at Masonic hall Wednesday evening, Feb. 24. Refreshments will be served.
Irene

The woman's auxiliary of the Congregational church met yesterday with Mrs.
Hodgman at the home of Mrs. P. H.
McFarland.
Ellsworth high school basket ball
team will go to Bar Harbor next Friday
fora return game with Bar Harbor high
The

school

to Check

be handled by us through the mails just as
easily and safely as if the funds were brought to
us in person.
To ont-of town customers we
return cancelled cheeks with detailed monthly
statements which show the exact standing of accounts to date. There’s no feature of banking
convenience or safety that we overlook—a fact
which must appeal most strongly to YOU.
Then, too, we pay 2 per-cent on deposits subject
to check. Ask for special information circular.

can

tbe East Maine Methodist conference here
April4-12. The committee is as follows:
Mrs. Florence Hlaisdell, president; Mrs.
Fuller, vice-president; Mrs. Young, secretary; Mrs. Snow, treasurer; Mrs. McCartney, Mrs. Card, Mrs. Grant, Miss Annie
Mitchell, Bev. W. F. Emery.

:ftoyxir

Tbe fire department was called out
yesterday forenoon for a fire at Herman E.
Hill’s bouse on State street, occupied by
Begister-of-Probate T. F. Mahoney. The
fire started in the ell shed, presumably

BaltinaPowder
Absolutelyfate

girl9.

Miss Alice Hinckley, who has been the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Gott, at P. B.
Day’s, for the past two weeks, ha9 returned
to her home in Bluehill.
Surry road embroidery club was
entertained last Thursday afternoon by
A handsome centreMrs. F. A. Orcutt.
piece was presented to her by the club.
The

Miss Alice H. Scott has leased the office

recently vacated by Mr. Justice King and
will conduct a general business in typewriting, accounting and general clerical
work.

The date for the amateur minstrel show
the benefit of the carnival fund has
been changed from Feb. 15 to Thursday,
Several novel features are
Feb. 18.
for

promised.
Nokomis Rebekah lodge will give a
sociable for Odd Fellows and Rebekahs
and their families at Odd Fellows hall
Rebekahs
next Tuesday evening, Feb. 16.
are requested to furnish cake.
B. F. Joy, the photographer, succeeded
yesterday forenoon in getting some excellent snap shots of the fire apparatus as it
was leaving the engine house on Franklin
street in response to a fire alarm.

It is economy to use Royal Balring Powder.
It saves labor, health and money.

required no other
leavening agent can take the
do the work of Royal Baking Powder.

Where the' best food is

baking powder

BAN OOF,

•

MAINE.

Branches at Old Town and Mach las, Me.

—

city,

a

advertisers

and publishers

SAVE TIME and MONEY by using
labor savino
•wsicii a
record books.

Challpn’c
5“!e|}>
NUick

Printed and Indexed for
Entry and Reference.

Record,
^scriptioa
‘wrtHter’g

Advertisiaf Record.

Record, Job Priater’s Record.
Sample pages sent on apPlication.
133

Published by
w
E.
CHILD,
William St., New York.

SAWDUST
FOR 8ALE
AT THE

Ellsworth Hardwood Factory.
BEAUTIFUL AZALEAS
Just coming into bloom at

The Ellsworth Greenhouse.
TELEPHONE 43.

F. W. Billington has recently put in
leisure time in painting a picture of his
residence on the corner of High and Spruce
streets. It is on exhibition for a few days
in the window of the W. R. Parker Clothing Co., when it will be sent to Mr. Billington’s daughter, Mrs. Halloran, in
Annapolis, Md.
Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor of the Methodist church, has appointed a committee
to secure places of entertainment for
ministers and their wives who will attend

GREEN LAKE.

Sunday in

Se'idy MacPharson spent
Bangor.
Charles Adams and
at the lake.

Mrs. Stone spent

Saturday

Walter Crossman, of Bangor,
lake Monday on business.

was

tha

at

Harold Nutter had a few friends
at the Nutter cottage.

over

Saturday

Fishermen who visited the lake Friday
and Saturday were rewarded by good
catches. Mr. Bragg, with a few friends,
stopped at the Cotier cottage. They got
two salmon—one eight pounds and one
six and one-ball pounds; also two large
pickerel. Julius Crocker, Elbridge Chase,
Mr. Baker and friends had the good fortune to land nine fine salmon weighing
from six to eleven pounds, four large
pickerel and on'e'fotlt-pound trout. Morris Harding, of Bar Harbor, got an eightpound salmon. Owen Higgins and Charles
Merrill each got seven trout. Al. Higgins
caught one salmon and pickerel. Mike
Kauflaus

caught

a

three-pound salmon,

Aleck White also got one salmon.
Henry Ober caught twenty-eight pickerel
at Kocky pond. It is several years since
there has been such good fishing here
through the ioe.

and

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Friday evening, Feb. 12, at Hancock haH
—Lincoln Day exercises.
Tuesday, evening, Feb. 16, at Odd Fellows hall-Sociable by Nokomis Rebekah
lodge.
Wednesday evening, Feb. 24, at Masonic
hall—Sociable by Irene chapter, O. E. S.
All Masons and members of their families invited. Tickets, 35 cents a couple.;

ladies, 15 cents.
Wednesday evening, Feb. 17, at Unitarian vestry—Sapper by woman’s alliance.
Thursday evening, Feb 18, at Hancock
extra

hall—Amateur minstrel show for benefit
of the carnival fund.

Friday evening, Feb. 19,

Society

at

and

Army halla— Sociable by Philip H.
Sheridan council, K. of C.
Grand

Monday evening, Feb. 22, at Hancock
hall—Concert and ball under auspices of

Village improvement society.
Friday evening, Feb. 26, at Paul Revere
hall, Mechanics building, Boston—Annual Ellsworth reanion. Tickets, 50 cents.
Wednesday to Monday, April 7-12Sixty-second annual session of East Maine
“Fir- Methodist conference, at Ellsworth.

Delightful Musical?.
A delightful musical was given at
lands”, the pleasant home of Chief-Justice
and Mrs. L. A. Emery, last evening, under
the auspices of the Oak-Lincoln-Park
street branch of the Village improvement
society. The attendance was large, and
the program thoroughly enjoyable.
After the concert, refreshments were
served, and then for an hour or more cards
and danoing were enjoyed. The concert
program follows:
PART i.

Piano

solo—Aufschwang.Schumann j
(by request)

Solo—The

Miss Walker
My Mother Used to

Songs
Myrtle Monaghan

Die Lorelei.Heine
(German recitation with piano accompani-

ment)
Helen Shute

Spring song.Gounod
Dorothy Mathews
Recitation,
Doris Halman
Solo—The

Baslnesft

Wishing Well
Phyllis Macomber
PAST II.

solo, “Baile de Mascaras
(Spanish from the German;
Juan T Kossello
Octave waltz.Godard

Following is the standing in the piano contest at W..R. Parker Clothing Co.’s store at
noon

to-day:

1.
2.
3.

Miss Annie Emery, Ellsworth.
Harvest Home grange, West Ellsworth.

4.

Pa mol a grange, Hancock.
Arbutus grange, Surry.
Mariaville grange, Mariaville.
Nicolin grange, Nicolin.
Methodist church, Franklin.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Bayside grange, Bayside.

SSSDEttiannma.

THE

6

]

Butterfly.Merkel
Margaret Hall
Solo—A Winter Lullaby.Ke Koven
Marion Woodward
Rustle of

Spring.Finding

Republican Caucus.
Erva Giles
The republican caucus for the nomina- ; Das Schloss am Meer
tion of candidates to be voted on for (German recitation with piano accompanimenty
the municipal offices is called for Thurs- !
Hazel Giles
day, Feb. 18, at 3 p. m., at Hancock hall.
Me to Sleep
Ward caucuses (except that of ward 4, Solo—Sing
(with violin obligato)
which will be held at North Ellsworth) j
Miss Hopkins
will be held at the same place immediately
caucus.
the
following
general
Myrtle (after the theatre)—Well* how
did you like the piece? Turtle—Very
Democratic Caucus.
much. There’s only one improbable thing
The democrats of Ellsworth will hold
in it. The second act takeB place three
their caucuses on Thursday evening, Feb. years after the first, and they have the
same servant 1
18, at Hancock hall.

BURRILL
BANK

NATIONAL

in its new quarters on Main
street, offers every modern

facility

for

depositors and in-

vestors.

4 per cent, interest in

Savings

Department.

Violin

o

Notices.

PARKER PIANO CONTEST.

Sing

Spanish Bolero.Godard
Muriel Byard

“Spanish Gaiety”.Eno
Clarinet solo.Selected
Langey

|

any way possible.
The next regular meeting of the board
will be on the evening of the second Monday in March—the 8th.

“Pas des Amphores”
Sextette from “Lucia”.Donixetti

“My

meeting

in

Eighty-eight Ellsworth Odd Fellows ing. The concert program follows:
Bar Harbor yesterday to attend March, “Chicago Tribune”.Chambers
the district convention. They returned by Overture, “Jolly Robbers”. Huppe
special train, arriving at 3 o’clock this “Amina Egyptienne Serenade”.Lincke
morning. They report a good time, and ’Cello solo.Selected
Mi Sprague
fine entertainment by the Bar Harbor Odd
.Chaminade

MrCosmey
Old Kentucky Home” Fantaise...

present

addressed the board, emphasizing the
importance of Ellsworth’s securing new
industries, and pledging his co-operation

meeting of the legislative committee on ways and bridges yesterday, it was
voted to report favorably on the Donigan
bridge bill in new draft, which will include all bridges thirty feet and over in
length, instead of fort£ feet. There will
be a minority report in favor of the Sargent bill with modifications, but indications are that the Donigan bill will go
through. Under this bill the State would
take over five more bridges in Ellsworth
than under the forty-foot limit, making a
At

total of eleven of Ellsworth’s nineteen
bridges which the State would take over,
beginning July 1. Thes bridges are Main
Philip H. Sheridan council, Knights of street, 120 feet; Infant street, 106 feet;
Columbus, iB planning for a sociable and Bangor bridge, 192 feet; Brimmer’s bridge,
dance to be held at Society and Grand
204 feet; Bonsey bridge, old Bangor road,
Army balls Friday evening, Feb. 19. There 67
feet; Dunham brook bridge, Bangor
will be a musical program, cards and
road, 30 leet; Branch pond stream, old
dancing.
Branch pond
Bangor road, 32 feet;
A Salvation Army barracks is to be
stream, near Hooper’s mill, two bridges,
in the store in the
Ellsworth
in
opened
one 34 and one 37
feet; Reed’s brook
Odd Fellows block recently occupied by bridge, 45 feet; new Shore road bridge, 34
who
B.
R.
Evans,
F. B. Kingsbury. Capt.
feet.
is now in Ellsworth, will be in charge,
Lowe.
Lieut.
assisted by
Washington’s Birthday Ball.
The basket ball game at Hancock ball
The arrangements for the Washington’s
last Friday evening betweeen Ellsworth Birthday concert and ball to be given
high school and Northeast Harbor teams, under the auspices of the Village improveproved an easy victory for the visitors. ment society at Hancock hall, are about
The Ellsworth team was no match for its perfected. Pullen’s orchestra, of Bangor,
heavier opponents. The score was 28 to 5. will furnish concert and music for danc-

Fellows.
Notice has been given by the State railroad commissioners tor a hearing on the
petition of the municipal officers of Ellsworth for gates, automatic signals or flagmen at the EUswortb Falls crossing, to le
held at the store of Whitcomb, Haynes &
Co., Ellsworth Falls, Feb. 24, at 2 p. ro.

or

The installation of officers of Blanqueor
fort' commandery, Knights Templar, last
families
of
to
Wednesday evening, public
sir knights, was one of the most delightful social affaire of the season. There
were many sir knights present from Bar
HOARD OF TRADE.
Harbor and neighboring towns. A banquet was served at 6.30. A short musical
entertainment followed, and officers were Regular Monthly Meeting—Outlook
for New Industries.
then installed by K. E. Arno W. King,
The regular monthly meeting of the
graqd commander of the grand comraandEllsworth board of trade was held last
ery of Maine. After the installation dancMonday evening in the aldermen’s room.
ing and cards were enjoyed.
President Whitney presided, and SecreThe ice fishing season opened last week,
recorded.
About thirty
beeu tary Tapley
•nd some good catches have
members were present.
brought in from ponds in this vicifiity.
The committee on the dredging of Union
The largest fish brought in to Ells- river
presented the letter of Senator Hale
worth so far is a seven-pound salmon,
on the outlook for a further appropriation.
B.
R.
at
Lower
Patten’s
by
pond
caught
The committee on the farmers’ institute
Holmes. Bangor men made some great
to be held in Ellsworth in March, not havcatches at Green lake. One party took
ing heard from Commissioner Gilman, was
out nine salmon weighing from six to unable
to name the date on which it is to
eleven pounds. It is estimated that in the
be held. Due notice, however, will be
two days of open season at Green lake last
given. It will be held in Hancock hall,
over fifty
week
Friday and Saturday
and the entire time of the meetings will
fish were taken, most of them big ones.
be given to a discussion of potato-growing
The program for the Lincoln day exer- with special reference to Hancock county.
cises at Hancock hall next Friday evenSpecial interest attached to the report
ing is announced as follows: Music; meet- of the committee appointed to visit Lewising called to order by George B Stuart, ton and confer with the management of
who will introduce Mayor F. F. Simonton one of the largest cotton-products comas chairman; invocation, Rev. P. A. A.
panies there, believed to have in view an
Killam; reading of Lincoln’s address at enlargement of its industrial plant and j
Gettysburg, Rev. W. F. Emery; music; ad- output.
This committee, through H. M. Hall, redress, Hon. John B. Redman; address, Hon.
A. W. King; music; address, Rev. R. B. ported so close a correspondence between
Mathews; singing “America”, audience. the requirements of this company as to
Music will be furnished by a chorus of : water, water power, railroads, ocean navitwenty-five voices from the Ells- ; gation and other adjuncts, and the particuworth festival chorus. The teachers of the lar adaptability of Ellsworth at this time to
public schools are asked to urge pupils of furnish all these,that it was the unanimous
sentiment of all present that Ellsworth
the schools to attend.
should arouse itself to seize this possible
j Rev. I. H. W. Wharff, railroad secretary opening for industrial advancement.
ar| for the East Maine conference, has
The committee on shoe factory reported
! ranged for the following reduced rates to
that parties bad become interested in the
Ellsworth for the conference: Maine
situation here, and bad agreed to send
Central and Washington County railroads,
representatives here shortly to look over
excursion tickets from all stations, gnod the
ground. It is hoped that they will be
to go April 6 to 10 inclusive, and return
here this week, but no date has yet been
until April 14, one and one-third fare. set.
Bangor & Aroostook railroad, at rate of
The committee on securing rooms for a
one fare for round trip, to Northern Maine
meeting-place for the board reported that
Junction, thence by Maine Central, fl.20, arrangements have been made with*the
good same dates as on Maine Central. city government for the use of the room
Eastern Steamship Co., tickets from Rockon the first floor of the city hall formerly
land to Bangor at one fare for round trip,
occupied by the commercial high school.
from Bangor to Ellsworth by Maine CenI. L. Halman, of Boston, formerly of
tral, dates same as on other lines.
was
this
at the
and
—

■

■

GRAPES, from their most health*
ful properties, give ROYAL its
active and principal ingredient

Miss Oarrie Morang underwent an operation for appendicitis last Thursday. The
disease was far advanced, and the physicians at first held out little hope for her
recovery. Her youth and vigorous health
have stood the strain remarkably, and today she is reported as much better, and, it
is hoped, out of danger.

went to

Eastern Trust & Banking Co.

■■

&t>brrt«nnnita.

from a cloth which had been used about
tha stove, and which probably contained
sparks when thrown into the shed. The
fire was extinguished without turning on
water, but the dense smoke did considerable damage throughout the house.
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per cent, interest on balances of

over

$500

on

deposits subject
to check.

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT
Business Cart).

Xlice hTscott^
SPECIALTY MADE

Of

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING,
AMD

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Cor. Main and Water sta. (over V core's Drat
Store), El.sw.itlA Maine.

grayer Meeting Topic

Stftrrtuumcms.

mutual Benefit Golomn.

f CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

MADGE".

EDITED BY "AUNT

For the Week

By REV. S. H. DOTI.E.
Topic.—Life lessons from the book of
(Consecration meetJob—kill, 1-6, 10-17.
ing.)
The book of Job is undoubtedly a
philosophical discussion of the problem
c.f human suffering. Dealing with such
t subject, one that touches the life of
every human being, it has been greatly read and has brought comfort aud
ronsolation to millions of those who
tuffer trial and affliction. To many
this book seems to be a solution of the
question discussed, and it is. but not
In the way that many suppose. The
keynote of the solution of the question can only be found in the words of
EUhu, “who by searching can find out
God.” In other words, it Is inferred
that no man by searching cau find out
God, the purpose of His providence,
and therefore the practical conclusion

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—it Is for the mutual
benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopefulBelng for the common good. It Isferthecom
raon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

FROM AN
OPERATION

communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it in this respect. Com
municatlons must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection byythe editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The American,
Ellsworth, If e.

that In our sufferings we are really
search for the reason of God's
purposes, but to trust Him In spite of
our inability to understand Him. Cowper beauBfully puts it;
Judge not the Lord by feeble

paper 1

sense.

good things

But trust Him for His grace;
Behind a frowning Providence
He hides a smiling face.

Will* those

number

a

we

for

yet

of

num-

please

more reference to
centenary if the celebration
of that event was not.to te so general.
Dear Aunt Madge:
Have you tried cooking cabbage in the same
wav that was suggested .ast’summer for cooking string beans? Iflnot. do try it. Aa some
of tbe M. B. readers*may r.ot remember that
suggestion. I will |tel 1 you how we cook cabbage. Have ready a dish of rapidly boiling
salted water: cut orjbreak the cabbage into
rather small (not fine) pieces: put it in slowly
a little at a
time, so;the water will not stop
boiling. In twenty-five minutes the cabbage

easily digested vegetable. 1 bad not
eaten boiled cabbage for over thirty years antil this winter when wej began to cook it in
this way.

H.

This recipe will no donbt be tested by
many of the cooks. These new ways of
doing many things often remind me of
tbe old adage: “Liv*3 and learn.”
1

A friend from the other

1

side of the

con-

tinent writes:
My American has run out so I do not hear
from you every week, which I sadly miss.
Sometime I am bound to Ijoin the M. Bs
Perhaps the following recipe may initiate me.

i

To Bake Potatoes
Put them in boiling
water a few minutes; then rub some kind
of grease over them and bake. They bake in
half the time, and are said to be much nicer.
Ever hear of it?
—

This

friend
has
contributed other
also sent poems which have been
used.and S. L. A. has been affixed to them.

recipes;

It may be considered that it is a little
a member 01 tbe M- Bp
; without being conscious of it,
j As an offset on our mid-winter 1 might
add a line or two more from her pen which
| sajs: “We are in the midst of
winter,
jI and w bite roses are blooming in the garden.”
1

joke that she Ss

I intended

side of

Mol last week and

paper.

Dear M. Bs.
I've discovered that yon are not all strangers
I wonder if Ann remembers a little
to me.
teacher who boarded with her dear mother,
and taught in North Eluehill one summer
when she (Ann) was. I think, about seventeen
years old. My initials are the same as then,
but I don’t look the same, and I am a widow
I’ll bet a cent Ann won’t let me sit
now.
on th£ steps with her John.
Anyway, it’s
rather too snowy just now; I’ll wait till
spring. We used to have a lot of fnn, and I
often see me names ol those who were not
more than babies then, in onr paper. It aeeme
so funny that those little mischievous fellows
should grow into men and be the beads of
families.
Yes, 1 remember N. L. H., if she was Nellie
B. then.
She was a very beautiful young
lady, if my memory serves me aright, but 1
never
knew her much, and had forgotten.
Guess I’ve met B. K.
lam quite sure I
have, and we have mutnal friends. M. A. B.

BIBLE READISOS.

Ps. xi, 1-7; xxitl, 1-6; xnci, 1-5;
xxxvil, 1-5; Isa. iv, 1-9; Matt. xi. 28-30;
Ex. xxl. 26; Luke xv, 11-24; Rom. vlii,
18; Rev. 11. 10.

*

!

j
I

the qnder side to finish it off.
There are two lurge porches.
The bouse
has seven rooms, not couuting pantry or bath,
The living-room is very large, but the pantry is “just the checker”: a cabinet covered
with steel, all kinds of shelves and a porcelain sink—nice place to wash and dram
dishes. The wood-work inside is all done in
the mission design. The folding doors slide
back in the walls. The door hangers,
knobs,
locks, electric bell and ail the “fixings” are of
and
gum
copper metal: pretty and tasteful,
but not expensive. The windows are of all
sizes—some large, some common
sixe, some
little odd window.,.
They make the prettiest
odd house, and window, out here,
something
li ke they do at Bar Harbor.
1 he wood-work is fir;
then when the dressing and varniuh are on.it bring, cut the different grains so no two board, are
just alike;
one never tires of
looking at them- a perfect
imitation of walnut.
Floors are soft wood, oiled and
varnished or
waxed; walls plastered with wood
fibre,
smooth finish.
heeded down the lawn in
September. Graaa
C. R Kluger, the Jeweler. 1060
Ave., Inoiana polls, Ind., writes; ‘IVirginia
was so
weak from kjoney trouble that I conld
hardly
1'ou'
v?ak “ h Remedy
oDdre? ,eet’
Kidney
cleared

bottles or Foley's
my complexion.
ttnd thc irreKol»riitea disappeared, and 1 can now attend to basinees
and
every day,
recommend Poley’a Kidney
IO a-n
as it cured me after
the doctors and other remedies
had failed."
U. A. Rauches.

aonel™ri »a„CHi?Che

®uH_*'rcrs,

the

new

grange hall is pro-

8CHOODIC, FRANKLIN.

CenntrjF PMaes,

__

Raster.

Fresh laid, per dos.
Poultry.

loveth whom He chasteneth.
Keaolverl, That a memorial page in our
records be devoted to the memory of our departed sister, and that our charter be draped
in monrnlng for thirty days.
i
Renolved, That a copy of these resolutions !
be sent to Brother Allen and family, also a ;
copy sent to Ihb Ellsworth American and
Bangor Commercial for publication.
Bbulah Allkn,
Frrd Allkn,
I
Kkrtha Omcirrr,
Committee,

Best

30484

.,4*>‘

Bay.

loose, par ton.

Htnw.

Loom

..

m

Balad.4'j
Vegetables.

Potatoes, pk
Turnips, k

! P«s,
bead
} hsteoee,

j

LAKE VIEW, HAPPTTOWN.

ll^hBKRT!)'

The quotations below gin the
rsnm„.
w 01
retail price# In Ellsworth.

20
02
«
10

Fruit.

Oranges, dos
Cranberries, qt

Onions, k

,*

Parmlps.ltb

“

Carrots.*!

Cabbage, it.
Squash. It.
S
C lery, bunch 1;
*2

Lemons dor
-,,,
434
View grange held a special meeta
Groceries.
good attendance and
one visitor from Northern Star grange.
CoOee—perk
Bice, perk
.M0.25VInegar. gsl
Bethel, Vt. The lecturer and Ceres were j Wo.
55 Cracked wheat,
Mochk,
installed by Past Master Byron E. Davis.
35 Oatmeal, per a
Java,
X
X
The first and second degrees w'ere con- Tea—P»r k—
Buckwheat, pkg
Japan,
4»a.R5 Graham,
X
ferred on one candidate. The next meetOolong,
.30# 05 Bye meal,
X
Soitr—parkGranulated meal,»(.iu
ing will be held Feb. 13.
J|*
t
m
06
Granulated,
Oil—per gal—
fellow, c
Me.«i*
Linseed,
w#7.
Powdered,
os.H,
LAMOINE.
Kerosene,
“
gal
Lamoine grange held its regular meet- Molasses—per
.35
Havana,
Porto
Itlco.
.50
Feb.
2.
About forty were present.
ing
Wests and Proslalons.
It was voted to have a supper the night of
Pork, k.
Feb. 12. The grange has purchased **ome iteaf, k:
Steak,
15*30
Chop,
jj»k
new
10*25
Ham. per a
lamps, which are expected soon.
]?.*
Boasts,
Corned,
0eg,0
Shoulder.
The master appointed several committees
it,.'
18
Tongues,
Bacon,
r,«
for the ensuing year, after which an in- faa!:
Salt
i,.
20 * 25
Steak,
Lard,
teresting program was carried out.
Boasts,
109-15
Lamb
10 425
Limb,
RAINBOW, NORTH BROOK8YILLE.
...
Tongues, each
Rainbow grange met Feb. 4, with fifty
Fr*»«h riah.
patrons present. After business the third Cod,
06 Cl am 4. qt
<*
and fourth degrees were conferred on one Haddock,
06 Scallop) qt
i*
Halibut.
22918
Oysters,
qt
candidate. Four applications were voted
Sun III*, !b
15
upon. The first and second degrees will
Flour, Grain and fsad.
be worked at the next meeting. The prorioar—per bbl—
Data, bu
6**5
f.vt«:o> Short*— bag—
T/o
gram consisted of songs, stories and readCorn, 1009 bag 1n 4o Mix. feed, bag 150wi 60
ings. One visitor was present from North Corn mtuti.ba* ) r5-« 40 Middlings,bag. 50 «160
Proceeds of the evening. Cracked corn, 13:> 91 40
Sedgwick.
117.00. Com balls and peanuts were
LAW RKGAKD1MG WEIGHTS AMD MEASURES.
served.
Lake

25*50
15.JI8

ing Feb. 6, with

_

j

j

—

—

TRUE’S
ELIXIR

declared,

forever.
The reports do not say whether
there are any rabbits left in Australia.

explain

pie, cake, doughnuts

coffee were served. Owing to bad travel- item on the programme, which was the
ing, grange closed at an early hour, the | chariot race. Daring the performance the
the next canvasmen would lie around and sleep,
program being carried over to
but when this race was in progress they
meeting.
Twin Pises.
aroused
were
by the boss convasSEDGWICK.
One day an old gentleman who
man
calling the number of the act,
Feb.
with
forty- “twenty-three,” so that they might be
5,
found the Java village at the World’s
Sedgwick grange met
fair very absorbing at length confided four present. ifcThe fourth degree was ready for work as soon as the race was
The
lecturer over.
In a young man standing near. “It’s worked on two candidates.
powerful nice to watch," he said, “but presented an interesting program. The
But now comes an explanation w'hich
I may say I should be better on’t If I young folks^played tucker.
gives the phrase a biblical origin, as referring to tne expulsion of Adam from the
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
was a trifle better posted. My jograGarden of fiden, which is related in the
Whereat, God has spoken once more and
phy’s a leetle rusty, and It's truth and
verse of the third chapter of
twenty-thirdreads:
“Therefore the Lord
fact that I don’t jestly know where taken a beloved member, therefore be it
Genesis. It
!
God’s
are
while
mys- God sent him forth from the Garden of
Reeolved, That
ways
Java is. Now, where Is It?”
Eden to till the ground from whence he
to
os and we do not always underterioos
“Oh,” said the young man. with the
stand HisHdealinK* with as, yet we do not was taken.”
assured quiet of one who knows, “Just
a little way from Mocha!”—Argonaut.

We

promptly obtain U. 3. end For*

ty

__

j

Thc* house is a bungalow: the outside is
clapboarded lower
part;
upper
parts
lower
shingled:
paiuted cream;
upper
j
brown;
roof green; the roof hangs
painted
I
| over about thirty inches, with fancy brackets

I

Endeavor,

j

men.

j

BET. H. B. ELiEBOE.

nervous-

on

KLUSWOBTH

question or doubt bot what His will Is Just,
and we believe He doeth oil things onto ns In
loving kindness, for God Is love.
AmoI»m(, That in the death of Sister Alleta
the community meets with o great loss, and
Sedgwick grunge o door and trusted sister amp
charter member, one who was ever willing to
do her part for the good of the grange.
Retolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the afflicted husband and family
in their great bereavement, and commend
them to the care of our Heavenly Father who

GOOD WILL, AMHERST.
!
Good Will grange met Feb. 6, with over- ;
seer in the chair.
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
Owing to bad traveling ]
|
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt hhall
HARVEST HOME, WEST ELLSWORTH.
the attendance was small. Bister Beulah ;
! so
welsh
7€ pounds.
many women suffer.
Kenniston furnished a fine program.
The standard weight of a bushel of potato**
Owing to storms Harvest Home grange
j
In good order and fit for shipping, la 60 pounds,
j
no
has
had
since
The grange voting to have a treat next
Jan. 30. There
meeting
! »a> long
of cpplea, 44 pou mis.
enough to cut before the cold anmp
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
Saturday evening. Editor for the grange is to be a contest in the grange soon.
j came.
Bides have been chosen, with Cora K. good order and dt for shipping, la 60 pounds;
is Sister Mabel Giles.
or wheat, beet*, ruta-bugs turnips and
All kinds of fruit trees; royal American J| paper
peas.tu
Grindle and Sherman Cunningham as cap- pounds; of corn, 56 pound*; of onion*
cherries are the best cherries here; all kinds
52,
j
tains. The defeated side will furnish darn uounds; of carrots, PngKeb turnips, rye and
EAST BLUEHILL.
of small fruit. We will have peaches In two
Indian meal, 5G pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds,
East Bluehill grange held its regular stew. There will be degree work at the of barley and buckwheat, 46 pound- of oats
years, also cherries; the other fruit not so j
82 pound*, or even measure as tiv agreement.
soon. I have seen a)l kinds of fruit growing
j meeting Saturday evening, Feb. 6, with next meeting.
on trees; it is a pretty sight, and in the spring
.L.
good attendance, including visitors from
HANCOCK POMONA.
it is a picture—all kinds of blossoms every- j Arbutus and
After
remarked a young M. D. just
Halcyon
“Well,”
granges.
where and all shades.
Hancock
PomoDa grange met with
from college, “I suppose the next thing
business, a fine program was presented by
Now I have given you a little description of !
Narramissic grange, Orland, Feb. 6. Notthe lecturer. Cake and coffee were served.
will be to hunt a location, and then wait
my home. It is nothing grand cr rich—just j
the
ana
bad
withstanding
unpleasant day
for something to do, like patience on a
homelike, comfortable and convenient, lero
i travelling, about 150 patrons were present monument.” “Yes,” said a
MAS8APAQUA, SOUTH B LI* EH ILL.
weather no exception. Will tell you somebystander,
and enjoyed a fine program, and one of
“and it won’t be long after you do begin
thing about North Yakima if you will let me
Massapaqua grange iret with a fair at- 1
next time also something of my neighbors. ; tendance.
After business, a good enter- the banquets for which Narramissic is before the monuments will be on the pafamed.
Love to you all.
Ida Day Diktek.
tainraent was furnished.
A mock martients.”
Yes, write us of these things.
riage ceremony was performed by mem- j
of
“Twenty-Three”.
Origin
acnt Madge.
bers of the home grange.
The question, !
Xtomtarnmft.
Several explanations have been made as
“What should we do to encourage the
the
to
origin of the slang phrasr,
First Pugilist-I told her she was the*’ young folks to stay on the farm?” was
as meaning “skidoo”- get
only girl J ever loved. Second Pugilist—! discussed
interestingly. One application “twenty-three”
What did she say? First Pugilist-Told I
The Mother
out.
was
received.
for
All
had
a
membership
JTiP to get a reputation,
Theatrical men claim that it was Hr t
Watch
Should
but
much
illness
has
good time,
kept used
I down attendance.
ar.ong them, and originated from
and at the first symptoms of peevHis Wonderful Invention.
a combination of eighteen (representing
ishness, fretfulness, inactivity of
Australia, as is well known. Is inthe number of parts given to an actor or
the child give it True’s Elixir.
ALAMOOSOOK, EAST ORLAND.
destructive
fested with rabbits, a most
actress who had become persona non grata
It brings robust health ami rosy
Alaraoosook grange held its regular
and multitudinous [iest. Not long ago
cheeks to weak little bodies.
to the management, to memorize) and five
meeting Saturday evening, with a fair at- j
a man invented the following plan:
the number of weeks in which
representing
:
from
New
Centendance. Three visitors
You go out into the field from which
the part were to be learned, and during
were present.
Many of the
the rabbits are to be removed. Yon tury grange
which the manager took care “the ghost”’
members attended Pomona grange at Orsaw down a tree, and on the slant of
failed to walk in the direction of the unand reported a pleasant and profitland,
the stump you paint a black spot.
fortunate Thespian of whom he wished to
able meeting. A great deal of business
Then you keep very quiet, so that the
rid himself.
was disposed of and a good program furw
has been used for nearly
rabbits will come back from their burIn horse-racing circles this claim is
********** 60
nished. It was voted to have a “mum”
years as the good old
When a
and feed ns usual.
rows
the racing man asserts that
and
ridiculed,
supper next Saturday evening, when ail
family remedy for old and youne.
from the num- 1
originated
large enough number has collected yon
“twenty-three”
It expels worms quickly, promptly
grangers will be welcome.
ber of horses entered for Suburban handiclap your hands sharply. The effect
and effectively,and relieves costivenumber
of
entries
The
York.
will be electric. The rabbits will jump
in
New
cap
NIC© LIN, NORTH ELIA WORTH.
oats, bad stomach, feverishness
in haste for their burrows. At least
in this race was limited to twenty-two,
and headaches.
Owing to illness of W. M. W. B. Madone occasion twenty-three horses
one is sure to mistake the black spot
on
but
•a* —ryAsre, SS«, SOs, $1JtO
docka, Past Master H. E. Austin filled the
for his hole and make for It Invariawent to the starting post, and one horse
Ml. J. r. THUS 4 CO, Asksm, Ma
chair at the regular meeting Saturday
bly he will dash his brains out. This evening. Visitors were present from Bay- —the twenty-third—was ordered off the
Is
often
field.
enough.
process, repeated
|
side grange. After businesa, recess was
warranted to exterminate the rabbit
the term as the last
and
Circus men
and

Making It Easier.
Little Jean's dolly lmd met with an
accident, and her mother bad procured
a new head for It.
The removal of
the old head proved to he a rather
difficult task, which Jean watched
with groat Interest.
“I’m afraid, Jean. I can't get this
old head off,” said the mother.
Jean’s face glowed with the light of
f.n inspiration as she said:
“Never mind, mamma; just take the
body off."

on

«d bis sincere Interest in tbe Christian
Endeavor movement, and he has given
Rev. H. B. Klaeboe, one of the leading
ministers of tbe state cbnrch and a
three
long time friend of
months' leave of absence from his
charge to spread the Christian Enleaver society throughout Norway.

The work

gressing rapidly. Although far from completion, the seats have been put in and a
piano will be installed this week.

ly pouring in proves conclusively That
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is a remarkable remedy for those
distressing feminine ills from which

almost the length of the city, and
we live within three blocks of the Cascade
Lumber Co.: they never sleep or leave off
work the year round. They employ 300 to 400

j

even-

—

avenue runs

father of Christian

first degree next Friday

—

North Yakima, Jan. 16,1609.
D«ar M. B- Hittert:
Now for a description of ray little home. I
live on fifth street on Natches avenue. The

King Haakon and Christian Endeavor.
Endeavor, cabled from Christiania,
Norway, that he has been granted an
audience by his majesty King Haakon
at the royal palace. The king express-

to answer

say that it is more convenient to have the
letters for the column written on only one

There will be

table.

want to hear from.

cate,

of six.

from the operating j
I will never be without this meeting, Feb. 18, the third and fourth demedicine in the house.”—Mrs. Sam’l grees will be worked and refreshments
will be served. The literary program was
Lee, 3523 Fourth St, Louisville, Ky.
left in the hands of Marcia Springer,
Another Operation Avoided.
and hthel Hooper.
Adrian, Ga. “I suffered untold Carolyn
misery from female troubles, and my
HIGHLAND, NORTH PENOB8COT.
doctor said an operation was my only
Highland grange held its regular meet- !
chance, and I dreaded it almost as
much as death. Lydia E. Pinkham's ing Feb. 5, with good attendance. One apVegetable Compound completely cured plication was received. A program of ;
me without an operation.”
Lena V. readings, conundrums and a dialogue was
Henry, R. F. I). 8.
well rendered. Question, “Which is the
Thirty years of unparalleled suc- more profitable for a farmer, a |200 horse
cess confirms the power of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to or a f50 cow?” At the next meeting there
1
cure female diseases.
The great vol- will be a Lincoln Day program.
ume of unsolicited testimony constant-

this month?
the As., Bs.

will be done. Do not cover the dish, and
there will be no odor. Drain tbe cabbage a
little as you remove it, put butter op it, pepper if desired, and you will have a very deli-

class

Sc hoodie grange held its regular meetLydiaE-Pinkbam's
Vegetable Com- j ing Feb. 4. There was a tmall attendance
pound has restored as most of the members are ill with colds.
me
to perfect; One candidate was instructed in the
first
health and kept me |
and second degrees. At the next regular

the Lincoln

"because he justified himself
rather than God" and al the three
friends because they could not answer
Job. The Lord then spoke, and Job at
last saw that he had made a mistake
Is so persistently upholding his own
righteousness, which did injustice to
God. He repented and trembled himBelf, crying out, "I abhor myself and
repent in dust and ashes.” Then God's
mercy was exercised; Job was forgiven and more restored to him than
he had lost, and "after this lived Job
a -hundred and forty years and saw
his sons and his sons' sons, even four
And so Job died, being
generations.
old and full of days.”
And what a
great lesson we have in this dosing
scene! Not through boasting or pride
are God's blessing and mercy received,
but through repentance and humility.
"He that exalteth himself shaB be
abased, but who so humbieth himself
shall be exalted.”

the

past

few weeks

a

work in the

it

ness, and a severe
female trouble.

I should have made

i, 11.

Clark,

are

and l“s.

Dialogues between Job and his three
friends, chapters iii-xxxi.
Address of Elihu, chapters xxxii to

I>r.

dizziness,

the As. who have not

theirftresponses

send in

There

Introductory historical section, chap-

^pb

of

written within the

lows:

zxxvii.
of
Discourse
Jehovah,
chapters
«xxviii-xli.
Short si>eech of Job. xlii, 1-G.
Concluding historical section, xlii.
-7-1G.
The story as thus developed is a remarkable one and places tbe book of
Job simply as literature among the
greatest books ever written. Job is
greatly afflicted of God. Three friends
come to comfort him. but they are
poor comforters. Instead of administering comfort they add to his sorrow
by charging him with having sinned
against God, else He would not have
afflicted him. Tills was according to
the old Jewish doctrine that God s displeasure was a sign of wrongdoing
But Job protested that he was righteous before God. The charges were
-general at first, then more specific and
finally direct that he sinned in that he
upheld his own righteousness and in
bo doing charged God with injustice
fctiward him. Then Elibu broke into
the controversy and was indignant at

roll-call

jjraise

on

ing.

fromlrregularities, 1

ber.

This is a great life lesson from the
book of Job. which if well learned will
save us many a pang and sorrow.
"God’s ways are not our ways." but
they are all for our good, though we
cannot see the good now. Instead of
asking, "Why does God do this?" let
us say, with the Master, “Nevertheless
Thy will, not mine, be done,” and complete submission to God's will bring
peace and comfort of mind and soul.
Ihe arrangement and development
of the plan of this book are most admirable and increase interest in it
It Is largely in the form of a dialogue,
It has
which is always interesting.
been divided as to its contents as fol-

ters

regular

ferred

enough. I suffered

to

for the

Friday evening Mountain View grange
held its regular meeting, w ith about seventy present. After business, seven candidates were accepted and one application
was received.
The first degree was con-

tainly done me a
world of good and

| this number of the
using that, reserving her other

am

6- Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with Verona grange.

Louisville, Ky.—“Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has cerI cannot

adapted

DATES.

Saturday, March

Vegetable Compound

Dear M.'B. Friends
B. E. S. very kindly responded to the
roll-call appeal, and the above quotation
so

reason.

MOUNTAIN VIEW, WEST EDEN.

Is

was

good

By Lydia E. Pinkham’s

No rank or title did oar Lincoln crave,
His mind was noble and his heart was brave;
By honest work and merit does he stand.
The peer of any king in any land.
Bev. W. Edgar Brown.

not to

This column ia devoted to the Orange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of goneral Interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

SAVED

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

Its Motto:

Beginning Feb. 14, 1909.

3mottg tt)e (Grangers.

!

A Teaser.
“There Is one subject on which it is
difficult to keep up Interest?”
“What particular subject is that on
which It Is difficult to keep up lnter*st?"
“The mortgage of my house.”
To the Point.

Elderly Aunt—I suppose you wondered, dear little Hans, why I left yon so
abruptly in the lane. 1 saw a man.
Mid, oh, how 1 ran! Hans—Did yon
Bet him?—Fllegende Blatter.
A man that is young in years may
no time.
—Bacon.

be old In hours If be has lost

Cmee piles,
itching instantly.
salt rheum, tetter, iteb, hives, herpes,
At any drag
scabies— Doss *
Ointment.
store.—Ad »t

Stops

eczema,

1

Bend model, sketch or photo of inter ti< u ioi
free report on paten' ability.
ForfneU k,

^^rTRADE-MARKS 'V

I

NEWS. THE MODERN MOLOCH.

the very membrane which is crested in

hopelessly doomed. In agonies of suspense, vibrating between hope and dread,
r„
doctors and parents hang over the coach.
OFFERING UP A GUINEA PIG
What was their delight, within a few
OAK POINT.
FOR LIFE OF A CHILD.
hoars, to see the muscles of the little one
been quite ill the past
r. L. Murch has
begin to relax, the fatal blueness of its
THE
USE
OP
ANTITOXIN
IN TREATMENT lips to diminish, and its breathing become
week.
on
the
is
OP
employed
easier. Another dose was eagerly injected,
DIPHTHERIA
INTERESTING
Palmer Seavey
and within twenty-four hours the child
FACTS CONCERNING DISEASE
steamer Bay State.
was sleeping peacefully—out
of danger.
returned home from
AND TREATMENT.
jlrs. Busan Colaon
And the most priceless and marvelous lifeTremont Saturday.
I Extracts from article by Woods Hutchin- saving weapon of the century had been
is yarding lumber
Warren O. Haynes
son, A. M., M. I)., in the
Saturday Keening placed in the hand of the physician.
Dolliver.

COUNTY
nadiiional

Oonntt ITsws.

w

««*«r P°g>»

-i

—

Clifton
wile returned home
George J. Alley and
from Bayside Sunday.
and daughter
Mrs. Susannah Alley
Otter Creek last wees.
Mvra returned from
w
and child visited
Aubrey L. Alley, ife
home
their parents Saturday, returning
for

tfanday.
David Marshall and wife, who
their daughter, Mrs.
been visiting

Post, J an. 10.1909.]

Few of as who have been in practice
twenty years or more, or even fifteen, will
ever forget the shock of
dismay which ran
through us whenever a case to which we
had been sumraoued revealed itself to be

diphtheria.
ing chance,

have
L.

Seal Harbor.
Murch, have returned to
Plutarch.
Fcbi g*

HALL QUARRY.
Stillman Joyce ia borne from Bethel, Vt,
an exMiss Susie Carter ia at borne after
tended visit at Bethel, Vt,
George Sturk is at home from Hardwick,
Vt. where ho has been employed.
Mrs. Lydia Perry, who baa been spendthe'winter at Northeast Harbor is

home.

James Urant and wife have returned
Buck land, where Mr*. Grant has
of the eyes.
been for treatment
W'ord was received here last week of the
death of Peter Riley, a former resident of
this town, at his home in Scotland.
from

•

it,

••••*

membranous croup has been discovered to be diphtheria, and children
will not develop diphtheria unless
they
have been exposed to the contagion, while
if they should, we have a remedy against
it. He was a bold man who first ventured
to announce thi% and for years the battle
raged hotly, law, however, boards of
health require isolation and quarantine
against croup exactly as against any other
form of diphtheria.

GREAT POND.
Wilbur Estabrook and wife, of Bangor,
Alligator this week.
Congratulations are extended Ralph
Cushman Jackson and wife on the birth
ol a daughter Jan. 25.

are at

•

••••*

For years we were indoubt as to the
cause of diphtheria.
Half a dozen different theories were advanced; bad sewerage,
foul air, overcrowding; but it was not until shortly after the Columbus-like discovery, by Robert Koch, of the new continent of bacteriology that the germ which
caused it was arrested, tried and found
guilty, and our real knowledge of and
control over the disease began. This put
U9 upon solid ground and our progress
was both sure and rapid; in ten years our
knowledge of the causation, the method
of spread, the mode of assault upon the
body fortress, and last, but not least, the
cure, stood out clear cut as a die, a model
and a prophecy of what may be hoped for
in most other contagious diseases.
By a stern necessity of fate, which no
one regrets more keenly than the laboratory workers themselves, the guinea-pig
has had to be used as a stepping-stone for
every inch of this progress. Upon it were
conducted every one of the experiments
whose result widened our knowledge, until we found that this bacillus and no
other would cause diphtheria; that instead
of getting, like many other disease germs,
into the blood, it chiefly limited itself to
growing and multiplying upon a comparatively small patch of the body surface,
most commonly of the throat; that most
of its serious and fatal results upon the

Eire Williams and wife were guests of
Albert Mace and wife on a fishing trip to
Hall-mile pond last wedk.
Mrs. Myra Jackson, formerly of this
place, has accompanied her daughter,
Mrs. Winirred he Mono, to Los Angeles,
Cal., tor the winter.
the
one-year-old
baby of
Williams, pulled a cup ol hot tea
from the table Wednesday, kealding its
neck, breast and one arm badly.
Feb.

Eunice,

Clarence

7._E*
PROSPECT HARBOR.

Ualen Seavey
of several days.

of

cause

Harriman and wife returned last
week from Boston, whers Mr. Barrimsn
has been on schooner Metinlc as engineer.
Pebble.
Feb. 8.

ill*

an

made the most

Croup has almost ceased to be one of the
bogies, of the nursery. And why? Be-

Leon

out again after

we

—

ing

is

and

for in the milder epidemics only ten to
twenty per cent, of the patients died; and
even in the severest, a third of them recovered.
But what “turned our liver to water”—
as the graphic oriental
phrase has it
was the knowledge which, like
Banquo’s
ghost, would not down; that while many
cases would recover of themselves, and in
many border-line ones our skill would
turn the balance in favor of recovery, yet
if the disease happened to take a certain
sadly-familiar, virulent form we could do
little more to stay its fatal course than we
coaid to stop an avalanche, and we never
knew when a
particular epidemic or a
particular case would take that turn.

F.

ness

Miss Bernice Dunn, of Franklin, is vis*
iting her aunt, Mrs. John 8. Coombs.
John 8. Coombs and wife opened their
hospitable home to a large dinner [party

Friday.
Master Rupert Blance joined his mother
in Bar Harbor on Tuesday, and (both left
for Brooklin for a visit.
E. 8. Rice went to Bangor Thursday to
meet his wife and children, who have
been visiting relatives in Portland.
Feb. 8.
C.

K1TTKKY TO CARIBOU.
Abroad.
Abroad la a locality entirely surJames M. Ban born, of Newport, one o€
rounded by seasickness. In another
tbe most prominent attorneys of tins
of the air passages.
view It Is a bourne m jre or less mysdied Saturday^
The difficulty of breathing becomes terious, bounded on Its farther side by Penobscot county bar,
greater and greater, until the little victim your Income and on Its hither side by aged flfty-ihree years.
tosses continually from side to side in one custom houses where you have to deMajor Frederick C. Low, a well-known
constant, agonizing struggle for breath. clare everything you bring back with Bangor man and a Civil war veteran,
After a time, however, the accumulation you except a foreign accent and one died suddenly at tbe soldiers’ borne, Togas,
Wednesday. Major Low went to Togas
of carbon dioxide in the blood produces change of hosiery.
last fall tor special treatment. He was
its merciful narcotic effect, and the strugborn in Bangor seventy-two years ago.
Abroad Is where—
Frank Kennedy, of Dexter, employed in
gles cease. The breathing becomes shal1. They put
one
of Bchoppe & Morse’s
camps on
lower and shallower, the lips become first
a. Labels all over your luggage and
Machias waters, became lost while on bis
1
•
••••*
blue, then ashy pale, and the little torch
b. It all over you.
Columbia
Falls
in the
to
way from camp
of life goes out with a flicker. This was
2. You are almost always going j storm of Saturday, Jan. 30, and perished.
IMPORTANCE OP PROMPTNESS.
His body was found last Saturday by
what we had to expect, in spite of our down from Jerusalem to Jericho, and
j Of course there were imny disappoint- utmost effort, in from
George Pineo, a trapper.
seventy to ninety the good Samaritan Invariably wants \
ments and failures in the earlier cases.
Tbe Kolley block in Jonesport was gutcent of these laryngeal cases, before a tip.
Oar first antitoxins were too weak and too per
ted by fire Friday, tbe total damage being
the days of the blessed antitoxin. Now i
but estimated at |25.000. Tbe losers are L. B.
of
Is
the
Abroad
stage
history,
variable. We were afraid to. use them in ;
we actually reverse these
percentages, pre- that is only because history..made the j Kelley, owner of tbe building; F. L
sufficient doses. Often their injection
vent the vast majority of cases from detoo common mistake of not seeing ] Adams, drug store; A. A. Green burr,
would not b? consented to until the case
clothing and furnishings; F. M. Smith,
had become hopeless. But courage and veloping serious laryngeal symptoms at America first.—Puck.
hardware; Thomas R. Barbetti, fruit and
and save from seventy to eighty per
all,
confectionery, and apartments on second
industry have conquered ihese difficulties jI cent of
floor.
those
who do.
the
Limit.
Keeping Up
one after another, until now the fact that
In J. Cornyns Carr’s reminiscences
EFFECTS OF DISEASE.
the prompt and intelligent use of anti2tebettuKh.au*.
Tui3 leads 11s to the most important Is a characteristic anecdote of Burnej toxin will effect a cure cf from ninety to
his doctor
ninety-five per cent, of all cases of diph- single fact about the course of the dis- Jones, who had consulted
seemed
which
about
certain
symptoms
theria is as thoroughly established as any ease, and that is that the chief source of
other fact in medicine. The mass of danger is not so much from direct suffoca- ! alarming.
“flow
many cigars do you smoke In
figures from all parts of the world in sup- tion as from general collapse and particn- !
a day?" the doctor inquired of bis pa- !
port of its value has become so overwhelm- larly failure of the heart.
This has given us two other data of tlent, to which Burne-Jones had care- i
ing that it is neither possible nor necesI think about six.”
great Importance and value, namely, that lessly replied. “Oh.
sary to specify them in detail.
A serious illness is often brought on by
“Well.” replied his adviser, “for the j a
Of 187 cases treated the first day of the while the immediate and greatest
is
neglected sore throat.
peril
had better limit yourself i
present
you
All
throat troubles invariably weaken
over
when
none
of
the
membrane
on
the
has
become
disease,
died;
1,186 injected
And in detailing the inci- tbe system and should not be allowed to
second day of the disease, 4% per cent loosened and the temperature begun to to three."
unchecked.
go
Burne-Jones add- j
died; of 1,233 not treated until the third subside, in both ordinary throat and in dent to me afterward
A gargle made with twelve drope of
day of the disease, 11 per cent died; of 963 laryngeal forms of the disease, the patient ed, with a chnckle. “You know, my Sloan’B Liniment in balf a glass of water
is by no means out of danger. While the dear Carr, I never did smoke more will break up a sore throat.
cases escaping treatment until the fourth
Sloan’s Liniment is an excellent remedy
day, 17 per cent died; while of 1,260 not antitoxins poured out by his body have than three."
for tonsilitis, croup, asthma and bronseen until the fifth day, 20 per cent died.
chitis. Applied freely to the ontside of
completely defeated the invading toxins
Nicotine.
the throat and chest, it draws out the inIn other words, the chances for cure by in the open field of the blood, yet almost
“If excessive smoking alone could flammation, reduces the swelling and rethe antitoxin are in precise proportion to every tissue of the body is still saturated
Twelve drops of thin
1 lieves any soreness.
theearliness with which it is administered, with these latter and has often been seri- cause heart degeneration,” writes* cor- Liniment in balf a glass of water mskn a
“such
i
London
of
the
Mail,
respondent
are
and
over four times as great daring onsiy damaged by them before their course
splendid antiseptic gargle.
Mr. Albert W, Price, of Fredonia, Kane.,
the first two days of the disease as they was checked. Many cases of diphtheria cases would be common Instead of ex- i
“We have used Sloan’s Liniment
that
an
The
fact
is
rare.
only
tremely
will show a weak and rapid pulse which
are after the fourth day.
| writes:
in the family for about a year, and And It
*
m
will persist for weeks after the patient haB almost infinitesimal amount of nicotine an excellent relief tor colds and hay fevpr
An ordinary attacks. Two drops of the Liniment in •
By any ordinary means of diagnoaia we apparently recovered, and if the little ones is absorbed in smoking.
Of water will stop coughing’
would often be in doubt as to whether a are allowed to ait up too soon, or to in- sized cigar or an ounce of smoking to- teaspoonful
,
bacco contains enough of thls virnlent and sneezing instantly.”
case were diphtheria or
Mr. L. T. Hurst, of Coatesville, Ind., Stm
not, until it was dulgo in any sudden movements or mus- 1
both well advanced and had had time to colar strains, this weak and rapid pulse poison to kill two men. The only yea- R. No. 1, writes:' “I And yonr Liniment
infect other members of the family. With will suddenly change into an attack of son all smokers are not killed at once the best remedy I have ever tried for Mkn
throat, either for horse or man. IonM
the help of the laboratory, however, we heart failure and, possibly, fatal collapse, j Is that the nicotine Is destroyed In the cured
a case of sore throat on myself tin
have a prompt, positive and simple method
Last of all, and by no means least inter- combustion of the leaf.”
second day and. almost the first night,
which
had continued for over three weeks,
of deciding at the very earliest stage. We esting, are the effects which are produced
under constant treatment of three phyProcrastination.
One day while
merely take a sterilized swab of cotton upon the nervous system.
sicians (I was traveling) and it was get“Why is procrastination said to be ting worse.”
on the end of a wire, rub it gently over the
the child is recovering, and is possibly beI
surface of the throat and tonsils, restore ginning to sit up in bed, a glass of milk is the thief of time?" asked the teacher.
’Cause it takes a fellow so long to
it to its glass tube, smearing it gently handed to him. The little one drinks it j
over the surface of some solidified bloodeagerly and attempts to swallow, but sud- say it,” answered the bright boy at
the foot of the class.—Chicago News.
serum placed at the bottom of
and back
denly it
_

j

Throat Miss.
Ms lbs Sustain.
J

m

m.

■

close

the tube, |

DISCOVERY OF ANTITOXIN.

AMHERST.
A

son was

born to

wife Feb. 5.

Philmore Willey and

Thomas Johnston, who has been ill
eral weeks, is oat again.

sev-

Thomas Hanscom and wife, of Mariaville, were in town last week visiting
their brother, Seth O. Hanscom, w-ho is iU,
Feb. 8.
O.

JRtHual.

More Evidence.
It in Coming in
Rapidly in Ellsworth.
Evidence

on

the

following subject

prove of iuterest
reader.

to

every

Romany people

experience daily.

will

the

This public state-

ment

should be proof positive to every
havering doubter. Read it carefully.
Prank E. Fernald, Ellsworth, Me., says:
Umsuch a strong advocate of Doan's

Sidney Pills that I never miss
tuiiity to recommend them and
teamed of

a

cage

Jive satisfaction.

an

oppor-

have

never

where they have failed to
Off and on for two or

taree years, l

was bothered by attacks of
The misery varied from a dull
sharp pain, and at times I could

backache.
•che to

f\

•carcely stoop.

If I

gat

down

harder for me to get
up again, and I
doubt as what to do for the trouble.
^d

it

was

was

I

in

had

a

groat deal about Doan's Kidney
Pdls, and as they were said to be a sure
core for
decided to
backache, I
Jive them

Anally

trial.

I procured them at
hCoore’g drug store, and it required only
°&e box to effect a
cure. I had a slight
^tnrn of the trouble some time
after, but,
*Kin
appealing to Doan’s Kidney Pills,
*•■ relieved.”
a

?or sale by ail dealers.

Price 50 cents.

£*t®r-Mllbum
ter the United Statee.

Co., Buffalo, New York,

^*®fsber the

name—l)jan’s—and take

•opUSr..
r*t

!

Ellsworth

through

go

j

4.

i
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Here was a most important clew'. It was
not necessary to tight the germs themselves in every part of the body, but merely
to introduce some ferment or chemical
substance w'hich would have the power
of neutralizing their poison. Instantly attention w'as turned in this direction, and
it was quickly found that if a guinea-pig
were injected with a very small dose of
the diphtheria toxin and allowed to recover he would then be able to throw off a
still larger dose until finally, after a
number of weeks, he could fie given a
dose which w’ould have promptly killed
him in the beginning of the experiments,
but which he now readily resisted and recovered from. Evidently some substance
in his blood which was a
was produced
natural antidote fcr the toxin, and a little
further search quickly resulted in the discovery and filtering out of his body the
A dose of thi9 innow famous antitoxin.
jected into another guinea-pig suffering
from diphtheria would promptly save its
life.
Could this antitoxin be obtained in sufficient amounts to protect the body of a
human being? The guinea-pig was so
tiny and the process of antitoxin-forming
so slow that we naturally turned to larger
animals as a possible source, and here it
was quickly found that of these the goat
and the horse not only would develop this

|

chokes, half-strangles,
comes the milk, pouring out
through the
nostrils. Paralysis of the soft palate has
occurred from poisoning of the nerves
controlling it, caused by direct penetra-

|

tion of the toxin. Sometimes the external muscles of the eye become paralyzed,
and the little eye can no longer see to

the tube and send it to the nearest

laboratory.
The culture is put into an incubator at
body heat, the germs sown upon the surface of the blood-serum grow and multiply, and in twelve hours a positive diagnosis can be made by examining this
growth with a miscroscope. These tubes
are now provided by all progressive city
boards of health, and can be had free of
charge for use in any doubtful case. Twelve
hours later a free report can bj had from
the public laboratory. If every case of
suspicious sore throat in a child were
(
promptly swabbed out and a smear from
the swab examined at a laboratory, it
would not be long before diphtheria would

respiration

or

those

controlling

the heart-

recognized as a possible result of
diphtheria long before the antitoxin was
discovered, and every one of them can be
readily produced by injections of diph-

i

j

paralysis following diphtheria than there
were before the use of antitoxin, but that
is for the simple and sufficient reason that

there

of

twenty-four

squint and a dead child, few
temporary
mothers would hesitate long in their

choice.

to

| forty-eight hours rapidly thickens to the
| well-known and dreaded false* membrane.

Before, however, it has thickened in more
spots or patches, the toxin
has begun to penetrate into the blood, and
j the little
I|
patient will complain of headache, feverishness and backache, often—
indeed, usually—before any very marked
; soreness in the throat is complained of.
j The bacilli multiply and increase in
| their deadly mat on the surface of the
and larger amounts of the
j throat, larger
! poison are poured into the blood, the
than occasional

1

temperature goes up, the headache increases, the child often begins to vomit,
and becomes seriously ill. The glands of

efforts to arrest and
neck,
| neutralize the poison, become sw'ollen
I
| and sore to the touch, the breath becomes
foul from the breaking down of the mera| brane in the throat, the pulse becomes
rapid and weak from the effect of the
poison upon the heart, and the dreaded
antidote substance very quickly and in picture of the disease rapidly develops.
This process in from sixty to eighty per
large amounts, but that a certaiu amount
of it,or a substance acting as an antitoxin, cent, of cases will continue for from three
to seven days, when a check will come and
was present in their blood to begin with.
Of the two, the horse was found to give the condition will gradually improve.
both the stronger antitoxin and the larger This is a sign that the defensive tissues of
amounts of it, so that he is now exclu- the body have succeeded in rallying their
forces against the attack, and have poured
sively used for its production.
After hie resisting power had been raised out sufficient amounts of the natural anto the highest possible pitch by successive titoxin to neutralize the poisons poured in
The membrane begins
injections of increasing doses of the toxin, by the invaders.
and his serum (the watery part of the to break dow n and peel off the throat, the
blood which contains the healing body) temperature goes down, the headache dishad been used hundreds and hundreds of appears, the swelling in the glands of the
times to save the lives of diphtheria- neck may either subside or go on to supstricken guinea-pigs, and had been shown puration and rupture, but within another
week the child is fairly on the way to reover and over again not merely magically
curative but absolutely harmless, it was covery.
Should the invaders, however, have setried with fear and trembling upon a gashcured a foot hold in the larynx, then the
ing, struggling, suffocating child, as a last
is
different. The child may
possible resort to save a life otherwise picture sadly
have even less headache, temperature and
hexamethylenetetramine
general sense of illness; but he begins to
The above is the name of a German chemi- cough, and the cough has a ringing, brassy
invaluable
the
of
is
one
many
which
cal,
Within forty-eight,' or even
Hex- sound.
gredients of Foley’s Kidney. Remedy. mediby
amethylenetetramine is recognised
twenty-four hours he begins to have diffia uric acid
as
authorities
and
books
text
cal
in respiration.
This rapidly insolvent and antiaeptic for the urine. Tahe culty
as you notice
creases as the delicate tissues of the larynx
Foley’s Kidney Remedy as soon
serious
a
avoid
and
any/ irregularities,
swell under the attack- of the poison, and
malady- G. A. Paochbr.
tbe

children left alive to disAnd between a child with a

are more

play them!

|

course

well

theria bacilli or their toxin into animals.
It is quite possibly true that tnere are
more cases
of nerve-poisoning and of

presence will cause an irritation of the
| surface cells which brings out the leucoj cyte cavalry of the body to the defense,
j together with squads of the serum or
| w atery fluid of the blood containing fibrin.
These, together with the surface cells,
are rapidly coagulated and killed by the
deadly toxin; and their remains form a
| coating upon the surface, w’hich at first
; is scarcely perceptible, a thin, grayish film,
but which in the

er.
_

A Reasonable Excuse.

Fortunately, mo9t of these alarming results go only to a cetain degree, and then
gradually fade away and disappear; but
this may take months or even longer. In
a certain number, however, the nerves of

was

];

Either Way.
Psmith—I'd invite you home to din- j
ner with me, but we have no cook.
Kjones—And I'd invite you home with
me, but we have one.—Cleveland Lead-

read.

beat become affected, and the patient dies
suddenly from heart failure.
j These effects of the diphtheria toxin are
be practically exterminated, as smallpox also of interest for a somewhat unexpected
has been.
reason, since it has been claimed that they
are effects of the antitoxin by those who
are opposed to its use.
Every one of them
COURSE OF THE DISEASE.

Supposing that, in spite of all our precautions, the disease has gained a foothold
WEST EDEN.
in the throat, what will be its coarse?
D. Cl. Hall went to Augusta last week on body were produced, not by the entrance
This will depend, first of all, npon whether
business.
of the germs themselves into the blood,
t he invading germs have lodged in their
A son was born to Frank Power and but by the absorption of the toxins or
commonest point of attack, the tonsils,
wife Feb. 6.
poisons produced by them on the moist palate and upper throat, or have
peneThe drama, ‘‘Milly, the Quadroon," will surface of the throat, just as the yeast trated down the air passages into the
be presented by local talent in' the new plant will produce in alcohol, in grape larynx or
voice organ. In the former,
or sweet cider.
which is far the commoner case, their
grange hall Feb. 9 and 10. Ice cream and juice
cake w ill be served in the dining hall.
Feb. 8.
M.

an

attempt at defense becomes the body’s
own undoing by increasing the
blocking

in their

!
1

Why the Aspen Tree Trembles.
Would you know why the aspen trembles when in the sultry summer time not
a breath stirs, and the other trees of the
wood with thick-leaved branches rest
and spread cooling shades’ Hear the
story as told by the Germans.
At that eventful moment when our
dear Lord hung upon the cross, and the
sun
veiled himself in mourning, there
shot a tremor through all living nature,
Man, terrified and still, awaited with
beating heart the issue of the unwonted,
the unheard-of hour. The beasts of the
forest fled and hid themselves m their
dens; no insect chirped, no bird twittered ;
all
was dumb
and
mourning.
Only
the flowers and trees murmured in their
search, and told one to another, the story
of that
sacred
time. The tall-cedars
of Lebanon waved in ghostly chorus high
in the air, and the forests w'ere wrapt in a
green deepening intt* night.
“Ah! Now. Hejiis no more!" softly
whispered the weeping willow of Babylon, bowing her sorrowing branches down
deep into the Euphrates. The vine-dresser
went through his vineyard and saw how
the fruit wept. And when the fruit was
ripe, and the new wine wras pressed, he
called it the tears of Christ. But around
Golgotha arose a sweet fragrance sent by
the night violet, to comfort the suffering
Son of God and the Iris said to her sister
Cypress, “In mourning will I array myself evermore.”

Cypress,

“And

I,”

answered

"Bridget,” said Mrs. Subbubs sternly, “breakfast is half an hour late
again."
“Yis, mim," returned Bridget meekly“What excuse have you to offer?
You know I told you that Mr. Subbubs must catch that early train, and
punctuality at breakfast is absolutely
necessary,” said the lady.
“Sure an' Oi overshiep' mesilf," said

Bridget.

Health
Never Fails to Restore

Gray Hair to Its Natural
Color and Beauty.
No matter how long it has been gray
orfaded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out.
and positively removes Dudrnlf. Keeps hairaoft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2}i times as much
in $1.00 asSOc. size. Is Not a Dye.
$1 and 50c. bottles, at druggists
Send 2c for free book The Care of the Hair. *•
Pbilo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.

9

Hay’s Harflna Soap cum Pimple*

rouph and chapped hands, and all skin did*
eases.
Keeps skin fine and soft. 25c. druniata.
red,

“That is no excuse." said the mis“I gave you an alarm clock I
tress.

Send 2c for free book “The Care of the Skin-**

only yesterday.”

A Reliable

“01 know that, mim."
“Did you wind it up?”
“Oi did."
“And didn't it go off?”
“Sure an’ it did that. It made a tarrlble n'ise."
“Then why didn't you get up?"
“Sure, mim," responded Bridget tearfully, “it was that t’ing that’s made
Oi niver shlep’ a
all the throuble.
wink all night waitin’ for it to go off,
an' whin it did Oi was that toired OI
couldn’t move."—Harper’s Weekly.
The lofty soul is often best manifested
in the lowly service.

Remedy
Eljf’s Craaiii Balm

PATARRII
COkVu

is quickly absorbed.
Giues fleiief at Once.

11 cleanses, .sootLies, C^Y’FEVEd
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
^
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. I!Lc- It
Ay PPt/PQ
stores the Senses of V1HI
V IgpV^Ml
Taste and Smell. Fall size 50 cts., at Draggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
Ely Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New Yotk*

Cure
Cholera Mort_„
Green or over-ripe fruit will cause it
—Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment will cure

mf

it.
An infallible remedy for all
similar disorders—cramps, colic, dta
rhoea, etc. A few half-teaspoonful doses

ot

JOHNSON'S }
mooruK LINIMENT
will

quickly relieve the most severe case; It’s just
sure in curing sore throat,
coughs, colds, grip,
bronchitis, tonsilitis, and kindred respiratory troubles.
If you have a cut, a burn, a bruise or other external
ache or pain, a free application of the liniment will
reduce the inflammation and drive out the pain
quicker than anything else. Keep a bottle in
your medicine chest for emergencies.
as

the

“will dwell

among the graves in
memorial of this hour.”
Then there came a light wind through
the stifling twilight. It was Ashtaroth,
the angel of Death, drawing nish to the
cross.
And as that moan had ascended;
“My God, ray God, why hast thou forsaken me!” every
branch, every leaf,
every flower trembled. Only the aspen, a
proud, high, cold tree, stood unmoved on

Golgotha.
“Why ahould we be disturbed,’ said
she, “by thy sufferings? We are yet
pure, we trees, flowers, and plants; we

have never sinned!”
But Ashtaroth, the angei of Death,
took the black cup with the Redeemer's
blood, and poured it upon the roots of the
proud aspen. The unhappy tree was paralyzed. Its leaves fell. Never more came
rest to its boughs, and when all is
still,
peaceful and happy, it trembles, and is
called the trembling poplar to this day.

KINEO

RANGES
will

-atisfy the most
They are
bakers
and conquick
critical.

but

little fuel.
in
fact, the
They are,
most economical stove
sume

on

the market.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor,

Me.
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FROM WASHINGTON.
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Forceful Leadership
Maine’s Representatives Busy.
Washington, Feb 8 (special) Voluminous J comments, which abounded last
session, about western senators getting
into the saddle at that end of the capi’ol,
have been rapidly subsiding. It is due to
—

Senator Hale’s
A

LOCAL AND POLITICAL

JOURNAL

PUBLISHED

•CVERY WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BY THE

tANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

the

vigorous leadership

for six
•voscrlptlon Price—$2 00 a year, $1.00 Ir
t alu
months; 50 cents for three months;
cents
38
and
75
in
advance,
ft
5<’,
Strictly
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All ar•enrages are reckoned at the rate of $- per
ear

unerringly,

ators from the West

their

bill

the

are

finding

it out to

sorrow.

go as far as they
and republicans.

and lick them once
while," quoth Senator Lodge, of

a

of Senator Hale’s best
lieutenants, the other day. This was after
some of the western republicans had been
Massachusetts,

will among democrats

trying

a

rantankerous trick to

emphasize

determination to have their own way
whether the Senate leaders liked it or not.
a

of The

American is 2.;f50 copies.

They have received two or three such
drubbings of late, and it has quelled their
spirit. Most of them are now coming
around to eat out of Senator Hale’s hand,
for he stands forth as the one man who

2,52S

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 10, 1909.

embodies the

leadership.

personification

of the Senate

News of

an

the

the

of the rebate

extension

system

was

the committee

indefinitely
on

railroads

Wednesday afternoon at the request of
Hugh Chaplin, esq., attorney for the road.
Mr. Chaplin explained briefly that the
bill had met w ith serious opposition, and
that this opposition had taken such form
that even if the legislature should pass the
bill, the efforts of the road to get financial
hacking for this extension would have

STATU SOLONS.

cock

for

on

postponed by

one

Legislative

asking

of taxes

Bangor
through the Allegash
built at present, as the

extension

Aroostook railroad
country will not be

leads more firmly Burleigh does not consider the politics of
Senate is learning, his constituents in distributing his allotthan any man who has attained that high ! ment of government seeds. There are not
position for many years. The young sen- enough for everybody, but he makes them

in

Businesscommunlcatiops should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made pay
able to The Hancock county Publishing
Co Ellsworth. Maine.

Average for the year of 190S,

in the sunny southland, and the departhas to consider that fact. Gov.

ment

“We have to turn in

>dv«*rtia!rg Rates—ATe reasonable and will be
made known on application.

edition

there of Senator

proposed

He

Hale, of Maine.

and

This week’s

franked addresses have all been written garding the respective merits of the two
forwarded to the department of agri- measures, with the preponderance of eviculture where they will be attached to the dence in favor of the Donigan bill.
Business is being hustled along in the
proper packages of divers varieties for the
vegetable and flower gardens.
legislature now, and adjournment at least
The packages for the constituents of a week earlier than two years ago is presouthern representatives have to go out dicted.
first. The planting season conies earlier
&
The
of

legislative

tiotices.

Jfdji OUntA.

and

Interest to Han-

County Headers.

resolve in favor of Castine normal
was passed to be engrossed in the
Senate Wednesday and given first reading Thursday. Passed to be engrossed in
The

been

school

seriously injured.
proposition to rebate

The

roads

taxes of rail-

condemned by the lower branch
of the legislature Thursday morning, the
House Friday; finally passed Monday; fi[ house going on record by a vote of 133 to
nally passed in Senate yesterday.
1 against future legislation along the line
In the House Wednesday Mr. Peters, of,
| of taxation rebates to railroads.
Ellsworth, presented a bill to authorize j
the Bar Harbor & Union River Power Co.
COUNTY GOSSIP.
the property and franchises of
to
was

|

|

acquire

COMMUTER ON SKA AND SHORE
FISHERIES.
HR Committee on Set and Shore Fisheries
will hold a public hearing in the office of
the commissioner of sericulture at the State
House in Augusta, Tuesday, Feb. 23, at 2
o’clock p.m. No. 8. On an act to amend Sec*
tion 20 of Chapter 41, of the Revised Statutes
1908, relating to aea and shore fisheries.
No 9. On an set to further amend Chapter
120 of the Public Laws of 1906, relating to the
office of commissioner of sea and shore fishcries.
No. 10. On an act to amend Section 17 of
Chapter 41 of the Revised Statutes of 1903 as
amended by Chapter 49, of the Public Laws of
1907, relating to pea and shore fisheries.
No. 11. On an act to amend Section 61 of
Chapter41 of the Revised Statutes of 1903, relating to sea and shore fisheries.
No. 12. On an act to amend Section 3 of
Chapter 41 of the Revised Statutes of 1903. relating to sea and shore fisheries.
No. 13. On an act to amend Chapter 77 of
the Public Laws of 1905, relating to sea and
shore fisheries.
No. 14. On an act to amend Section 1 of
Chapter 41 of the Revised Statutes of 1903, relating to sea and shore fisheries.
No. 15. On an act for the better protection
of lobsters.
No. 17. On a petition of J. P. Carter and 34
others for an act to prohibit drag seining in
the waters of Benjamin's river in the town of
Sedgwick, Hancock county.
John P. Kkllby, Secretary.
INLAND MSHKKIKS AND GAME.
Committee on Inland Fisheries and
a public hearing in its
room(office
game commissioners) at
the State H ouse in Augusta, Wednesday, Feb.
17. on petition of Geo. U Dyer and others,
citizen* of Franklin and vicinity, asking for a
law to regulate fishing through th# ice in
Donnell pond, Hancock county.
Wednesday. Feb 24. on petition of B. G.
Adams and others, citizeus of Hancock and
Penobscot counties, asking for a law to regulate fish ng in the tributaries to Phillips laxe,
Hancock county.
Wednesday, March 3,1909, at 9 p. m. On petition of E. P. Cole and others, citizens of
Brooklin and vicinity, asking for a law regulating the hunting of sea fowl in the waters of
Blnenill bay and Bggemoggin Reach.
On petition of C. L. Parker and others of
Brooklin and vicinity, asking for a law to prevent the hunting of deer with horns or bells
or otherwise.

THEGame will
Rive
offish and

Child Labor In Maine.
During the two or three years that the the Ellsworth Power Supply Co.
A petition has been presented to the
Maine is one of the few northern late Senator Allison, of Iowa, long the
Mr. Havey, of Sullivan, on Wednesday
legislature for the closing of Donnell's
■tates which requires no educational SenateVfloor leader, was ill the new west- presented petitions from residents of
pond, Franklin, to winter Ashing, except
test of children who apply for papers j erners took liberties. Senator Beveridge, of Gouldsboro and Winter Harbor for an two days a week.
a
who
orator
never
distingood
Indiana,
in
factories.
law
of
1907.
work
amendment
to
the
lobster
:
permitting them to
Mr. Harmon, of Stonington, on WedA boy or girl of fourteen, even if guished himself at all in constructive
Remonstrances against letting Isle au
openly aspired to the floor nesday presented remonstrance of J. E. Haut and Stonington leave the county of
absolutely illiterate, may present his legislation, This
he
session
has
been
tame
leadership.
and 109 others against act to proHancock and join Knox county, are pourbirth certificate to a factory agent as a bah lamb. A coterie of radical west- Wooster
hibit the shipping of scallops out of the ing into the legislature from all
parts of
In other states
and be employed.
ern republicans, beaded by Senator LaState, and asking for a close time on scal- the county.
anch a child must be able to read and Follette, had made considerable trouble.
lops in West Penobscot bay; also an act
Miss Aline Thompson, a high school
write, at least, and this certainly is They would vote with the democrats as to prohibit the swelling of scallops by
■ot too much to demand.
often as with their own party, and were artificial means, and an act to prohibit the student of Eden, ignored the school team
INLAND N3HKBIIM AND OAMK.
The United States census shows that boasting what they were going to do with taking of scallops in West Penobscot bay during the recent deep snows, and several
Committee on Inland Fisheries and
Qame will give a public heaving in Us
walked
more
than
two
miles
on
mornings
one
of
these days. Senator from April 1 to Oct. 1 of each year.
in relation to child illiteracy Maine the leadership
room (office of Fish And Game Commissionsnow
at
the
schoolhouse
at
shoes,
arriving
off
the reservation
ers) at the State House in Augusta, WednesThe committee on counties, to which
■tands twenty-eighth in rank among LaFollette still lives
day, Feb. 17, at 9 p. m. On petitions of W. H.
of the time, but his opportunities was referred an act for the relief of the 8 a. m.
the states of the Union,
Farnham and others asking for repeal of law
having most
for making trouble have been greatly re- register of deeds for Hancock county, repermitting the snaring of rabnlta in HanSummer residents of Castine are making cock
dropped in ten years from the nine- stricted.
Co., with accompanying bill.
ported that the same should be referred plans for the organization of a boat cinb,
Wednesday, Feb. 94, at 2 p. m. On an act
teenth place. That this unfavorable
The change is due in very large measure to the committee on salaries and feea.
regulating
open season on deer on Swan's Iswhich will add to the gaieties of that re- land, with petitions
for same.
allowing is at least in large part due to the good tact and conservative judgThe resolve in favor of the Bar Harbor sort next season. The
John Collins propto the lack of an educational qualifica- ment, backed by energy in enforcing his
JUDIC1ART.
hospital received final passage in the erty, near the lighthouse, has been looked
tion for working children seems a will, on the part of Senator Hale. There House Wednesday and in the Senate
Committee on Judiciary will give a
at as a desirable place for a clubhouse,
public hearing in 11s room at the State
Justifiable inference, and the state is accordingly less inclination to start Thursday.
and it is probable arrangements to pur- Hoase in Augusta, Thursday, Feb. 18, 1988, at
2 p. m. 147. On an act to incorporate the Bar
child lajsor committee has asked the revolts. There is more party harmony.
In the House Thursday Mr. Harmon, of chase it will be made.
Harbor Gas Company.
158. On an act to enable the town of Winlegislature to amend the child labor The Senate critics cry “czar” as the House Stonington, presented several remonstrancritics
used to cry at the late Speaker Reed. ces
ter Harbor to purchase Che property and franthe
the
of
such
a
law by
addition
against any legislation against
Sheriff Site by’9 deputies at Bar Harbor— chise of the Winter Harbor Gas and
qualificaLight
But under Mr. Hale the business of the flow of mill waste into Salt
in
the
pond,
tion.
Madden and Richardson—are causing the Company.
Senate is expedited, and on the whole towns of Bluebill, Brooklin and Sedglaw violators to sit up and take
The proposed amendment would reliquor
LEGAL AFFAIRS.
there is a feeling of great relief because wick.
notice. On Monday they seized between
Committee on Legal Affairs will give a
quire every applicant for working the Senate again has a strong and forceful
public besring in its room at the State
The act to repeal the 190? lobster law for twenty-five and thirty quarts o( whisky.
to
demonstrate
his
to
House in Augusta. Thursday. February 18, at
papers
ability
leader.
Hancock county was favorably reported by The deputies state that they are holding 2 p. ra. No. 84. An act amending and extendread and write simple sentences in
Business has been humming with all of the committee on shore fisheries Thurs- the liquor under the pure food law, and ing the provisions of chapter 375, Private and
Special Laws of 1905. entitled an act to authorEnglish, and to perform simple Maine’s representatives
in the House of day: given its first reading in the House have sent a sample to Prof. Knight, of ize the town of Castine to construct for itself and for persons and corporations a sysproblems in the fundamental opera- iate. They have been filling the forenoons Friday; passed to be engrossed Monday; Bangor, for analysis.
tem of water works in said town.
tions of
a
arithmetic—not
lofty of the spring-like Washington days with read and assigned in the Senate Tuesday.
8EA AND SHORE FISHERIES.
The Mt. D‘»ert automobile bill is still |
•tandard, it is true, but one assuring visits to the departments and with comIn the House Friday Mr. Jones, of
March 2, at 2 p. m. No. 25. On
under consideration
mittee meetings, and the afternoons with Bncksport, presented a resolve appropriliteracy.
by the legislative
an act to amend Section 38 or Chapter 4,
If Maine is to be saved from the attendance upon the sessions of the House, i ating $300 for screening Toddy pond in committee, though it is understood the I of the Revised Statutes as amended by the
Public Laws of 1905.
143, relative to
report will be favorable. But, while this | the use of seines, weirsChapter
dangers of an ignorant citizenship, and where there is great activity in clearing the town of Orland.
and nets.
favorable
No. ». On an act to prohibit the swelling
decks
and
is
A
resolve
an
for
there
is
for
!
the
fourth
of
report
expected,
getting ready
favoring
appropriation
is to regain her former position, some
of scallops by artificial means
now getting very near.
screening Donnell’s pond in Franklin was much question as to what will happen to
John P. Kblluy, Secretary.
.measure of this sort is urgently March,
the bill when it gets into the House.
Representative Allen, of the first dis- presented in the Senate yesterday.
needed.
COUNTIES.
is
While
local
still
The
bill
conditions
at
Bar
an
most
introduced
Hartrict,
many
important
keeping
eye out for the
yes1
Committee on Counties will give a
Indian appropriation bill, of which he is terday was an act for the preservation and bor make the request to have the maroom No. 3 at the State
public
hearingin
The most important matter to come one of the
legislative guardians; Repre- perpetuation of the forests of Maine. The chines kept out fairly reasonable, there House in Augusta, Thursday, Feb. 18, 1909, at
2 o'clock p. m. On an act to set off the towns
to the attention of the board of trade sentative Swasey, of the second
are
reasons
is
bill
it
not
creates
a
State
i
considered
adforest commission, to
why
of Htontngton and Isle au Haul from the
district, is
is the consideration of the report of looking after some shipping legislation, of consist of a State forester to be appointed visable. To enact this law would make a county of Hancock, and annex the same to
j
the county of Knox.
Luvmwm A. Hill.
the committee appointed to visit j local and national interest; Representa- by the governor and to hold office for two precedent by which all towns in the State
Secy.
Lewiston and interview the manager tive Burleigh, of the old third district, is years, and six assistant foresters, who shall would be entitled to a similar law. AlJUDICIARY.
now
a
be
the
town
of
Sullivan
is
tackling
public buildings bill
appointed by the State forester. The ready
asking the
of the bleachery there, who, it was
Committee ou Judiciary will give a
same thing, as is the town of Solon in
public bearing in its room at the State
understood, has in contemplation en- which, however, carries no appropria- forester shall receive a salary of $2,500 a
in
Augusta, Thursday, Feb. 11,1999, at
and
tions,
Quernsey, of year and expenses. He may employ one Somerset county. If Bar Harbor is enp. m. 135. Ou an act relating to the charter
larging both plant and output in a the fourth Representative
district, is helping pilot the permanent clerk at a salary not to exceed titled to it, these towns are. There is of the Hancock County Railroad company.
more desirable location.
A summary
On an act to create a board of trustees
joint statehood bill for Arizona and New $1,000 per year. The assistant foresters j where the rub comes. If this is followed for139.
the Suliivsn Hancock bridge.
of this report may be found in our 1 Mexico into a sale
haven.
shall receive a salary not to exceed $1,500 out, it won't be long before a number of
news colums.
It is perhaps not quite j
STATE LANDS AND STATE ROADS
Maine's present delegation comprises each a year and actual expenses. The for- ; towns will have the law.
This w'ould
Committee on State Lands and State
the moment to take off coats yet, but: men who look closely after the little mat- ester shall have full charge of all State have a tendency to keep the autos out of
Roads will give a public hearing in its
if further investigation, which is now ! ters of th^ir individual constituents. None forests, including tbe power to reforest the State, and it is well recognized that room at the State House, in Augusta. 2 p. m.,
February 23,1909, on resolve No. 54.
going on, sustains present indications, of them is more alert in that direction and regulate cutting the same, to provide j the automobiles are bringing summer Tuesday,
Resolve authorizing the State Land Agent to
the citizens of Ellsworth will soon be than Representative Burleigh. Soon after young trees for planting and to have people here who never came before, and j convey Cooary’s Nub, East BiuehlU.
•sked to recognize properly this he came to Congress ten years ago he charge of enforcing all laws regulating j who spend a great many thousands of
CLAIM 4.
championed the rural free delivery of the cutting of auxiliary State forests; to dollars in remote portions of the State, 'VT'O 16. The Committee on Claims will give
knock of opportunity at our door.
I mail, and he kept plugging away session issue licenses to land owners and scalers \ which, heretofore, never received a bene- -i-N a public hearing at their room, Stale
House, Augusta, on Feby 18, 1909, at 2 p. ui
! after session for the establishment of and permits to any person, firm or corpo- j fit from the summer visitors. It is to pro- on resolve
fn favor of the town of Tremont to
We print on page 3 extended ex- ; rural
routes in his distrifcts. He went to ration desiring to operate on land of an- tect these interests that there is an oppo- ; the amount of 9445.44.
Chas. O. Beals,
j
tracts from “The Modern Moloch”, the limit that the
!Sec.
Com, on Claima.
annual appropriations other under permit or contract with own- sition to the bill.
!
the article from the Saturday
CLAIMS.
Evening for those enterprises permitted. When er of the land, and to have full charge of
Post referred to by Dr. Lewis Hodg- that was reached he devoted himself with all men and equipment for the
Committee on Claims will give a pubKeith’s Theatre, Boston.
protection
lic bearing in its room at the State
kins in his communication in The j special energy to perfecting the service cn 1 of forests within the State against fires.
Eva Tanguay, who has been the sensa- House, at 2 p. ui Feb’y 11, on resolve in favor
American last week. The article tells routes in the third district and to improvTHE AUTOMOBILE BILL.
tion of the week in Boston, will hold over of the city of Ellsworth, to amount of 9767 58.
Chas. O. Beals,
The Senate chamber was crowded Wed- and head another big bill at Keith’s.
Sec. Com. on Claims.
interestingly of the discovery and use ing the mail service generally. Hardly a
week
that
he
has
not
been
afternoon
when
her
second
goes
by
laborthe
week
she
comwill
make
nesday
During
of antitoxin in the treatment of
judiciary
LEGAL AFFAIRS.
j
diph- ing with the
postoffiee department for a mittee held a hearing on the bill propos- \ several changes, but retain those features rilHE Committee on Legal Affairs will
theria.
give
a public bearing in its room at the State
daily mail service to half a dozen small ingto submit to the voters of the four: of which the public never seems to tire.
L
j
in Augusta, Wednesday, Feb. 17, at 2
towns, in lieu of a tri-weekly service, or towns on Mt. Desert idand the question!
Another headline feature will be Mary I House
The Proposed Steamboat Line.
p. m. No. 78. An act to exten t the charter of
for some kindred change.
as to whether or not the use of automoSanders and an excellent company made the Stonington Electric Light Co.
The efforts which are being made to
The department has long followed the biles shall be prohibited there. Hon. E. j up of Boston favorites.
It
will include
»EA AND 8H<»KE FlsHKKIES.
(ecure a steamboat service between Ban- j
i practice of curtailing mail facilities to S. Clark, of Bar Harbor, conducted the Walter Walker, Rose Morison and Herof the committee on 8ea and
gor and the towns on the Penobscot and I Maine towns in
Shore Fisheries will be held on Tuescase
for
the
friends
of
the
Yost.
winter,
bert
will
especially along
They
bill, and Hon. j
appear in a conin Eggemoggin reach, have reached such
of each week at 2 two o'clock p. m.. in
day
the coast.
F.
has
of
densed
version
of
Representative Burleigh
Oscjir
“Nance Oldfield”, and the Department of
Fellows,
Bucksport, for the j
a stage that
Agriculture.
negotiations for the pur- jj been giving a lot of attention to these
John P. Kellby, Sec.
it is said that this strong company of
opponents.
chase of the steamer Tremont and the
and of late has obt&ined a marked
The
cases,
witnesses
in
favor
of
have
a
rich
the bill were players
treat in store for the^r
j
of
privilege
landing at the Bar Harbor improvement in the mail service in a Dr. R. L.
Grindle, of Mt. Desert; William friends.
Jsprrial Rollers.
wharf
have
begun with Capt. Arey. number of localities.
^
Still another favorite on the bill is the
Fennelly,
postmaster at Eden; C. L. Shand.
looks
NOTICE.
Everything
bright for the inauguEben Whitaker, Daniel G. Hall and Frank little English boy. Laddie Cliff, whose ecation of the new line.
HEREBY give to my minor son, Leon H. 1
Representative Burleigh has also been
Eden; Chauncey Joy, Mt. Desert; centric dancing carried the town by storm
Barter, his time during the remainder of
Capt. Barbour, who is promoting the before the rivers and harbors committee Spratt,
his minority. I shall claim none of his earnL. W. Rumill, Frank W. Lunt, Tremont; last summer.
new- line, has met with
ings nor pay any debts of his contracting
r;ady encourage- of the House, asking for furthur surveys George Harmon and
John K. Barter
Henry Clark, South- | The Mirza Golem troupe of acrobats has after this date.
ment from Bangor business men and from on
the Kennebec river, and his requests in west Harbor.
It'e au Haul. Me Feb. 6, 1909.
also been retained. Others on the bill are
towns on the proposed route.
.Capt. that regard will be granted. RepresentaThe witnesses from Eden said that from Niblo’s wonderful bird»; the Bison
city
PETITION.
Barbour is taking subscriptions for stock tive
Swasey has asked for additional sur- 75 to 80 per cent, of the voters of the town four, said to be the best quartette now be- To the Honorable, the Jiailroad
in the company which will run the
Commissioners
j
line, | veys of East Booth bay harbor, and Repre- favored the
of Maine:
proposed legislation. Those fore the public; Cartmell and Harris in a
and also to the;
subsidy of $2,000 whicn 1 seutative Allen for surveys at the mouth from Tremont
thought that the voters sketch, and Paganinni’s Ghost, a novelty
represent the underwill be used to back the
the municipal officers of Ellsof the Saco river.
proposed line.
It has been decided there were
unanimously iu favor of it. in* vaudeville. Other strong features worth,signed.
1
county of Hancock, and State of
that all these authorizations shall go into Similar
evidence was given by the wit- make up w hat will be one of the best bills Maine, that they deem it necessary for public
l the omnibus bill which the committee
safety that gates should be erected across
nesses from Mt. Desert.
The men from of the season.
ways in said city of Ellsworth where they are
CHl'RCH NOTES.
! expects to report to the House in short
crossed by the Maine Central Railway, said
Southwest Harbor declared that while
ways being known as the Bangor Road and
| order.
sentiment was divided in their town, they
Waltham Road, that they have requested in
An old Quaker, not careful of the
CONGREGATIONAL.
since he was a member of the believed
Ever
said railway to erect said gates and
the majority of the voters faj
writing
Rev. R. R. Mathews, pastor.
of his faith, was discovered by his that said
ings
railway has neglected or refused to
j House Representative Burleigh has been
vored the bill.
wife kissing the cook behind the door. do so.
Sunday, Feb. 14—Morning service at an advocate of large
improvements to! Witnesses for the opponents of the
We therefore apply to your Honorable
.-10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
But the Quaker was not disturbed. Board to decide upon the
Evening further the navigation of the Kennebe. measure were tred A. Savage, Dr.
of
George “Wife,” said be gently, “if thee doesn’t said request, and to make reasonableness
•ervice at 7.30.
such orders as to
One of the first things he accomplished
A. Phillips, W. H. Sherman, Albion P.
flagmen or automatic signals as your Honorj
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
thee will make trouble in able Board
thy
spyin’
quit
was an additional appropriation for
deem
may
necessary.
deep- Alley, of Bar Harbor; Simeon Mayo, the
j
Ellsworth, Me., February 1,1909.
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
family.”
Frank F. Simonton. Mayor.
j ening the channel between Augusta and Southwest Harbor; ex-Senator George
Gardiner.
Some years ago he and RepreHollis
B.
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Estky,
j
Deafues* Cannot be Cured
Irving. Caribou, and Joseph Williams, of
Iba B. Hagan, Jr.,
Sunday, Feb. 14
Morning service at sentative Littlefield took a leisurely Augusta. Those from the island believed, by local applications, as they cannot reach
Harvard C. Jordan,
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening ! voyage down the river to inspect conditions they said, that the admission of motors the diseased portion of the ear. There is only
Aldermen of Ellsworth.
one way to cure deafness, and that is by conAttest:—Thomas E. Hale. City Clerk.
at Various points, the river
■ervice at 7.
running *ould benefit rather than injure the stitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by
On the foregoing petition. Ordered: That
inflamed condition of the mucous lining the
through
of
both
parts
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.
congressional dis- towns. They said that they did not ad- an
petitioners cause to be published a true
of the Eustachain Tube. When this tube is
of said petition, and order of notice
tricts.
inflamed you have a rumbling sound or im- copy
vocate the unrestricted use of automoMETHODIST EPISCOPAL.
thereon, twice in the
American, a
There has been no river and harbor bill biles but felt that one road
perfect hearing, and when it is entirely newspaper published Ellsworth
should be given closed.
at Ellsworth, in the
Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor.
Deafness is the result, and unless the
in the House,
of Hancock, the first publication in
during Gov. Burleigh’s ser- for their use.
inflammation can be taken out and this tube county
Feb.
14
said
Sunday,
paper to be at least five days before WedMorning service at vice there. which has not contained some
I restored to its normal condition, hearing will nesday.
NOTES.
the twenty-fourth day of Ffcbruarv.
10JO. Sunday school at 11.45.
be destroyed forever; nine cases out of ten
Junior provision in
a. d. 1909, on which day the Board of
*<ked toward the expendiA resolve providing for a change of date
Railroad
are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but
at
3.
league
wil1
in s^wion at the store
Evening service at 7.30.
* an inflamed condition of the mucous
ture of furthsi »,*prupriations for
.«,l?lMiooer8
of
State elections from September to the
surfaces
of Whitcomb, Haynes &
improveWe will give One Hundred Dollars for any
Ellsworth
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday- ment of the Kennebec. And as soon
Company,
at
two
o
Falls,
clock
in
after
the
the
first Monday in Novem- case of Deafness (caused by Catarrh) that
as the
Tuesday
afternoon, for the
evening at 7.30.
indicated in aaid petition. Baid d«House had disposed of the bill, he has al- ber, the same as presidential elections, cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send purposes
titionera shall send a copy of said
for circulars free.
petnfon
BAPTIST.
and
hastened
order
to
Mr.
has
been
ways
over to the Senate and to
introduced in the Sena.e.
Morris McDonald; ViceP. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Rev. P. A. A. KiUam, patter.
Sold by Druggist, 75c.
*U"»«er »' «•><> Maine
Senator Frye’s committee on commerce to
The bridge bills had their innings beCentral
Bailroad
at
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
Com,any
Portland.
Sunday, Feb. 14— Morning service at see if tha appropriations could not be in- fore the committee on
“ '*“* Mote ,he d»‘oo'
ways and bridges
Sermon by pastor. Sunday achool. creased or some new
projects added.:
afternoon. There were twoj
DM*d at nifu.ta, thi. third
Thursday
da, of Prt.ruJot Salt,
^ 11,45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
Residents of the third district will be bills before the committee—the
a»,a.d. tIM.
Joaara B. Puna.
*-.> i- .* i
Donigan
T. Evening aervioe‘St 7J0.
Chairman far the Board of Railroad Comreceiving the annual consignment of bill and the Sargent bill. For three hours ! W
miwiaaera oTJIalaa.
Prayer meeting
ft. hone si ad, ftf. Osvabtoo Cousins, La.
A true 0007,
evening-atiJfc
government seeds in a few weeks. The the committee listened to
teetimony re- : moine.Me.
AftNT^E. C. Farrington, Clerk.
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Vh*

To all persons interested In either of
ev*
tates hereinafter named.
At a probate coart held at Ellsworth in
for the county of Hancock, on the
8econ*
day of February, a. d. IHK).
following matters having been nM
sented for the action thereupon her*u"
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that n
tice thereof be given to all persons
by cauFing a copy of this order to be oni*
lished three weeks successively in the
worth American, a newspaper published
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
pear at a probate court to be held at
worth, in said county, on the seconds.of March, a. d. 1W9. at ten of the
in lh< forenoon, aud be beard thereon if th.*

THE

interest!*
Knt

se* cause

George H. Dority, late of Brooklin, in gain
county, deceased. A certain instrument uur
porting to be the last will and testament n»
said deceased, together with petition for dm
bate thereof, presented by Juana H. DoritT

W"J
executrix therein named.
William W. Cousins, late of BrooksviUe in
said county, deceased
A certain instrumeht
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition fn.
probate thereof, presented hy Julia a
cousins, executrix therein named.
James W. Robbins, late of Eden, in saM
Petition that Ralph
county, deceased.
Robbins or some other suitable person be as
poined administrator of the estate of said
ceased, presented by Ralph J. Robbins
antor of debts of said deceased.
Charles F. McCartney, late of Ellsworth in
said county, deceased. Petition that Winfield
8. McCartney or some other suitable
person
be appointed administrator of the estate of
said deceased, patterned by Winfield 8. Me
of
a
son
said
deceased.
Cartney.
Julia A. Patten, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Theodore H
Smith, or some other suitable persou.be an*
pointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Samuel M. Patten
husband of said deceased
Elmer E. Young, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
i^ena R. Young, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Charles W. Beal, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First account of Edmond
J. Walsh, administrator, filed for settlement
William Dow, late of Tromont, in mu*
deceased.
Final account of Georn
county,
R Fuller, executor, filed for settlement.
Tobias L. Roberts, late of Eden, in said
oounty, deceased. First account of Charier
P. Paine, executor, filed for settlement.
Fred W. Houston, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceased. Second account of Alice
If. Kenney, formerly Alice M. Houston, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Mary Downs, a person of unsound mind, of
Gouldsboro, In said county. First account of
Bedford B. Tracy, guardian, filed for *etUtI meat.
Elvira L. Jordan, late of Bllworth, in Mid
1
First account of Charles
county, deceased.
P. Dorr, executor, filed for settlement. Alio
private account of Charles P. Dorr, executor,
filed for allowance against said estate.
Helen R. P. Davis, s parson of unsound
mind, formerly of Castlne. now of Ellsworth,
in said county. Third account of Charles K.
McCloskey.
guardian, filed for settlement.
Samuel C. Leslie, Jr., late of Castlne. in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by William
F. Leslie and Joseph H. Piaher, administrator* for license to sell certain real estate of
said deceased, as described in said petition.
Helen R. F. Davis, a person of unsound
mind, formerly of Castine, now of Ellsworth,
in saio county.
Resignation of Charles E.
McCluskey. guardian, filed.
.Charles W. Beal late of Ellsworth, in said
deceased. Petition filed by Edntond
county,
J. Walsh, administrator, that an order be issued to distribute among the heirs of said deceased, the amount remaining in the bauds of
'said administrator upon the filing of hi9 first
account.
Alexander Maitland, late of the city, coonand state of New York, deceased.
Peti.ty
tion filed by Hobart L. Maitland, of New
Rochelle. New York, one of the heirs and
next of kin of said deceased, that the amount
o* collateral inheritance tax upon the estate
of said deceased, he determined by the judge
of probate.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mamowxy, Register.

Ku.r

NOTICE or IBBiaOMfSk.
Sarah P. Grindle. of Castine.
of Hancock, and .state
by
mortgage dated the twentyfirst day of April. 1900, and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, vol. 4X0, page 161, conveyed to Mary E. Warren, of Castlne, in said
county of Hanc<*ck, and State of Maine, s
certain tract or parcel of land situated in Mid
Castine. describes as foliewa: On the northeast by State street; on the sooth east by land
of heirs of the late Melissa Perkins; on the
southwest by laud of the heirs of the late
Melissa Perkin* and on the northwest by
land of aaid heirs; being the homestead of
said Sarah P. Grindle. containing two acres
more or less, with all the building thereon;
and
Whereat aaid Mary R. Warren by her deed
of assignment dated May 21. 1906, and recorded in said Hun cock registry of deed*, vol.
450. page 199, assigned to me. Celia Alexander,
of Castine. in sai l county of Hancock aad
State of Maine, said mortgage deed, and
whereas the condition of said mortgaK' has
been broken and * ill remains so. now, therefore, I, the aaid Celia Alexander, claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this notice
for the purpose of foreclosing the same.
Celia L. Alexander.
By her attorney, W. E. Whiting.
Dated February t. 1909.

cln’t!2s
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in the county
WHEREAS
of Maine,
her

STATE or MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court helU at
in
ana or said county of Hancock,
Ellsworth?
on tbe second day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and
nine.
CERTAIN in trnment purporting to b«
» copy of the .aat will and testament of
Annis Lee Wister. 'ate of the
City and County
of Philadelphia, and state of Pennsylvania,
deceased and of the probate thereof in said
state of Pennsylvania, duly authenticated,
having been presented to the judge of prebate
tor our said county of Hancock for the purpose of heing allowed, filed sod recorded in
the probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the second day of March,
a.
d.
1909, that
they may appear at
a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any thev have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Prebate.
A true copy oi the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.

A

COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
Hancock ss.:—Ellsworth, Maine, Feb.2, a.d.
1909.
"11TE, the undersigned, having been duly
Tf
appointed by tbe Honorable Edward
E. Chase, Judge of Probate within and for
said county, comflnisaioners to receive and decide upon tbe claims of the creditors of
Uimeon Milliken. late of Lamoine. in said
county, deceased, whose estate has beea
represented

insolvent,

hereby give public

notice agreeably to the order of ’the said judge
of probate, that six mouths from and after
February 2, 1909, have been allowed to said
creditors to present and prove their claims*
and that we will attend to the duty assigned
us at the office of William E. Whiting. Ellsworth. Maine, on the 26th day of February.
1909, itad the 31st day of July, 1909. at ten oi
the clock in the forenoon of each of said days.
William E. Whiting,
Edmond J. Walsh,

Commissioners.^

—

—
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all?

pfiT
cloft

subscriber hereby gives notice tbs*
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
CLARA E. LADD, late of CRANBERRY

THE

ISLES.
in the county of Hancock, deceased. »n“
All P*'J
given bond, aa the law directs.
ot
■on. having demands
against the e,t»w
•aid deceased are desired to present the
same
for settlement,
and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

mediately.

alfik.

E.

Cranberry Isles, Feb. S. HW.

Ladd-

_

notice

subscriber hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THIS
t rotor of

th»J

sdmi»“

the estate of
ADA P. ALLEN, late of 8EDOWICK,
in the oonnty of Hancock, deceased, an*
given bonds ae the law directs. All
demands agedaat the estate o<“*.»»
deceased are desired toe repeal the*""'®
**
aettlemeat, and alt indented therein or*
queated to make P*rmOat 1

Saving

«-dlJt.lfL

North Sedgwick, Peb. *. Wl*.

j

,J. O. IT. A. M.
State Convention at Mt.
Fifth Annual
Desert Ferry.
enterteined the fifth
Mt. Desert Ferry
of the Junior Orannual State convention
American Mechanics last
der of United
at the Mt. Desert Ferry
Fr,d9V evening

.When.....

Advertising

*

served at 6.33 o’clock in
hall for the visiting brothers.
Councillor O. A. Martin, of
At s 30 o’clock
the
William McKinley council, opened
The reading of the records of
conv, ulion.
supper

■

h‘e

by

the

preceded
tb(, last convention
of officers.—
calling of the roll
of welcome was delivered
The address
Desert Ferry,
bv\\.W. Jellison, of Mt.
to by the members of
and was responded
of Ellsworth.
Good Will council,
were the deThe features of the evening
work by the William Mcritual
and
gree
of .Mt. Desert Ferry, with
Kinley council
of Good Will council, of
£ m" brooks
first and second
Kllmvorth, in chair. The
on a candidate.
degrees were exemplified
was exemplified on a
The third degree
W. Jellison in chair.
candidate, with W.
was served, after
A midnight supper
was renwhich the following program
N. Tribou; instrudered: Song, by A. P.
and Gatcomb;
mental music, Johnston
recitation, A. P. N. Tribou; medley,
Gonld and Gatcomb;
Johnston, Carter,
of Oood/Vill counsong, S- E. Chapman,
Pearl Gatcomb; singing,
cil; banjo solo,
8. E. Chapman.
by the council; song,
The convention was a success from the
The council
eloae.
opening until the
the conventalked favorably of holding
date was set.
tion in 1910, but no definite
The general committee was composed of
H. w. Johnston, E. S. Jellison and Fredwas

erick McLane.
WINTER HARBOR.
Greeley Weston, of Boston, is visiting
1.
relatives in town.
Harry E. Hooper, sfhP-h" been quite
111 of tonsilitis, is out agnlu.
Mrs. Amy Grant, of Sullivan, ia very ill
at the home ot her daughter, Mrs. W illiam
Gerrish.
wile

and
gueata of

of

daughter,
Bert Tracy,
Mra. George
Steuben, are
Pendleton.
Dr. Peters, of Bangor, Wat in town Saturday in consultation with Dr. Small, in
the case of Mrs. Bemioe Moore.
Henry Crabtree and wife, of South
Goutdsboro, who have been spending several weeks in Portland, are gueats of

Henry Young and

wife.

The benefit sociable at the town hall,
Thursday evening, under the auspices of
Schoodic grange, was a success socially
and financially. About flO was realized.

village schools closed Thursday,
Emma
after a profitable term. Mrs.
Damon,w bo had charge of the intermediate
department, left for her home at Deer Isle,
Friday. Walter L. Mason, principal of
the high school, leaves for hia borne in
Bangor Saturday.
The

Feb.

8._E.
MOUNT DKSeRT.

Fred Smith is in Bangor for a few days.
Rev. Mr. Jenkins and wife spent last
week in Bangor.
Mrs. J. J. Somes entertained the whist
club

Friday evening.

The high school ball Friday evening was
very enjoyable. Music by Kelley.
Mrs. Henry Y'oung, of Surry, is visiting
her mother, Mrs. Austin Richardson.
M. L. Allen and Dr. R. L. Grindle atthe automobile hearing in Augusta.

| tended
0.

Copyrighted. 190S, by Associated
Literary Press.

was

wer
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W. Richardson the last of the week

caught thirty-five pounds of smelts—the
best catch of the

season so far.
E. W. Richardson, who is
employed at
Bar Harbor, spent a few
dajra last week
with his parents, A. W. Richardson and
wife.

L. E. Pray and wife
pleasantly entertained the 0. E. S. at their
cosy home
Tuesday evening. Mrs. Pray has served
faithfully the past four years as worthy
matron of Mouht Desert
chapter, and her
services are fully appreciated. The evening was spent playing whist and flinch.

Delicious refreshments
Feb-8-

were

served.

__

Rex.

He who waits to do
good in some notable
W*H never have
any good to note.

Sbbtrtwmcnv

ni-O-NA
sieves

stomach misery
IMMEDIATELY.

almost

I( the food
you ate at your last meal
Gfgeat, but laid for a long time
i;L
.vour atomach, then you
h»..ij.on
«
Indigestion and must aot quickly.
«»m„?ourae ofltlere are many' other
indigestion, such as
UR of 80ur food, heartburn,
shortness of breath and foul
bromflf88’
8ud if you have
any of them,
Von,
is out °f order and
■noaiii be corrected.
tahleta have cured thon08808
of indigestion and
t^onhl0. If you have any
dl8tre88> Ml-o-na will relieve

^ot

t»Shit0ma

di7i!!ing

ahonis8k0mach
i»m^°'n.a
stnml
itom^k

instant}1

ivi^i^i'°'na nnlike moat so-called
more than
reii?8E?l8.rem0dlea, does cures
P0rmanently

dsmi.

dys-

a“y stomach trouble by
an<* strength into the
*«l .£!kergy
f the stomach.
A I.
box of Mi-o-na tablets costs
batin'?6
8ent8 at G. A. Parcher’s and
•tj

pnttin™or

bank"aaL8nteed to cure or money
.hen others fail, Ml-o-na
car*;
tbehAni ‘S 8..a.Producer of desh when
thin; tt cleanses the stomich
bo"el8; parities the blood
*ad
■

J^nakes

rich red blood.

jnniiMrd bj
pkacnu.
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Paid.

By EDITH BOWMAN.

I

“That’s what 1 call some package,”
cried Hosmer proudly as he held aloft
a round metal package decorated wirli
a smiling face which was sandwiched
between the legend “You can smile—If
you use Dentola.”
“It Is pretty." conceded the head of
the firm as he took the can Into his
bands and inspected it more carefully.
“Some actress. Isn’t It?
Iler face
seems familiar.”
“Actress nothing.” was the contemptuous retort.
Ilosmer could afford to
b° flippant when he scored a success.
“That's the little typewriter over in
the -hipping room. 1 caught her smiling like that one day, and It made a
hit with me. 1 invented the powder to
It's the old ‘Saponlca,’
go with It.
with a little carmine put In to make It
look different. I tell you. Mr. Powers,
In a week that Dentola girl will be
known all over the country, nnd the
sales—well. I'll be around for a raise
In salary In about five weeks."
Towers smiled nnd nodded. Hosmer
had a regular scale of self praise.
When he suggested thnt the firm owed
him a hat for an idea It was only an
ordinary hit. The hint that he lunched
about 2 o'clock was a sign tnat he
had greater confidence In nn Idea. The
last time that Hosmer had announced
that he was worth a raise in salary
was when he had introduced “sunburn cream” which eventually had
brought the cosmetic company very
nearly a quarter million.
Dentola seemed destined to enjoy a
more permanent success.
Within two
months the Dentola girl smiled upon
the entire nation.
Even In the tiny
hamlets Dentola placards adorned the
general stores.
The Dentola girl smiled life size
upon the city throngs, and more than
life size she beamed at train tired
travelers along the trunk lines.
Vaughn, the head of the shipping department, was rather vexed over the
He had supposed that the
Incident.
picture was merely to be used to decorate the cans of powder.
It became something of a nuisance
when visitors to the model factory of
the cosmetic company insisted upon
seeing the original uf "Miss Dentola.”
Vaughn, resentful of the admiring
glances of the masculine visitors, protested to Ilosmer.
"It's all a part of the campaign," declared the sales expert, with a laugh.
"Miss Dentola is the best saleswoman
that ever was. We sold more than a
million boxes last month, and the orders are stin piling in. I tell you, Hen,
It pays to advertise when you advertise right."
“Sure.” assented Vaughn, "but you’re
overdolug It. We wanted to sell the
tooth powder, not to bring people to
the factory to see Miss Dentola. There
was a chap In yesterday who said be
had seen the pyramids and the Sphinx
and the tower of Pisa and all the other
show spots of Europe, but he felt be
couldn't go back to Montana until he'd
seen Miss Dentola.
By the way he
looked at her I guess he would have
liked to take her back to Montana with
There's hunHe's only one.
him.
dreds. It's all Miss Pryor cau do to
keep her work up.”
“I’ll take her over In my department,” offered Hosmer, with suspicious
readiness. Vaughn shook his head.
“She would have to learn an entirely new line of work.” he objected.
•'She knows the shipping game now.
Let her stay, even if your ads. are a
nuisance and worse.”
“But I think she ought to be iu my
department," urged Hosmer. “It is in
the advertising end that people would
expect to find her.”
“You get out of here,” demauded
Vaughn, half in friendliness and half
He had had
very much in earnest.
Minnie Pryor in his department for
more than two years and had given
her scarcely a look uutil Hosmer had
made her nationally famous.
When men in Alaska began to send
proposals of marriage to the girl,
Vaughn began to realize that his assistant was decidedly pretty, and as
this knowledge came to Hosmer about
the same time there ensued a pretty
race for favor.
Minnie Pryor, finding herself in demand for the first time, developed into
So long as she had been
a beauty.
merely Minnie Pryor, typist, she had
gone her quiet way, but now Joseph
Powers, president and practical owner
of the corporation, insisted that she be
given a royalty on the use of her picture, and, though this was hut a fraction of a penny per box, the generous
use of lithographs enabled her to dress
becomingly for the first time in her
narrow life.
With the purchase of better clothes
she had seemed to acquire that indefinable charm which belongs to the
woman who knows herself to be In demand. She did not develop what Hosmer was wont to term “big bead,” but
Ibe held herself well, and the apologetic little (ypist of the shipping room
had become the belle of the cosmetic

company’s works.

with

Ilosmer had his room papered
her pictures, and the more he saw
them the more deeply In love with the
original did he sink. Vaughn had but
one of the posters in nis office, for he
did not need them with the girl herself
bending her shapely head over the
desk by the window, and he. too, was
very much in tore.
In the offics both men made the best
•ee of thelr. tlme, but once the closing
time arrived Ml*s Pryor disappeared.

KLL8WORTH FALLS.
Early in tba campaign Powers bad
Mrs. N. C. Ayer is visiting her parents,
suggested that the liberal use of bar
face had rendered the girl rather con- I William H. Brown and wife.
Mr. Ayer,
spicuous, so the company paid for a who has been at Kineo since last fall, excarriage that took her to and from her pects to finish work there in about a
work.
l month, when he and Mrs. Ayer will return
At first Hosmer had approved the to Bangor.
suggestion, but now be went to the
Mrs. Bertha Preble, of Bar Harbor, is
other extreme. There was no chance
visiting her mother, Mrs. Mary E. Kinto walk home with Miss Pryor, and his
caid.
request for permission to call was met
Mrs. Emma Jordan held a sale of fancy
with a polite negative.
articles and home-made candies at the
lie and Vaughn could only fight It
out during office hours, and when home of her mother, Mrs. Mary E. KinVaughn objected to Hosmer's contin- caid, Monday afternoon.
ued presence In tne shipping departGeorge Lynch, with a crew of ten men,
commenced harvesting ice last week. He
ment and asj;e.l Powers to give Hoshas already filled the house on the landmer a hint to that effect the sales expert retaliated by again reverting to ing road and has the new house on the
Ills Biv-gestlon that Miss Pryor should shore road partly tilled.
be transferred to the sales office.
The cot. :ant bickering could have
but one effect. From surliness they
passed to open warfare, and at last
tin y 1 ’•ought the matter to the head of
the firm.
Each pleaded his case, and then they
atood waiting the decision with an
anxiety that showed plainly in their
faces.
Each felt that a victory with
the chief would aid his fight, and the
moments that passed after the case
had been stated were painful to them
both.
Powers glanced slowly from one to
the other, and his face broke into a
smile.
“You both say that you hare the
right to Miss Pryor's services,” he be"Pm afraid that you will
gan slowly.
both have to hire other typists. Miss
Pryor tells me that you both are—er—
rather cordial to her. It seems that
you, Vaughn, have suddenly discovered
that you need Miss Pryor. Only a little while before the advertising campaign was started you told me that
you should have to put on another
girl, as Miss Pryor was willing, but
slow. I fancy that the way out of this
will be to get another Dentola girl and
another typist for the shipping department.”
“There’s no reason for such drastic
action!” cried Hosmer, but Powers only
smiled again.
“There Is an excellent reason," he
said slowly.
“I am to marry Miss
Pryor. She did me the honor to accept me, and as soon as the Dentola
craze Is forgotten we will be married.
Meanwhile she has her royalty from
the use of her picture, and she will not
need her position.
She would have
told you this, Vaughn, had you waited
until this afternoon."
Vaughn, too dazed to speak, turned
and left the office, and Hosmer was
about to follow when Powers detained
him with a word.
“You said that you would win a
raise on Dentola, and you have,” ho
“It pays to advertise,
said kindly.
Paul.”
“Yes, when you have something to
sell," agreed the expert, “but I was
trying to sell Dentola, not Miss Dentola. The next time I get out a good
article I’m going to marry the original
first and advertise afterward."
“Miss Pryor and myself are very
grateful to you,” said Powers, with a
cordial hand clasp, “and I hope that
you find another Dentola. Paul."
“And I bet I won’t lose her to any
other man,” was Hosmer's grim reply.
Cretan Seats.
Some of the greatest scholars have
used their learning more as a weapon
Prothan a means of Illumination.
fessor Lewis Campbell's gentleness
and courtesy may be Illustrated by
the following true story: Some years
ago be was in the chair at a meeting
of the Hellenic society when Dr. Arthur Evans described the results of
gome of his first excavations In Crete.
Among his finds were a number of
seals and other relics showing traces
of affinity with early Egyptian art.
Discussion followed, in the course of
which a venerable admiral, who had
been present at the battle of Navarino,
rose and said that he did not know
whether he was in order, but he would
like to state that in the year 1828,
when he was cruising In the Levant,
he saw a herd of seals off the coast of
Crete—a sight which he had never seen
The situation was
before or since.
delicate, but It was staved by the
chairman, who rose immediately to
express the thanks of the meeting to
the admiral for his Interesting reminiscence. “Here," he said, “we have
another link with Egypt, for all of us
mu3t remember the story In the Odyssey of Proteus and his herd of seals
on the Island near the mouth of the
Nile.”—London Spectator.
Sick Folk’s Fancies.
“Isn't it funny,” said the brown
eyed woman, “how Important some
things are to you when you are sick
and how trivial they seem when you
get well? When I was ill awhile ago I
could not take.any water to drink, although I nearly died of thirst. But
late every night the nurse would
bring me a small glass of cracked Ice.
Oh. how I anticipated that thing
through long and painful hours, and
when I could hear her cracking up the
Ice the sound was the most beautiful
thing In the world. When I was eating It if one little scrap got lost In the
bedclothes I almost wept, so precious
It was. And now that I am well and
have the Icebox at my command I
wouldn't eat a piece for anything.
“A friend of mine, a strong man,
told me that when he was recovering
from typhoid and couldn't eat anything he would lie for hours composing menus. He would call out his orders In a loud voice and then nearly
burst Into tears when no waiter appeared with loaded tray. Sick people

certainly are funny, though they can’t
always see It at the time.”—New York
Press.
_
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Mrs. Fred E. Grace is down from the
Green lake hatchery for a visit with relatives.

I

abbcttiununu.

Real Estate Bargains.
following desirable properties may
bought ou very reasonable terms—
regular monthly payments If desired.
The
be

ELLSWORTH—Deane street; new house, six rooms and bath ; new
Water street; store and dwelling.
furnace; nice lawn; stable.
Union river heights; desirable house-lots on a paying basis.
HANCOCK POINT—New summer cottage; living room, 20x30; hardwood door ; fireplace; fine kitchen and pantry; lour chambers
and bath ; hot and cold water ; two piazzas ; line view of bay
and mountains. Some very fine shore lots in sizes to suit

purchaser.
SORRENTO—New hotel and

ar.nex ; thirty-six largj rooms; four bath
complete; extra closets and lavatories; nine fireplaces;
large and pleasant piazzas ; electric lights in all rooms; handsome dining-room overlooking bay ; plate glass ;
beautiful
grounds. Cottage, twelve rooms and bath : live fireplaces ;
electric lights; large piazza; lay and mountain view; fine
location. Cottage, eleven rooms and batli; lour fireplaces ;
electiic lights; large piazza; desirable surroundings; fine
rooms

Mrs. Almond G. Jellison returned home

Saturday from Waltham,

where

she

had

with her mother, Mrs.
Mary Haslam, who suffered a severe attack
of muscular rheumatism. Mrs. Haslam is
better.
been for

a

week

The

embroidery club
Thursday afternoon of

will

meet

this week

location. Several hundred beautiful cottage lots in sizes to suit
purchaser; miles of shore front reserved for patrons.

on

with

Mrs. Bernard S. Jellison.
Arthur Mitchell and wife have moved
into their new house recently completed.
They have a cosy and well-planned house,
and their many friends are wishing them
w’ell in their new location.
Reuben F. Remick has so far recovered
to be out of door nearly every day now.
His many friends hope to see him continue

SORRENTO offers every advantage to the summer tourist; comby boat and rail; library; churcli; boating; bathing;
tennis; automobiles; fine roads; nice drives; woods; delightful walks.
munication often

We do a general INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE business, and
offer the best companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence
solicited.
All

as

to

improve.

Charles H. Lake is confined to the house
*
with an abscess in his throat. A wire was
sent Mrs. Lake, his mother, who has been
home for a visit, and she is expected to-

business entrusted to

will receive the very best attention.

us

The George H. Grant Co.,
ELLSWORTH,

day.

MAINE.

Wings for Battleships.
By direction of President Roosevelt, a
ship brake invented by a French Canadian
will be tested at the League iBland navy
yard as soon as the brake can be installed
on the battleship Indima. It consists of
two steel wings about four feet wide and
twelve feet high, running from the water
line down toward the keel. The wings
are on hinges and when closed lie forward
against the side of the ship. One wing is
placed on each side of the vessel about
amidship.
When the brake is released the forward
motion of the vessel through the water
causes the wings to open and produce a
strong friction counter force against the
forward motion of the vessel. The brake
is closed by hydraulic power. Its inventor
says that it also enables the vessel to
manoeuvre more easily and in smaller sea
space.
Cream Toast.
Toast a slice of bakar’s bread a light,
even brown and cut off the crust.
Heat
half a cup of rich cream, salt it slightly
and pour while hot over the toast when
ready to be served.—Circle Magazine.
BORN.
DARKE -At Trenton, Feb 7, to Mr and Mrs
Thomas E Darke, a daughter.
JORDAN—At Ellsworth, Feb 3. to Mr and
Mrs Carroll Jordan, a son.
MELLO—At Bluehill, Feb 6. to Mr and Mrs
Manuel Mello, a daughter. [Annie Maud.]
JOY—At Cranberry Isles, Feb 7, to Mr and
Mrs Arthur A Joy, a daughter. [Eleanore

Mildred.]

WILLEY—At Amherst, Feb 5, to Mr and Mrs
Philmore Willey, a son.

DIKD.
BLAISDELL—At Franklin, Jan 31. Enoch W
62 years, 3 months, 25
Blaisdell, aged

days.

BRIDGES—At Bucksport, Feb 4, infant son of
Mr aud Mrs Ira Bridges.
CANNING—At Bar Harbor, Feb 7, Miss Margaret B Canning.
CLARK—At Stonington. Jan 28, Mrs Josephine
E Clark, aged 29 years, 5 months, 8 days.
CURTIS—At East Boston. Mass, Feb 3. Capt
Martin Curtis, formerly of Surry, aged 74
years, 10 months, 14 days.
GILES—At Sedgwick Feb 4. Frank Ernest, infant son of Mr and Mrs George M Giles,
aged 8 months, 26 days.
HUTCHINSON—At Verona, Jan 29, Christabell Hutchinson, aged 14 years, 6 months, 17

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite State House,
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

with hot and cold water for
up, which includes free
use of
shower baths. Nothing te
public
in
this
New
England. Rooms wita
equal
private baths for fl.50 per day and up;
suites of two rooms and bath for fi.00 peg
day and up.
Dining room and cafe tirst-class. European Plan.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone Floors, nothing wood but the doom*
Offers

ONE

fl.00

DAY ONLY

IN EACH OF THE FOLLOWING TOWNS:

ELLSWORTH,
HOUSE,
15.
Feb.
Monday,

AMERICAN

9 A. M. UNTIL 5 P.

OFFICE HOURS:

M.

BAR HARBOR,
NEW FLORENCE HOTEL,

Tuesday, Feb. 16.
8 A. M. UNTIL 8 P.

OFFICE HOURS:

M.

STORER F. CRAFTS. Manager.

Hammer blows, steadily applied, bt'eak the hardest rock.
Coughing, day after day, jars
and tears the throat and lungs
until the healthy tissues give
way. Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
stops the coughing, and heals
the torn membranes.
The beet kind of a
“Sold for over

testimonial
sixty years.”

recently vacated by
Floyd Market on Maia SL

Store

Native Beef
a

The Edward E. Darners Co,
204
301 Old South
Bldg.,

ton

Highest Prices paid for
Hides, Calf Skins,
WoolSkins and Wool

Washing-

St., Boston, Hass.

H. B. Phillips,
PORTLAND,

Ellsworth, Me.

AUGUSTA,

BANGOR,

gives thorough instruction
in all of the commercial
branches, including

TYPEWRITING,

Cheap for

also TELEGRAPHY in the Portland Telegraph School.

Cash.

DAY AND EVENING SESSIONS.

Not
For free

catalogue address

G. O. Harden, Treas,
BANGOR, MAINE.

your dollar

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
“MO

PAY.

NO

cheap goods but small
prices for the best.

Trade where you

ELLSWORTH

M. M.

WASH Kl."

buy

can

the

CASH

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

WEST BED

BBIDOK,

ELLSWORTH

Ml

make
most.

MOORE,

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

Co., Lowell.

Mm*.

ELECTRICAL

utoturer* of

STOKE,
ME.

FIXTURES.
Eat:mated'on Wirinf and 'Supplies Cheerfully Gives.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Mam St., (under DlrigoCIub)
Ellsworth.
AND

W© publish
Wo have no secret*
the formula* of all our medicines

Biliousness, constipation retard recovery. Cure these with Ayer’s Pills.

THE—=
a
a

We sell Potatoes for #7 a
range or a

fur-

“Clarion”, it U

to meet every

requirement.

Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

J. P. ELDRIDGEv
Ellsworth

ear:

W. T. BRUBAKER. Manager.
Midway between Broad St. Station
and Reading Terminal on Filbert St.

j

European, $1 per day and up.
American, $2.50 per day

Cammiaaton ftteretjanta.

Please Take Notice!

CLARION.
Whether it’s

WINDSOR HOTEL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

PILLS.
HAIR VIGOR.

nace—if it is

!

WIRING.

Full Lines of

SARSAPARILLA

Main Street,

specialty.

—

©r

sure

MARKET

NEW

AND

Jar of
Coughing

day and

Send for booklet.

We manufacture a pair, of glasses as low as
$1.00 with a 10 year gold-filled frame which
with the examination that we give cannot be
duplicated to-day by anyone in the optical
business.
There is no one to-day in the United States
who flis the eyes the same as we do. If you
have ever been fitted to glasses by others, you
understand what the test is—how yon have to
read letters and tell the optician what you
want* We do not fit that way, bat take tbe
exact measurements of the eye from tbe pupil
without using any drops, nor do we ask any
questions or use test cards hung on the wall.
DON'T SUFFER WITH HEADACHES
We have produced astonishing results from
brain fag, nervous debility, insomnia, dizziness. nausea, watery eyes, blurry vision and
other troubles caused by eye strain.
We have corrected by the use of glasses
cross eyes and astignatism by our scientific
method.

SHORTHAND

The

rooms

per

Equipped with its own Sanitary Vacuum cleaning plant.
Long distance telephone in every room.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.

days.
JORDAN—At Ellsworth, Feb 3, infant son of
Mr and Mrs Carroll Jordan, aged 1 day.
LORD—At Bucksport. Feb 3. infant son of Mr
and Mrs Lewis Lord.
SARGENT—At Castiue, Feb 6, William H Sargent, aged 91 years.

■

and up.
The only moderate r.riced hotel of reputation and consequence In

*

PHILADELPHIA.

Apples for $10. Ref-

R. G. Dun & Co..
United National Bank of
our city and 100 growers
and shippers of Aroostook
erences:

ASTHMATICS, READ THIS

Mr. G. F. Alexander. M Exchange Street,'
Portland. Maine, will tell all who are afflioted'

Providence Brokerage Co.,
PROVIDENCE, R. |.

\

with Asthma how he wae cured-alter suffering1
u years. Before paying eat yohr money ten
medicine containing Morphine and other deadly,
drugs, send for full particulars and book, “Host,
.1 Was Cured of Asthma.1

v

bined do not reach
ca* is

not the

so

many.

COUNTY NEWS.

also contagious, as it has victims now
in Franklin.
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Chase called on
friends Jan. 28, aud took tea with Mrs.

has subscribers at 107
t* the 117 post-offices in Hancock county.
Stt the other papers in the County com-

but

AMERICAN

The Ameriin

only paper printed

Jbr Additional County Ntwt,

other pages

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Inez Welch.

The Odd

to

tee

Fellows’ lodge is arranging for

left Friday for Seal Harbor to visit her
daughter, Mrs. Bertha Eddy.

Mary Lewis is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Maggie Trask.
Capt. E. L. Gott spent a few days at
Bernard and McKinley last week.
Mrs. Belle Trask, who has been visiting
her parents at McKinley, is home.

CG CNTY NEWS.
!>

widtftonal

Count} tie*p»

ma

other pa&O-

wood pile*. They sawed six cords in
thra*J
hours on Friday.
Feb. 6.

|

g

Mrs.

STONINGTON.
Wilmot

B. Thuriow

was

in

EAST SURRY.
Augusta last

Sarah Stinson, who has been
Eddington, is at home.

teaching,.

week.
Hancock county, and hoe never claimed
a minstrel show* to be given soon.
Misses Marcia and Mira Springer gave
W. 9. Thuriow has his four ice-houses
be, hut it ie the only paper that can prop- party and candy-pull to their school
The Lincoln anniversary is being obMoses Moon has been very ill the
Ihe
all
pMl
Ailed.
friends Jan. 28.
erty be called a County paper;
served in a quiet way here with sermons
week; also his two step-sons, Hiram sm)
home
been
Laura
who
has
pest are merely local papers. ThecirculaMrs.
Mrs. Freeman
Boston
and
week
for
in
Rutter
and
Lincoln
Moore,
left
this
H.
Gleason
the pastors
programs
Flye
George
by
Treworgy.
Philip
Bar
The American, barring the
seem
tics
a month, has returned to Bar Harbor.
to work.
the schools.
Kinsman, who have been quite ill,
The wind Saturday night played
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger to be
havoc
a little.
Miss Lizzie Staples went to Atlantic last
gaining
J.
D.
invitation
of
Mrs.
the
C. Fred Eaton has returned from a busi- with the smelt tents, several
Phillips,
By
other
the
printed
papers
Ihon that of all
going do»n
and G°orge
Mrs. Freeman Kinsman
in Hancock county.
Congregational sewing circle held a tack- | Friday fora week’s visit among relatives, j ness trip to Boston.
the bay with the water.
Rutter are quite ill. Mrs. Millard French ing bee at her home Wednesday of last j
Miss Mabel Trask and her brother Pearl j
Mrs. John F. West is in Worcester,
Mrs. Fannie Andrews, of Salem,
week. The two puffs tied and finished are visiting their grandparents at Me- !
is caring for Mrs. Kinsman
j
Mass., visiting relatives.
was called here last week by the
death of
fire
were donated to those whom the circle
house
caught
Kinley.
j Everett Carpenter’s
Ralph Thuriow was home from Bucks- her mother, Mrs. Sarah J. Treworgy.
Mor additional County Nem see other pages
It
flue.
would
A
the
a
defective
from
thought
appreciate
gift.
j School closed Friday. The teacher, port seminary over Sunday.
| Feb. 1, probably
William Foster and his siBter l,ou,
front
before it bad gained picnic supper followed.
Many thinks Miss Vira Joyce, returned to her home
j was extinguished
W. H. Colby and wife, of Portland, are Ash Point, have been risiting their sinter
FRANKLIN.
are due the hostess for the delightful wav
in Atlantic the same day.
much headway.
j
the
Mrs.
Charles
last two weeks.
Stone,
guests of Mrs. C. C. Cousins.
in which the circle was entertained.
Pastor Macomber will continue evening i
T. M. Blaisdell has quite a crew making
Maynard Joyce, of Atlantic, who has
The
many friends in this county 0f
Capt. B. P. Dow has hauled up the
Aervices through this week.
His teamWith deep regret is recorded the sudden been doing carpenter work for Philip
and
blocks
quarrying.
paving
Clarence Moore and wife, of Port Town»
schooner Mary Lynch for the winter.
Mrs. Wass, of Columbia Falls, is the ster, Mr. Jellison, has the grip, and George death of one of Southwest Harbor’s most Moore and Charles Harding, went home
who has been cutting send. Wash., will be pleased to learn they
Robie
M
citizens—
George
Avery,
horses.
the
drives
respected
Uapt.
poest of Mrs. Adelaide Dunn.
Hooper
Sunday.
have a daughter.
stone here the past year, has gone to his
Norwood, who after only a few- days'ill-J
Cfips.
Feb. 6.
Feb. 8.
Fred Johnson, of East Sullivan, was a
___R- ; ness,
Feb. 8.
c_
5.
home in Bangor.
Feb.
at
Beatrice,
away
Friday
morning,
his
sister
passed
of
visitor
■week-end
NORTH SULLIVAN.
BROOKS VILLE.
blow falls with crushing force upon
The
12
for
three
Feb.
close
schools
The
Willis Billings'.
EA8TBKOOK.
A. L. Friend, of Ellsworth, w as in town his family and the community here, as
Lee Knox has been ill the past week of weeks. The same teachers will continue
Hiss Mildred Wooster rallied from an
well as his friends in other sections. Capt. jaundice.
last week on business.
Miss Mattie Jeliison haa gone to Kitsthrough the year.
Attack of grip sufficiently to start for
Mrs. Devina Murray is very ill with but Norwood was an honest, upright man, a
The Mountain Ice Co. commenced harThe Rockport and Stonington girls worth to work.
Washington, D. C., Thursday.
little brusque in some ways as was natural
small hope of recovery.
vesting ice Monday.
basket ball Feb. 5. Score, StoningMiss Mary Dyer is visiting her grandplayed
At the Methodist church Sunday a tine (
to a man of his positive convictions, trne
Leonard Grant, of Mt. Desert Ferry, who
John Sanborn has been laid up a few ton, 7; Rockport 8.
parents in Franklin.
Xsncoln address was enjoyed by the audi- jI
the
as he saw the right, yet kindto
right
Mrs. H. B.
A. R.
with rheumatism.
| has been visiting his niece,
The Camden high basket ball team
W. B. Clow haa started his mill
Alice, including members of the G.
hearted* and obliging.
It may be saul days
on
has returned home.
William Knox is soon to close
the played Stonington Friday, Stonington hardwood. He has a large stock on hand.
The infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon,
that he died in the harness, faithful to
Mina
Miss
and
H.
Gordon
Beatrice
6.
who
has
16
Camden’s
Miss
to
woolen mill and move away. He will be scoring
\
O. S. Hooper, of North Sullivan, dm
the trusts he had been given to safeGeorge Hardison, born Dec. H.
basket ball game at
He has been here five
Mrs. Herbert Stinsou, who was so badly been a guest at E. A. Jellison's a fen
been very ill with erysipelas, is improving. E. Moon attended the
guard. and hi9 positions of responsi- greatly missed.
days,
last
Ellsworth
a host of friends.
Friday evening.
bitten by a dog belonging to one of the
Mrs. Pbebe Havev. who has spent the
bility were filled with zealous integ- years and made
Mrs. A. P. Banker, who fell down stain
1
and George S. Hooper
was
Jellison
Esther
Everett
The
Mrs.
has
i9
a
Maud
Yeaton
to
her
He
leaves
wife
Miss
Rockand
dog
with
four
sons
gone
Italians,
improving.
daughter,
■winter
rity.
two weeks ago and received some bruise,
killed.
iXmnell, returned to Weat Sutli-an last spent the past week in East brook with —Joseph, Robie, Dennis and Seth. The land and Bar Harbor on business.
on the head and face, is again able to atand funeral was held at the home
E.
A.
Jellison
Mr.
Jellison’s
parents,
week.
Sanday
Schooner Jennie S. Hall is loading stone tend to some of her household duties.
School in district No. 3 taught by Mrs.
wife.
under
masonic
afternoon
more
rites,
for New York at the John L. Goss quarry.
Warren Tapley closed Friday, Feb. fl.
Feb. 8.
The X. R. C. club was pleasantly enterllgg.
Miss M. Uia Gordon, of Franklin, who than fifty of his brethren of Tremont
Herbert May and Annie B.
tained by Miss Lucy Butler Thursday.
Myron Qrindle, of Sedgwick, has moved Schooners
Miss
and
her
the
sisters
of
of
the
Star
cousin,
many
lodge
are loading at the settlement for
tThe next meeting will be with Mrs. S. S. has been the guest
aUlticrtianwnU.
into part of Hngh Brown's house, and ii Mitchell
Rev. Mr.
M. E. Moon, the past three *eelu, has chapter being in attendance.
New York.
jieBeck.
hauling wood for John Sanborn.
officiated.
There
Lincoln
was
singing by
will serve a: returned home.
District Deputy Hooper, of Castine,
The ladies' aid society
Feb. 6.
A.
Friends of Henry Reed and wife, who the quartette, and the masonic service,
thicken supper at the Methodist vestry
Tuesday evening installed officers of Reli- UR 01 HER
The interment was
at
Mt. Height
MARIAV1LLE.
ance lodge, F. and A. M. The Eastern Stars
Fiiday, after which Mias Macomber win moved ta Frankfort last fall, will be sorry
THIS
to learn that Mr. Heed is very ill of tuber- cemetery.
Mrs. Nellie DaVis is in ver; poor health. served supper, after which the Masons
Conduct an evening servioe.
Feb. 8.
Sprat.
Mr* A. O. Tuson, of Livermore, CiL
Mrs. Charles Goodwin has gone to and ladies repaired to the opera house
! Bln. Julia Martin, of Calais, Mrs. culosis of the throat.
writes: “I picked up from my doorNORTHEAST HARBOR.,
Bangor to visit her daughter, Mrs. and danced.
£pchei Smith and Mrs. Lucretia Downing, James Wooster has been very ill the
Nihil.
Mach
Feb. 8.
step one day a little book in which I
Cf East Sullivan, were in town last week past week, with convulsions.
Holyoke.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
Mrs.
soon became very much interested
attend the funeral of their brother-in- sympathy is expressed for Mr. and
Whereat, Death has again entered our
Joe Jordan and Mr. Wood, of Holl>
REACH.
My little girl of five years of age had
Wooster, who are untiring in their devo- ranks and taken oar beloved, brother,Stephen Cove, are spending a few days with Mr.
«r, Enoch W. Blaisdell.
Smallidge; therefore
Capt. M. E. Billings lost his horse Wed- been troubled for a long time with
The flag at half maat Tuesday mutely; tion to him.
Jordan's lather, N. C. Jordan.
Retolred. That while we must submit to
loss of appetite, extreme nervousnew
nesday of colic.
Ralph Springer, formerly of this place, the will of the
^poke of the departure of a faithful soldier,
Mary Smith, of Hancock, sister of Ur.
Supreme Chancellor of the
Mrs. Ellen Billings is confined to her and undue fatigue. She was ail n»
vrar veteran and esteemed citizen—Enooh now of Providence, R. L, where he has
Universe, the brothers of Atlantic1 lodge, No- C. C. and E. J. Morrison, of Bar Harbor,
down and in a very delicate conditio*
home by illness.
Hr’. Blaisdell. The family has the sym- been employed for some time, leaves this 113, K. of P.. tender to the bereaved wife and is visiting relatives in town.
"This little book was very comptw
pathy of all. Pastor M. F. Macomber week for California for the benefit of his family our most heartfelt sympathy in their
Nellie Haskell is visiting friends at
The wedding reception tendered Emery
bensively written, and told of the nn
Officiated at the funeral. Mrs. Blaisdell, health. Mr. Springer has many warm sorrow.
Deer
Isle
this
week.
Morrison and wife was largely attended.
method of extracting the medicinal eleRetoh ed. That in token of respect for his
who has been ill with grip, is still confined friends who are grieved to learn of the
Many useful and valuable presents were
Capt. A. F. Holden is home from a trip ments of the cod's liver from the oil
to the house. Among the names of sur- necessity for a change. All hope that his memory, our charter be draped in mourning
a
to Boston. He purchased
received. Cake and coffee were served.
phonograph eliminating the obnoxious oil which b
for thirty days; that these resolutions be
viving sisters mentioned last week, that of j recovery will be speedy.
Feb. 8.
L.
while away.
spread cm our records, a copy sent to the beso bard for children to take.
M.
Feb.
a third sister, Mrs. Tira Urann, of East
8._
reaved family, and one to The Ellsworth
Alzenas Robbins, who has been spend'Just the thing,' said I, ‘for my llttli
WEST HANCOCK.
Builiv&n, was inadvertently omitted.
American
for
publication.
HANCOCK.
a few weeks with his mother, Mrs.
daughter,’ and I immediately went hr
B.
Feb. 8.
Mrs. E. Fickett has been visiting friends ing
Frederick I. Phillips,
Galen Young was at Tunk fishing last
Lucy Shaw, left for his home in Haverhill, a bottle of Vinol. It helped her wonL. Elris Holmes.
m Franklin.
Mias Vida Springer has closed her pri- week.
Mass., Monday.
derfully. She has gained rapidly la
Edward A. Hodgdok,
Herbert C. Shute, who has been ill of tonvate school for the winter.
Carrie G.ay spent Tuesday in Stonington flesh and strength, and she does not
Committee.
Mrs. Mena Blaisdell, of Franklin, is the
si litis, is about again.
The grammar schools closed Jan. 29,
the guests of her brother, Capt. Harry | take cold half so easily.
guest of C. B. Young and wife.
Elwell Bartlett is home for awhile.
Miss Gussie Carter, of Sedgwick, is
Otter a successful term of eight weeks.
"I am extremely grateful for ths
Gray.
Capt. and Mrs. Gray are the happy
Mrs.
Lena
of
visited
Mrs.
Sullivan,
Joy,
M. F. Ober's youngest daughter has Visiting her sister, Mrs. Irving Peaslie.
! good It has done her, and I hop» other
♦‘Scenes in a Union Depot” will be pre- C. A. Crabtree a few’
possessors of a baby boy born Jan. 25.
days last week.
pneumonia.
I
mothers who have weak, delicate or
Irving McFarland, who has been emsented soon under the direction of W. E.
A. R. Campbell is enjoying his annual
Mrs. Ivory Foss, of Mt. Desert Ferry,
!
Amos Sinclair and wife went to Pretty ployed in Portland the past year, is at
children will be benefited by or
Bragdon.
vacation at Bermuda and other islands of ailing
was a week-end guest of Mrs. Harold Foss.
Marsh Sunday.
and just give Vinol a trial"
home.
the southern dimes. E. B. Torrey is car- experience
The masquerade social given by the
I
Miss Gertrude Foss is in Melrose, Mass.,
Lena Reynolds, who has been ill with
Mrs. Minerva Rich and Master Kenneth ing for his stock and farm during his ab- ] VINOL In sold In Ellftworth. Geo. K.
Jkigh school scholars Feb. 3, was a success. the
Pnrcher. Drugfftat.
i
guest of her sister, Mrs. J. C. Wortben. pneumonia, is convalescent.
of Hancock, are guests of H. C. Milliken sence.
Borne of the costumes were very funny.
1
The masquerade ball was a success—
Mrs. Manson Manchester* who has been and wife.
School closed last week after a successMrs. Harry Havey w as called to Bangor
!
Sr mac.
music, good sapper, and a good ill of grip,* is up around the house
Feb. 7.
last week by the illness of her sister, who good
again.
| ful term taught by Miss Nellie S. Haskell,
tim®.
wader went an operation at the hospital. I
Irving Sraallidge and wife went to
SOUTH BLUEHILL
|I of Deer isle. The entertainnunt given by
! Miss Minnie Major, of Bangor, visited Somesville Sunday to see Mrs. Smallidge’s
the teacher and pupils was well attended,
The Bed Men listened to a sermon by
of
Miss
Gertrude
is
the
Cole,
Seayille,
Mrs. Lydia Joy last week, and attended m6t tier, who is ill.
and heartily enjoyed. The money raised
Pastor Chase, at the Baptist church, Feb. 7. ||
j
C.
B.
her
Henderson.
of
Mrs.
aunt,
guest
the masquerade ball.
used to purchase a dock for the
The Northeast Harbor basket ball team
Bjpecial music was rendered by the choir, |
I will be
Mias Clara L. Day, who has been visit- ! schoolroom. The
Miss Lura Young is in Everett, Maas., went to Ellsworth and
pupils hope to welcome
W. E. Bragdon leader.
played the Ellsing friends in Sedgwick, has returned Miss Haskell as teacher next term.
where she is receiving special treatment worth basket ball team coming off
victori•lA Modern Sewing Society" is the play
home.
for deafness. Her many friends sincerely ous.
L.
which the ladies of the Baptist church are
| Feb. 6.
she may be- benefited by the treatAlex. Briggs and wife, of Fall River,
There was a bowling tournament berehearsing to be given soon. Florence hope
SUNSET.
ment.
Maas., are guests of Dr. G. F. Candage
tween the Bar Harbor and Northeast HarDunn, pianist ; Gladys Bragdon, cornetist;
William Sellers and wife are ill.
Capt. Boyd P. Foss, oldest son of O. W. bor teams Feb. 4, in which the Northeast and wife.
Meta Springer,
Mabel
violinist, and
Mrs. J. R. Johnson, who fell on the ice
Miss Lilia Cole, of Seaville, who has
Donnell, violinist, are practicing music Foss and wife, of this place, and Miss A. Harbor team won.
been visiting her aunt, Mrs. C. B. Hender- recently, injuring herself quite badly, is
Grace Laskey, of Boston, are to be married
lor the play.
The Odd Fellows and Rebekahs had a
out again.
at Boston Wednesday, Feb. 10.
Hancock
son, has returned home.
Feb. 8.
Spec.
joint installation of officers in the NeighFeb. 1.
C.
friends extend congratulations.
Mrs. M. A. Holden, who is spending the
borhood bouse Feb. 3, after which there
EAST FRANKLIN.
winter in Massachusetts, is very ill of
Omaha tribe, I. O. R. M., is making was a
NORTH SEDGWICK.
supper at the parish house.
If you are
Colds which are quite severe are in preparations for a grand pow-wow Feb. 26,
Feb. 8.
B.
William Dwyre, of Alexandria, N. Y., is pneumonia.
when they will entertain the tribes in this
Nearly every house in the community.
The lumber has come for repairs on the about your flour, here is one
here visiting friends.
;
BIRCH HARBOR.
include
which
tribes at
interior of the chapel. Work will comThe grammar school, taught by Norman reservation,
Eugene M. Allen, of Homedale, Idaho,
J just made for you.
mence soon.
R. A. Handy, of Waverley, Mass., who
JCnight, closed Jan. 28, it being his second Prospect Harbor, Sullivan. Franklin and
arrived home Monday.
Made from richest Ohio wheat, stored
Bar Harbor.
was called here by the illness and death
term.
J. R. Johnson is having an addition built
! in seeded tanks and cleaned numberMrs. Rena Page and Mrs. Ira Page were
Feb. 8.
C.
of his step-mother, left for home Saturon his barn.
and
Lufkin
It is observed that the bridge fever,
Ralph
Dudley [ less times befor-' grinding. Tested
afternoon when in turnday. Mrs. Whitaker, of Gouldsboro, riding Monday
Sellers are doing the work.
which broke out in Sullivau two years
! every half hour at the mills.
LAMOINE.
tne sleigh was overturned and the
who was with her mother• during her ing
is
not
ago,
only periodically intermittent.
The M. W. B. society has had the inIt makes the whitest, lightest,
ladies were thrown out. The horse ran a
Mrs. Isaiah Bowden, who has been critiillness, will remain with her father for the
most appetizing bread in the
mile or more. The ladies were uninjured, terior of the library finished in steel. It
cally ill, is able to be about.
present.
world.
Shhcrtisraunts.
and little damage was done to sleigh or looks very nice, and the work is a great
A number from this place attended the
Rosanda Pet tee, wife of Corydon Handy,
credit to Dudley Sellers.
horse.
masquerade ball at Hancock Feb. 4. All died Wednesday after a
short illness
Feb. 8.
E.
Feb. S.
Kae.
report a pleasant time.
caused by a fall on the ice. She was a
ORLAND.
EAST
Miss Bernice Lancaster, w ho has been
SOUTH
DEER
ISLE.
faithful wife, a Irving mother and a kind
Miss Louise Rowe is with Mrs. Alice
Ordinary Cathartics and Pills and the guest of her sister, Mrs. Harvey Lear, friend. She leaves a vacancy it will be Francis Stanley and wife left on Thurshas returned to Ellsworth.
hard to fill. Mrs. Handy had been a mem- day for Boston.
Gibbs, who is ill.
Harsh Physic Cause Distressing
Harvey D. Lear and wife entertained a ber of the Baptist society since its organiMiss Bertha Dorr arrived home WednesStephen Stanley and wife, of North
Complaints.
few' of their friends at a home party zation, and a faithful and efficient worker.
Stonington, are guests of Ansel Stanley day from a week’s visit in Dedham.
You cannot be over-oareful in the selec- Thursday evening.
husband, she leaves three and wife.
Refreshments were Besides her
Mrs. Archie Haney, of Watervilie, is
daughters- Mrs. Fred Rice, Mrs. James
tion of medicine for children. Only the served.
ANSTED & PURE COMPART.
Dolin, of this village, and Mrs. Gowen
Clermont Knowiton, of Sunset, closed visiting her mother, Mrs. Helen Blaisdell.
!
Feb. S.
very gentlest bowel medicine should ever j
Spec.
of
and
SprimgfieU. Ob.*
a step-son—
Whitaker, Gouldsboro,
a
pleasant term of school here Jan. 29.
Mrs. Millie Snow, with son Ernest, is
j Rufus, of Waverley. Mass. Funeral
be given.
Ordinary pills, cathartics and
serFlorence Haslam is visiting at W. K. vices were held at the home
seems desirous that she return
For
Sale
at
Your Grocer’t
Everyone
her
Mrs.
Ernestine
Marks.
sister,
visiting
purgatives are too apt to do more harm
Friday after- for
the spring. Fruit and candy were
Salisbury's.
noon, Rev. E. S. Drew officiating.
than good.
and wife, of Sluehill, \
They cause griping, nausea i
Eugene
Osgood
Feb. S.
C.
served to the children the last day of
Clarence Smith is at home from Bar
and other distressing after-effects that are
were guests of relatives here Saturday and
school.
frequently health destroying and a life- Harbor for a month.
WEST TRENTON.
Sunday.
Feb. 3.
H.
ELLSWORTH FALLS,
Miss Linnie Leland, of Eden, is a guest
lasting annoyance.
Rodick Dunbar and wife are receiving
Thomas Rich has moved his family to
We personally recommend and guarantee at Capt. Jefferson Smith’s.
OCEAN VILLE.
on
the
Beech hill, Mt. Desert.
birth
of
a
congratulations
daugh- j
Kexall Orderlies as the safest and most
Miss Mary Covey has returned to BanC. M. Gross is in poor health.
ter, born Jan. 29.
L. S. Hopkins, who has been ill four
dependable remedy tor constipation anti gor, after a few weeks at her home here.
James Thurlow and little son Alonzo, of
G. II. Snow* left Sunday with his team
associate bowel disorders. We have such
months, is slowly improving.
absolute faith in the supreme virtues of
W. F. Hutchings was in town a few days
Mrs. P. Young, who has been visiting Pequot, Minn., are visiting relatives here. for North Brooksville, where he has emthis remedy that we sell it on our guarPAY
SEND
list week on business. He was the guest relatives at Bar
Everett Hatch has
returned
antee of money back in every instance
from ployment lumbering.
Harbor, is home.
BALANCE
where it fails to give entire satisfaction, of James Covey.
*1.00
where
he
Mrs.
has
been
E.
C.
Mason
left
visiting relato-day for Boston,
George E. Haynes has opened E. A. Augusta,
and we urge all in need of such medicine
*1.00
The drama “Dot, the Miner's DaughWITH
tives.
a
to
enter
for
#
hospital
surgical treatment.
to try it at our risk.
Hopkins’ blacksmith shop, and is doing a
WEEK
ORDER
Kexall Orderlies contain an entirely new ter". w ill be presented in grange hall by successful business.
Mrs. George Hatch went to Detroit Her daughter, Mrs. Jennie Gross, accomwhich
the
school
is
Feb.
12.
her.
ingredient
high
Friday evening,
odorless, tasteless and
to visit her parents, A. K. Head panied
Monday,
The
drama
and
at
colorless. It embraces all the best
supper
Evergreen hall,
quali- After the play supper will be served by
Feb. 8.
M.*
for the benefit of repairs on the church, and wife.
ties of the soothing. Laxative, strengthenj the grange.
Feb. 5.
A.
ing, and healing remedial active principles I
were a success.
ATLANTIC.
Proceeds, |63.

"county

a

news.
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FOR
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THEY INJURE CHILDREN.
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Whitcomb, Haynes & Ce.

HIGH GRAuE WATCHES

_

of the beat known intestinal regulator i
tonics.
Kexall Orderlies are extremely pleasant i
to take, are particularly prompt and agreeable in action, may be taken at any time,

_

S.

Feb. S.

SEAL

Miss Linda Burns, who fell and broke
one day last week, is as comfortable as can be expected.

COVE.

her ankle

NORTH LAMOINE.
William D. Wilson, the musician, of Ellsworth, is at Alvah Graves’, ill of typhoid
fever.

Miss Lizzie Staples, of Gotta Island, is
visiting friends here.

School closed Friday, Feb. 5, after a
Mrs. Rilla Joyce and Lizzie Burns came
L. S. Hopkins and wife were pleasantly
from Deer Isle Thursday.
night; do not cause diarrhoea, nau- pleasant term taught by Miss Estelle
aea. griping, excessive looseness, or other
Finn, of Brownville. Miss Finn, during surprised Wednesday evening when fourNelson Walker, a former resident of this
Mrs. Sylvia Stock bridge spent a few
undesirable effects. They have a very nat- her
stay here, baa made many friends. teen of their friends came in to spend a town, with bis little son Francis, who
ural actiou upon the glands and organs
days in Stonington last week.
Feb.
a
was
few
hours
in
honor
of
Mrs. Hopkins’ has been visiting relatives here, has rewith which they come in contact, act as a Tuesday evening,
2,
reception
Miss Vira Joyce, who has been teaching
regulative tonic upon the re- given her by Miss Louise Heath and sixty-eighth birthday.
The company turned to Portsmouth, N. H.
positive and
school at Gott’s Island, returned home
lax, dry muscular coat of the bowel, re- : brothers, F. W. and J. J. Heath. A pleas- broke up at a late hour, after an enjoyable
Feb. 8.
Y.
wove irritation, dryness and soreness,overFriday.
evening. Refreshments were served.
come weakness, and tone and strengthen | ant evening was enjoyed.
MARLBORO.
Feb. 6.
the nerves ana muscles and restore the
Emery Joyce and wife returned home
Feb. 8.
jf.
S.
j
bowels and associate organs to more
Mrs. E. G. Hopkins, after spending a Tuesday, after an extended trip to Massaand
vigorous
SORRENTO.
healthy activity.
GOTT’S ISLAND.
week with Mrs.3. H. Remick, returned to chusetts.
Kexall Orderlies not
only cure constipaA daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Vera Harding went to Atlantic her home in Ellsworlii Wednesday.
Adelbert Torrey and Ross Joyce have
•ion, but they remove the cause of this !
Ailment. They also overcome the neces- j E. L. Welch on Jan. 27, and a son to Mr. Sunday.
Mias Alice Keiley, after speeding the purchased a gasolene engine and saw, and
ally of constantly taking laxatives to keep and Mrs. Clarence Martin on Feb. 3.
Mrs. Clara G. Hodgkins, who has been peat few months with Mrs. George Tread- are making short work offtheir|neighbors’
•he bowels in normal condition.
Wednesday evening, Feb. 3, Charles W. with her daughter, Mrs. Frank Babbidge, well, baa returned to Charlestown, Mass.
There is really no similar medicine so I
as
Bexall
with
two
horses and a large sled
Foley’s Honey sad Tar clears the air paaFeb. 8,
good
Orderlies, especially for Sargent,
Are.
sages, stops the Irritation in the throat,
Orino Laxative pure* constipation
children, aged and delicate persons. They 1 boxed up high and nearly fall of straw,
Foley’s
soothes
the inflamed membranes, and the
and
liver
trouble
and makes the bowels
•re prepared in tablet form ana.in two
For a mild, eaajr action of the bowels, a sinMaes of packages; 12 tablets, 10c., and.36 took a party of ladies and gentlemen to healthy and regular. Orino is superior to gle dose of Doan’s
is enough. TreatReguleta
end
as
it
pills
tablets,
does
West
oxnauaeSulliTsa to a Fora
not gripe
•ablets, 25c. E. O. Moore, cor. opp. poet»ad the coto u expelled from the antom;
ate.
Why take anything else* O. A. Pan- asdht curesfchbitoal Constipation.
cents a
dflce.
Feb. 5.
!««*•
»
»
| box. Ask your druggist fo¥ th^far.—4 Jet,
piVoinix*“Ulne in T«llow papk-

day

or

■

UB
17 Jeweled Waltham or Elfin movement,
heat and cold in eolid (sterling) ailv*.r hinfe m%.en tl
above cat or plain polished. Guaranteed by
yi)
be a durable, accurate and reliable timepi
•
a* 5
last a lifetime and give perfect satisfaction,
any man need own.
-.ore**r*
•
SEND $1.00 TODAY *°d. «
watch to you subject to examination; «* n® 1
sa»
represented and the best value you ever
,,|r ys-l
7
return it at our
expense and we.will eendyou
tsrd
by return mail. The balancd off ««.*f £•“

."S, JJSr

lEWgLRT Catalog KoT»f ol hi|k*nJ'
Urewf^a,a*atfltd. DO IT K0*'

•d

(Ouf rei.abUhy &» »auebw4 tor by

*

tbi* P***

bluehill.

HISTORICAL

SKETCH BY
MER RESIDENT.

Chase was 111 last week.
Mrs. E. E.
of Jooeeport, is in town.
Allen Smith,
P. Hinckley ia here from New

with boats and the sea since childhood.
He was a staunch Roman Catholic, although he had served in tbe army of
Henry of Navarre against tbe Catholic
league, so we judge he was a stronger paRESORT.
triot than religionist.
Henry IV made
him royal geographer and he hailed with
(Paper by Mrs. L. E. Opdycke, of New York,
originally prepared for delivery before the delight the chance of crossing the boundGirls Friendly Society, of St. Savior's church, less s?as to reach the northern shores of
of Bar Harbor ]
America.
He made several voyages up the St, LawFrom the earliest times, islands have
rence and to the
colony of St. Croix and
bad
a
curious fascination for the Port
always
and then in about 1604 or ’5
Royal,
geologist, the historian, the novel-writer Champlain, with his friend
Poutrincourt,
and the traveler. Those in the Agean sea
made a third voyage along the shores of
were the birthplaces or battlegrounds of
Maine. They barely escaped shipwreck
half of the heroes of the golden age of near
Mt. Desert on a stormy night.
mythology.
On March 12,1613, the ship Jonas of 100
Daniel Defoe immortalized Jnan Fernan- !
tons, bore a new colony. The chief of the
dez, which lay off the coast of South expedition was a Sieur de la
Sausaaye and
America, by making it the scene of the : several Jesuit fathers. Father
Biard, an
home of shipwrecked Robinson Crnsoe.
interpreter, and La Motte, the mate of the
Bemad in de Saint-Pierre used the tropical
were
Jonas,
paddled in Indian canoes unforests of Mauritius, near Madagascar, as der the
dark hills of Newport mountain by
an emerald sstting to the
pathetic idyl of the surf-beaten rocks of Schooner Head
Paul and Virgina. Columbus unlocked, and
Great Head, three leagues till they
with his key of faith and courage the came to an
Indian village, now Manchesportals of the New World in the discovery | ter’s point, at tbe entrance of Somes sound.
of San Salvador. Time fails to record in
Here it was decided to bring the Jonas,
detail the part that exploration and dis- and
after planting the cross they began to
covery have played in the finding of Ice- work.
Disputes and quarrels soon arose
land, Australia, New Zealand, the Pacific and before
long an English ship, the
Islands and, greatest of all, Great Britain
Treasurer, commanded by Sir Samuel ArThe geologists tell us that in nearly
gali, hove in sight and bearing a commisevery case, islands were parts of some sion to
expel ail interlopers from the tergreater continent, set free from the mainritory of King James, fired upon the unland by a convulsion cf nature— or again
suspecting French. The French pilot hid
that water rushed over the low land and
behind Greening’s island, but the English
formed an island. One can easily see how
fired a volley which the French were unthis could take place if one watches a rock
able to return.
at low tide and gradually observes the waThe brave young priest de Thet fell
ters approaching and surrounding it un- I
mortally wounded and many others were
til only the top is visible. This was un- j killed.
Much has been written on both
doubtedly the case in our own beautiful bides to prove that each side was
justified
island of Mt. Desert.
in making war on the other. The
capThere is much to justify the belief that tured Jonas
with her pinnace, Capt. Flory,
the portion of Eden and Salisbury Cove
the mate, le Motte, and the Jesuit fathers
was part of Lamoine, and that
only very were carried to Virginia.
little volcanic force was required for the
The Eng ishmen returned to Mt. Desert,
necklace of waters to meet and encircle it.
pulled down the cross, razed the unfinThen, too, the Porcupines and Cranberries ished defenses and went on to St.
Croix,
were undoubtedly parts of the larger iscrossed to Port Royal and devastated the
land, and the former, like rebellious chil- possessions of the French
colony there.
dren, broke away and presented a bold With the dispersion of the Mt. Desert
front to the great ocean!
colony, Jesuit dominions vanished forBut again time fails to point out the ever from our
coast.
marvellous detail of rock and mountain
Indian arrow-heads and French bullets
i
formation here.
When Lyell, the great have been found on
Fernald’s point on
!
English geologist, came over from Eng- I Somes
sound, also several cannon balls in
land, attracted by the reports of the un- i various places, which should
carefully
usual coast curiosities, he found to his debe preserved in a safe place.
light certain strata and stone formation
Two women’s names must be associated
;
unseen elsew here.
I with the early settlement of this island:
But for centuries previous to the com- Madame de Guercheville and
Madame de
ing of Lyell, this unknown and distant Gregoire. The former
by much selfisland was veiled in the mists of obscur- !
denial, supported the Jesuit missions
ity. It needed the enthusiasm and cour- bought De Monts’ patent and sent out
j
age of a Frenchman to penetrate its fogs a Jesuit
in her

jar Harbor.
ice wee completed Feb. 6.
The storing of
is not so good ae usual.
The quality
la visiting her aunt,
Miss Alice Hinckley
at P. B. Day’s, Ellsworth.
Mr8. uott,
Dr. Littlefield’s eldest
Miaa Jennie^

operated

was

lor

on

appendi-

citis. Feb. 4.
call ol the Baptist
The annual roll
held Wednesday afternoon
Church will be
Feb. 10.
,ud evening,
Cummings and son, of
Mrs.
and
Mr
have lately been the guests of
Portland,
teach and wife.

Edwin

Mrs. O. T. Hinckley
Mrs. Max Abram,
Davis entertained the
and Mrs. Frauk
circle Feb. 4.

Congregational

Mrs. Clara Powers
The friends of
to hear ol her death
Emerson were sorry
laat month.
ia Worcester, Mass.,
Rev. W. H. McBride
Rev K. b. Olds and

Monday

pulpits

exchanged

morning.

was a onion anniBundsv evening there
of Y. P. 8. C. E.
versary service
MFeb. 8. __

WEST BROOKS VILLE.
WTapley ia' building

Ralph

eighteen-loot power

an

boat.

has been ill ol
Mias Maggie Tapley, who

pneumonia,

recovering.

is

The ladies’ circle waa entertained by
There waa a
4.
Mrs. 1). E. Smith Feb.
large attendance.
and Mrs.
A daughter was born to Capt.
New Bedford, Maaa.,
George W. McVey at
Jan. H. (Inez Elizabeth.)
a native of
Capt. Otia Tapley Campbell,
a government
Wiuterport, now bolding
writes that he was
position at Panama,
within a tew hundred feet of an explosion
ot twenty-live tone of dynamite recently.
not

was

Tombon.

Feb. 6.

Miss

_

is

Jones

W.

Lacy

visiting

in

Bucksport.
Schools except No. 1 grammar and No. 8,
which continue another week, closed Feb.
i, after a successful year’s work. Oramnar and primary schools united Feb. 5 in
Lincoln exercises.
Forty visitors were
iresent.

Feb.

8._H.
SOUTH BROOKS VIULE.

Admiral Blake, of Brooklin, is visiting
lere.

& Sons

Card

are

loading

the schooner

II. Ames with cut stone for

ieorge
ifork.

Gray went

I)eForest
oviFttbis

brother

and

|

upon its treacherous shores.
to fair France and to
{
her pioneers and colonizers!

New

venture

How much

Bangor Saturday

to

t>rvis, who is in the

we owe

|
FRENCH EXPLORERS.
I
England was called New France !
fifty yearn before Capt. John Smith i

New

lospital.

for

McLoid, Capt.
Vhitmor1, discharged coal at the granite

gave it its
before the

vharf last week.

mouth harbor its waters had been sounded
and its outlines drawn by Frenchmen who
sought a permanent home; Frenchmen

The

schooner

Oaniel

Harry Ehatto,

w ho recently underwent
operation, is slowly recovering. Miss
iunt, of Bangor, a trained nurse, is with
iu

lim.

Harbor school, taught by Miss Irene
killings, of Bluehill, closed Feb. 6, after a
The

accessful term of

veiling there
ainment.
Feb 8.

was

weeks.

Friday

interesting

enter-

ten
an

C.

BLUEHILL FALLS.
Mrs. B. II. Candage bus been confined
house with a bad cold.

othe

Mrs. A. It. Conary is at Bluehill with
daughter for a short stay.
Mrs. Bessie Gray, with son
Ronald, is at
loath Bluehill with her
parents.
The boys are
doing quite well smelting.
I'he fish are
this season.
running
,er

large

Alexander

Briggs and

fcver, Mass., are
^eb- *•

wife, of Pull
visiting relatives here.
i
Crumbs,

___

Mrs. Friend is
very low.
Ining Candage lost a horse recently.
Mrs. Mary Candage had a stroke of
*ralygis Saturday, and is very low.
Mrs. Bell Wood and
daughter Susie
^turned to Bangor, where they
been for three mouths.
Feb*
Crumbs.

8-__

PARTRIDGE COVE.
•Arthur Eaton, of
Hancock, spent Satur•T and
Sunday here.
Lydia Springer,
^Mrs.
481
Surry two

been in

who has

j

present

name.

Mayflower

Fifteeu years

anchored in

Ply-

*****

3S

f

Moiiac, 111., Cooviaccd by Oil of Wither*
xreen Coapound.

no&hing

that

will convince

a

Now 1XC€‘evidence.
J-8 8°me rather startling evie*tce ofere
* a
rhi«k
^maple home cure for eczema
tiktn '?*«*<** ODe lawyer, F. C. EnowoV u,rne>’ at Moline, III. He tells

compound
fitbtKu,1 ^mtergreen
and

Wr1''1

^ycerine,

as

in

mixed

D. D. D.

i
No leader dictated any course of action,
and yet these brave and independent settlers showed their power to win an existence from a barren soil and dangerous sea,
and planted a colony of enduring institutions and built the foundations of a Christian community.
At the present time Mt. Desert is divided into four townships: Eden on the
northeast, Mt. Desert across the middle

voters at town

man, and better feelings were
and their generous natures decided that God had pre-destined them to
convert and teach and ameliorate the concivilized

touched,

dition of these poor barbarians.
Curiosity, too, played a strong part in
bringing over the early settlers. Man has
always been adventurous, and the mystery
connected with the unknown was a lodestar which beckoned those to whom the
accustomed

was

monotonous.

*^droPpefoffIC*e
again CURE
(V af?„*he

DISCO Vnow
starting all eczema
ri«ht ‘"Ok.”

itfation .r„jUre.haa
,>r.

the

aw fni

Ellsworth, Me.'

Eeen brought to our
that inBt“nt relie*

°' Moor<?’ drug'

meeting,

an

old

Pneumonia

follows la grippe
but
Pneumonia often follows la grippe
and
never follows the use of Foley’s Honey
seated
Tar for la grippe coughs and deep
in the yelcolds. Refuse any but the genuine
package. G. A. Parcbkr.

low

and

and

more

the

as

new

fiailroan* ant SUamouao

comerB

convinced

more

City of Ellafor those who
the next five
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my aocount, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care lor them at the City Faros
M. J. Drummby.
house.
cate

that

but

Bar

one

Harbor”, they

commeiiclufr, Oct. 5, 1VOO.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

administration. They elect vaofficers. These voters elect
certain executive officers, viz.: Selectmen,
form of

on

account

of the old

French

tax

grant to

assessors,

his wife’s

Sullivan.
Mt DesertFerry. 11 30
Waukeag S Fy. 11 37

Hancock.Jll 40
Franklin Road.Jll 48
Wash’gt'n June. 114)0 llg57

ELLSWORTH. 11 07 12 06
Ellsworth Falls. 11 12 J2gl0
Nicolin.. HI 25 12g23
Green Lake. 11 36 12g31
Phillips Lake. *11 42 12g89
Holden. 11 60 12g46
Brewer June.
12 09
1 05
BANGOR, M C. 12 15 1 10
PM

Boston.

10 00

Portland.

1 £0
AM
6 00
6 07
J6 29

far to walk

were

and these

Those who

called for

were

on

and

a

building

committee

was

successive

building still

Sundays.

exists

on

We

Passengers

are earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Fall? and Falls to
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent,
MORRIS M’DONALD.
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
General office, Portland. Me.

especially

Eastern Steamsblp Com
Mount Desert and Bluehill Division

the

lived too
a buck-

FIRST CLASS FARE
Between Bar Harbor and Boston

our

can

share in the

the

can

pride

of

resident and
other.

Stonlnigton North Haven and Rockland,
necting witb steamer for Boston.

aid the
our

precious

happiness.
Let us all be grateful

Blutftl,

ton.

RETURNING

other’s

:

Let

us

keep,

as

far

as we

Steamer leaves Boston at
and Fridays for Roeklurd.

privilege.
our city free

for this
can,

the

S. .f. Morsk.

|

‘•Island of Mount Desert, we owe to thte
Our happiness our health, prosperity,
But let us thank thoRe pioneers who gave
The joy of living near both hill and wave.
“What, could those nun have done without
God's thought?
Without ilis blessed word they could do

j

Agent, Bar Harbor.

subscribers, Robert Bacon, of the CityJL
County, and state of New York, an«l
Charles L. Hayward, of Boston, in the State
of Massachusetts, hereby give
uotice that
they have been duly appointed executors of
the last will and testament of
WILLIAM B. BACON, late of FALMOUTH,
in the county of Barns/table, said state at
Massachusetts, deceased, and given bonds a*
the law directs, and that they have appointed
Hannibal E. Hamlin, of Ellsworth, in the
County of Hancock and State of Maine, their
agent in said state of Maine as required
by
law. All persons having demands against the
estate
of
said deceased
are
desired
to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted theretQ
are requested to make payment immediately. Robert Bacon.
Charles L. Hayward. 2
January 5. A. D., 1909.

rpHE

naught:

present structure and forms the pres-

Tuesday*

ILtgal Notices.

help”.

original j

5 p m,

Leave Rockland at * 30 a m, or on arrival of
steamer from Boston, Wednesday anti Saturday
for Bar Harbor, Bluehill, ana intermediate

upon

.Main street oppo-

con-

Steamer Juliette leaves Bluehill at 8 ajs
Mondnvp and Thursdays for South
West Tremom Brooklin, Sedgwick, Deer lata.
SHrgentvUl-\ South Brooksvllle. Dark Harirr
and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Ron-

here. We can mutually help one
another to be happy. We can all find
work to do for each other’s |benefit; we
can all try to do our best towards assisting one another to bear sorrow, labor and
disappointments; we can rejoice in each

site Hancock street.
The Episcopalians built a church for
themselves in 1878. It is incorporated in

j

»

cure

homes

appointed.

The

12 4®
PM

Trains leaving fellsworth at 7.13 a m and 419
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, RUB
p. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
1 Stops on signal to conductor,
c Stops to leave but not to take passengpra
g Stops only to leave passengers from point*
east of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with througfc
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.

named “haol-meal-

world in ourselves now;
the summer visitor each

In 1860 a union chapel was built, and each
denomination was permitted to occupy it
on

PM

*9 09

or told of the
#3.00.
beautiful, pleasure-loving !
summers of the past—but someth ing betSteamer Catherine leaves Bar Harbor at
8 am, Monday and Thursday for Seal Harter has taken their place. We are a little
bor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor.

Bar Harbor under the name of the Bar
Harbor Union Meeting House association,

Hamor, Leland, Hodgkins, Higgins,
Brewer, Somes, Suminsby, Manchester,
Salisbury, Snow, Thomas, Lynam, Bun! ker, Roberts, all have descendants living
I at
| present. It is amusing and touching to
read the quaint old Christian names of
| the prevailing large families of that period.
| Thankful, Mercy, Prudence, Patience,

00

11 00

.-

from “complaining in our streets!”- Let
us guard our homes from all petty feelings
landings.
preached the “larger hope” and gained j of
jealousy or envy; let us love our brother
mut-b ground.
K.
as ourselves, and let us look with faith
An organization was formed in 1863 at f
our hills “from whence cometh oi r

]

4G®
8 »

Much could be written

charm of

founded on the island in 1799. Methodists
started at Beech Hill and spread to all
The Universalists
parts of the island.

j tredge, Wasgatt.

AM

I

Clusters of small cottages surrounded
from which the owners went to the

title of “mealers”.

*8
AM

*•

BANGOR.
10 30 3 35 5 (9
Brewer June.
10 37 3 41 5 0®
Holden.
10 69 14 00 t§ 2*
Phillips Lake.I 16 36 111 07 14 06 ]5 tt
Green Lake.I 6 44 11 16 4 13 J5 49
Nicolin.
*6 53 11 25 14 21 ;5 49
Ellsworth Falls.
7 06 11 40 4 34 « Ot
4 39
6 0®
ELLSWORTH.i 7 13 11 47
Wash’gt’n June.I 7 25 11 57 4 45 JS 14
Franklin Road.I 17 33 12 06
4 2®
Hancock.! 17 41 12 15. 6 39
7 44 12 18
6 3®
Waukeag. 8 Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry., 7 50 12 25
6 49
Sullivan ...*.! 8 20.Sorrento.
8 45
1 05
8 40
BAR HARBOR
1 40
7 *

them,

j
board,
| ers”.

AM

450
540 12 50
7 55 9 05 5 30
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

lines.

;

50]..

10 <*
6
5 27 10 X®
6 30 10 t®
J5 39 10 t®
J5 47 10 49
5 66 10 6®.
6 02 clQ 51
J6 15 ell It
6 24 ell I*'
J6 31.
6 89 ell ft
6 60 LI fi®
7 45 11 ®

Boston.j

The Kodick house, the St. Sauveur, the
Atlantic, the Grand Central, the Newport,
the Belmont, Lynam’s, the Deslsles, and
the Ocean house were the only hotels, all
conducted on the same simple, generous

food, thereby earning

PM

4
4

Portland.

served the peace and quiet of the harbor
waters which the launches and motorboats have now destroyed.

hotels for their

PM.'
3 90.
30 .....*

PM

10 30

Sorrento.i.

tax

secure, from the several hundred citizens
gathered at town meeting, careful and in-

AM

JAM
BAR HARBOR.!.

increased income of the town meant
better roads and schools.
When I came here thirty years ago, 1
will tell you what I saw.
No railroad
came nearer the island than Bangor.
We
always took the good steamship Lewiston, whose captain was a friend to all
summer visitors.
We used to question
him eagerly as to who had arrived, for, of

English

_

___

was

bcught land and built,and thus introduced
employment for all kinds of trades. The

southeasterly direction,

rious town

And as we see His beauties all the while
Let’s give Him thanks for our beloved Isle.”
I,

:
Experience; good reminders of good quali- ent north and south transepts. The RoThis is Rasy.
man Catholics came in 1881, the Methoties. Among Biblical ones we find EbeneWhile in the Orient a Frenchman
in 1882, the Baptists following soon
dists
Daniel,
Abraham,
Isaac,
zer, Ichabod,
bought a diamond-studded cross, which
Judith, Cornelius, Gideon, Hannah, David, after. The Congregationalists built in 1883. he sent to his wife in Paris. To
guard
burial in the village cemetery
The
first
Joshua, Dorcas,
Asa, Rachel,
Jason,
j against possible theft he notified her that
was that of Sally Douglas, about 1823. The
subscribers, Elizabeth D. W. Gilman
rpHE
Ephraim, Elisha, Nehemiah, Josiah, I^vi,
and Elizabeth Oilman, both of Baltimore
A
from
the
bottom
to
the
top there
first settler in Bar Harbor (known then as counting
Eunice, Elkanah and Barnabas.
state of Maryland, hereby give notice
City,
were
seven
and
diamonds
counting from that they have been duly appointed executor*
Bar Island) was Izrael Higgins who came
This is a most tempting side to explore:
j
He the bottom to the end of each branch of the last will and testament of
the early history of the \arious settle- soon after the Revolutionary war.
j
DANIEL COIT OILMAN, late of said BAI^
were
also
seven
there
diamonds, thus:
ments. The names of Desisle, Dolliver aua owned 1200 acres and his house was on the
TIMORE CITY,
of
Bowdoias
one on
site
French
in
George
present
are
Rodick
deceased, no bonds being required by the term*
distinctly
origin;
_

West street.

The first schoolhouse

w

*

a

Tremont and Southwest Harbor on the
south. Bar Harbor is the chief village of
Eden, Seal Harbor and Nortneast Harbor
in Mt. Desert and Southwest Harbor in
South west Harbor.
Eden is governed by the whole body of

all traces of them are lost.
foreigner should get a bit of the rich and France and
OLD FAMILY NAMES.
teeming New World besides themselves,
whether the overbearing and supercilious
j The old names of the early settlers on
Spaniard, or the rich and successful Eng- j1 the island of Mt. Desert still survive, and
or
the
lish, or the adventurous Italian,
we read with pleasure of the pioneer Abproud Portuguese should each have a raham Homes, who was born in Massachuportion of the wealth of the promised land, setts in 1732. Richardson, Sargent, Kitand that the|hands of France should alone
Rodick, Dolliver, Pray,

him in

iHK|)“ 01jlyarnsay

in

boarding houses,
became
“there

contracted with the

worth to support and
HAVING
may need assistance during

course, he knew us all. Then, in place of
porters and drivers and expressmen who
collector, treasurer, shout now for
patronage on the wharf,
town clerk, overseer of the poor, road |
stood our friends ready to help us with
school
chief
of
commissioners,
committee,
bags or bundles to our destination.
fire department. Besides electing these
1 came, alas, just after the two small
the
towm
decides
maofficers,
meeting
by
Rodick houses had given way to the larger
vote
what
shall
be
raised
jority
moneys
by building which survived its still
larger
taxation or borrowed, and how* such mon- addition
up to last summer. Nature gave
shall
be
eys
spent.
us all the pleasures we needed, and rock
The town meeting also has, within the and
mountain, shore and sea returned to
limits established by State law, the power * us tenfold
the affection we felt for them.
make
rules
and
to
regulations for the con- I Next to nothing was cultivated
upon the
duct of its people.
island and as the
steamers Lewiston
This form of local government is some- and
Mt. Desert came punctually only,
what cumbrous, but is exceedingly simwhen weather and tide permitted, the food
ple, and has come down to us from the question was sometimes a
puzzle. Herearliest time to which the history of our
ring, mackerel and lobsters and blueberrace ean be traced.
It is to be observed i ries formed the
chief of our diet, and
that the selectmen are not a law-making
crackers and olives were resorted to tocolony
ship.
body. They have merely the pow’er and wards the close of the season.
MADAME DE GREGOIRE.
Doughnuts
duty of putting into effect the will of and
blueberry cake were the desserts for
Madame Gregoire s name appears later
the whole number of the voting populaour
picnics. Sproul, the kindly restauin history. The French put
in their
tion as expressed in town meeting. As
rant-keeper, was never too tired or sleepy
claims to certain tracts of land along the
tba county grows, and its interests beto
give us a little supper in the small
coast. In 1786 M. de Gregoire and his wife,
come more varied, the
unwieldiness of hours.
Marie Theresa, presented a petition to the
the present form of government w’ill begeneral court of Massachusetts {as the come more and more inconvenient. That i Backboards and jiggers were the only
vehicles on wheels, and the silent and rostate of Maine was then a part of Mas- j
is, it will become increasingly difficult to mantic canoe or the row or sailboats
presachusetts), and laid claim to Mt. Desert j

thirty days On old maps one sees vast districts named
years of suffering.
“Unexplored Regions” and on the coast and Connors comes front the earliest Irish
writes
yrara,”
Attorney Entri- lines long unfilled spaces. To cover these
en,.*!
kings, and Fennelly is also Irish. Lynam,
Uover a.8.troubled with eczema, scabs
ind rivers |
Qn a hn^i ace» body and head. 1 could empty places with mountains
Higgins and Salisbury are doubtless EngoorvJniU8h over my body and the aud to fill out these shores has been for lish. One could talk endlessly on this
0 fill a hi ic®v*red with scales enough
centuries the ambition of geographers aud fascinating
subject of New England
1 Died
everything .alvca,
genealogy.
rotflicine, X. hay—all without re- travelers.
lit.
COMING OF CHAMPLAIN.
1 must here mention in parenthesis^
>. 6°'/,1 “onttl. ag° 1 was induced to try
that a tiny little remnant of the early
The itch was reThe first mention we find of the great
int» re8criPtion.
settlements exists here still in a
J »o I continued. It is just
mbnth ;anl*y
Samuel de Champlaiu, was when he French
a«d 1 am
completely cured. pilot,
the Bieur de small yellow flower named trefoil. It is
°*
and
8ca*e8 accompanied his comrade,
to seen only in France, and wherever in this
Monts, and a band of about 120 persons

fterihicured

nity.

extending

Pauper Notice.

great land it is.
it was fortunate for the islanders that
the summer business began. The herringfisberies were becoming less, the coasting
trade was slack, the soil of their farms was
practically exhausted. Artists came and
discovered its golden possibilities a* a
resort, and prosperity followed in their
steps. Henry Ware, the first artist, came
in 1868. The requirements of
summer
visitors meant the opening of hotels and
the

grandfather, Cadillac. The pe- telligent action upon a large number of
preceded the landing of Winthrop near titioners brought letters from Lafayette complicated questions that arise for deBoston, of Verrazano, who traveled from and found an unexpected welcome.
cision. Already attempts have been made
The legislature in July, 1787, granted to
Florida to Newfoundland, and of many
to persuade the voters to give up the sovDe
such
the
lands
on
Mt.
Desert
Gregoires
others.
Jacques Cartier discovered the
erign powers which they now possess and
remained
that
the
of
the
comBt. Lawrence and the Banks were visited
property
to adopt the city form of government.
De
his
monwealth.
wife
and
Gregoire,
yearly by hardy Basque and Breton fisherEARLY CHURCHES.
his
children
in
three
settled
Hull’s
Cove
men, bat unfortunately these left no traces
in 1787, where they built a rude house and
of their adventures.
1 think a little account of the establishThe romantic story of the exploration went to farming. It is said that Lafayette ment of the different churches
in Eden
both owners were and elsewhere
of oar New England shores dates from visited them there,
might be interesting.
were
sell
their land It was not until October
obliged to
16(M, when a little vessel, no larger than a poor and
17, 1792, thirty
fishing smack of to-day, approached the from time to time.
years after the settlement of the island,
on
There are forty-four deeds
record from I that the first church was founded. Its orrugged crags of Grand Manan,and proceeded up the little riverof St. Croix dividing ! the De Gregoires to settlers, for which they j ganization was formed after the most
received “five Spanish milled dollars”.
our Pine Tree Btate from New Brunswick.
primitive Congregational method. WithOn board this little boat came an organized They were evidently poor business people, out any minister or council, eight women
French colony. There were nobles and for year by year their property slipped and six men living near Southwest Harbor
in 1806 M. de Gregsubscribed their names to a covenant and,
priests, Catholics and Protestants, ruffians away from them, and
oire deeded the house at Hull’s Cove to
and young volunteers of gentle birth.
following the instructions furnished by
What was the cause of the coming of Royal Gurley, who moved into it and sup- the Rev. Samuel McClintock, of Greenthis strange crew? We don’t like to think ported its former owners. M. de Gregoire land, N. H., organized the Mt. Desert
that their only object was love of wealth, died in 1810 and his wife followed a year Congregational church. It was two years
ambitious later. His or her grave lies near the edge later before they were visited by a regular
or
international
rivalries,
cupidity, or freedom from home oppres- of the burying-ground at Hull’s Cove, and clergyman and observed the Lord's
sion. And yet, doubtless, tbeir departure a stone has been laid at the head to re- Supper.
shores was prompted place a rough wooden cross which forThe first meeting house iu Eden was
from their native
built at Hull’s Cove in 1797.
It was torn
by a little of these motives. Frenchmen merly marked it.
The de Gregoire children returned to down in 1865.
A Baptist church was
asked themselves whether every other

go empty!
weeks, is borne.
However, religious enthusiasm prevailed.
Mrs. George
Haskins, of Melrose, Mass., The story of Jesuit missions is a marvel of
°bubeen visiting here three weeks,
and self-forgetfulness. The
devotion
returned home.
specimen Indians who were taken over to
A_ Europe (much as we would import a new
addition to a'zoological garden!) appealed
zlDDrrtlstmmia.
^
by iheir ignorance and helplessness to

CZEMA CURABLE? PROVEN!

owned little wealth besides what their
axes or fish-hooks could supply, accomplished a successful administration without friction or commotion and constituted
themselves into a self-governing commu-

j

injured, although many fragments of the wreck passed close to him.
in a New Hampshire
Capt. Campbell waa
war.
regiment during the Spanish

He

explore the shores of Acadie and the regions lying farther to the sooth. Champlain was born on the Bay of Bisoay in 1507.
SUM- His father wae a captain in the royal,navy
of France, and Samuel had been familiar

■ABLY BlBTTLBBS OF THH ISLAND AND
THEIR DESCENDANTS—RELIGIOUS
HISTORY—GROWTH A8 SUMMER

Augustus
York.
haa returned from
Miss Abby Partridge

daughter,

ifcnttng. x
•vw-*
country a Frenchman acts his loot. It la Desert street, and was presided over by S'
supposed that the Jeauita brought the woman, Pst Atherton.
deed from their fatherland and planted it
Dr. Kendall Kittredge was the first phyhere.
sician on the island.
Be and his wife,
EARLY GOVERNMENT.
Sarah Whiting, came to lfoont Desert in
is wbat rw MOIST wyi earn M
We now approach the subject of the 1799, and he remained here for sixty years,
loTested ia snares ef tbs
There were no good
early local government of the island of the only doctor.
Mt« Desert. The Massachusetts house of roods till dearly 1827, So he had to travel
representatives on Feb. 16, 1776, passed a either by water or on horseback.
resolve authorizing unincorporated planOROWTH AS SUMMER RESORT.
A NEW SERIES
tations in Maine to hold meetings and
The sommer hotel business had begun Is now open. Shans, $1 taeh; mmthtg %*mtransact business, and a warrant was is- in 1871 and
up to this time the men were
menu, il per share,
,,
sued for the free-holders and other innearly all employed either on vessels or as
habitants of the islands “to meet at farmers. All
WHY PAY RENT
were rough carpenters and
Stephen Richardson’s house on March 30 painters and were equally familiar with a
wheu you can borrow on your
at 10 before noon, and decide upon choosshares, give a first mortgage ami
boat, a jigger or a buck board. The women
reduce it every month? Monthly
ing a moderator, a clerk, 8 committee of did all the household
payments and interest together
work, caring for the
will amount to but little more
correspondence, safety and inspection, and
poultry,
making batter, helped in the herthan you are now paying for
take action upon any other article or matrent, and in about ten years you
ring-curing, picked berries, spun wool
ter agreed upon’’.
will
This was signed by from their own
sheep, and took boarders,
Alexander Campbell, of Cherryfleld, a jusOWN YOUR OWN HOME.
and rendered all kinds of help in their
tice of the peace.
For particulars inquire of
friends’ families.
0. W. Tapi,ey. Rec*y,
We might call this the bugle-call for the
Surely this is a fine record of industry
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
first promotion of law and order on the
A. W. K oro. President
and faithful work. The men, too, by the
island.
Roads, landing-places and nat- variety of their occupations became just
ural rights were decided upon. It is ex<SHbtTTtemnus.
such self-reliant, competent, thrifty New
traordinary to think that people who Englanders who have made their country

news. MT. DESERT ISLAND.

COUNTY

®
Hoarse coughs and stuffy colds that may
develop into pneumonia over night are
quickly cured by Foley’s Honey and Tar, and

it soothes inflamed membranes, heals the
lungs, and expels the cold from the system.
Q. A. Pabchsr.

the

present

Tally rand,

was on

the

site of

at the end of Mt.

-hly'w * ream Culm has been tried and uot
found wanting in thousands of homes all over
the country. It has won a place in the family
When he returned home he found that
medicine closet among the reliable household
remedies, where it is kept at hand for use in two diamonds had been stolen from the
cold
in
the
head
as
soon as some
treating
just
cross, but that from top to bottom the
member of the household begins the prelimi- | number was still
seven, and that countnary sneezing or snuffing. It gives immediate
ing from the bottom and up to the end
relief, and a day or two treatment will put a
of either branch there were still seven
stop to a cold which might, if not checked,
become chronic and run into a bad case of diamonds, as designated by him in his letcatarrh. Price 75c., with spraying tube. All ter of warning. Figure it out; it’s a nice
druggists, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren ! little puzzle, and rather simple when you
Street, New York.
look closely.

j

|
j

|

|

of said will, and that they have appointed
Henry M. Hull, of Ellsworth, in the county
of Hancock, and State of Maine, their agent
in said State of Maine, as the law direct*.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immeElizabeth D. W. Oilman.
diately.
Elizabeth Gilman.
January 8,1909.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of

THE

TOBIAS P.
in the

being

YORK, late of BROOKLIN,
county of Hancock, deceased, no bond*

bv the terms of .said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted then to r^e
requested to make payment immediate!
Laura a. Yohil
jv.
Brooklin, Me Jan. 26, 18C9.

required

*

Converting

Gwendolyn.
By MARTHA COBB SANFORD.
1308
by Associated
Literary Press.

Copyrighted,

At twenty Gwendolyn Rand was undeniably a personality to be reckoned
Kith.
“I don't

I

stand down there below, you snow,
and let a fellow In a book get ahead
of me.”
“Get ahead of you?”
“Well, absorb your interest to the ex
elusion of a real human being,” ex
plained Jack.
"You took an awful risk,” laughed
Gwendolyn.
“Oh, that was nothing,” Jack boasted. "I'm used to all sorts of athletic
stunts, you know."
“That isn’t the kind of risk I meant
exactly,” Gwendolyn enlightened him.
“Well, how did you like him?" beamed Aunt Abiatha after the caller’s de-

Ol'N'n
I I n'iAiiUmat

V

Ocmnt*

*

I

many interesting ideas wen
brou*hT»
COUNTY NEWS. ! during
the discussion. The next m*?

KWS.
olW pave*

«<•

r»*r Additional
:

L. B. Stanley
business.

was

in

enced since the chimney of the Methodist church huil burned out seven
years previously. Mr. Norris was an
old bachelor. lie was a crank and a

Rockland last week

manag^

Miss Lizxie Sprague is spending a few
weeks in Rockland with friends.
Stinson and Harold Smith are
from Yarmouth academy for a few

Basil
home

F. S. Perkins spent several days in Banlast week on business.

gor

days.
Capt.

George Sprague,

steamer

Salisbury cove.
■

on

j

will be held in May at

establish

day.

(Copyright. 1908. by T. C. McClure )
The death of James Norris of the village of Colville produced the first wave
of excitement the place had expert-

other paget

An important basinets
change has
been concluded by which tbc
stock
rown.
Clarence Wheeler spent Sunday in
trade and good will of the old
The teams are all baay now banting ice. j Urm of the Robinaon-Blake Co.
store teJ
Mrs. Joseph Hackett made a short visit baa been purchased by H. 8. Nason 4 g~
Mr.
In Bangor last week.
Nason, senior, his been
01
E. H. Carpenter and wife spent several the store several years.
days in Boston laat week.

H. W. Joyce returned from Boston Fri-

->

eee

.■■;==

CASTINE.

SWAN’S ISLAND.
l.

County New

-•......

The youngest daughter of Russel! Wescott and wife is quite ill of the grip.

Grace

8ARGENTV1LLE.

Charles C.

Bangor,

Billings, of

steamer

is borne.

Lewis Leacb, ol
hia brother Irving.

Penobscot,

City

1

is visitii*
“*

miser. It wus sure that he had plenty j Morgan, was here and took about 4,500
Ted Perkins and wife are receiving conlive on, and yet he lived alone and lobsters.
Capt. C. t. Babson visited his son at Ev.
gratulations on the birth of a daughter.
Kays, Gwendolyn,"
“Mot very well,” said Gwendolyn, in squalor. He lent money where any
There will be a valentine dance at the
gemoggin last week.
I”—
so
The
exercises
the
school
at
at
“He's
10
interhigh
nge
him
cent
Friday
bead
one
would
mother. “Why,
your
dubiously.
,
per
pay
shaking her
Red Men's hall Friday. All are invited.
Hon. Henry W. Sargent was in
afternoon were interesting. Many visitors
Mr.
corroborated
est. and he was the owner of several
Indeed,”
bold and conceited."
ISosto*
“Yes,
Ice-cream will be on sale.
last w eek on business.
were
os.ate.
them
of
real
present.
Among
“But, my dear,” hastily interposed pieces
Band, “at your age, Gwendolyn, your
Stinson gave an informal
Mrs.
B.
R.
Mrs.
mustn’t
Lucius
“You
mill.
It
was
In
the
of
judge was an old elder
Aunt Abiatha.
Bridges,
Mrs. Forrest Snow, of Bluehill, wag here
mother had settled down—she wasn't
Sedgwick,hu
dinner and card party Tuesday in honor
him from first appearances. Jack was rear end of this that the old man had
Tuesday, called here by the death of her been visiting Mrs. Charles Foster
running around after all the young
of Mrs. H. W Joyce, of Atlautic. A pleaswhat
know
don’t
I
the
fall
he
his residence. In
a little queer today.
ground
Warren Heedle, of stcBmer
men In the neighborhood.”
grandfather, William H. Sargent.
City 0(
But we'll apples and made cider for all who ant time was enjoyed.
was the matter with him.
“Oh, daddy.” remonstrated GwenThe Unitarians gave a 'circle supper at Rockland, is at borne for the winter.
Red
and
be
of
the
Men
Pocoand
must
About
you
would buy. and this was his only i
fifty
dolyn. “I think you might be a little have him In often,
the parish house Wednesday evening.
Rev. Ella F. Mayo, Little Deer
I,|,
bontas attended the Methodist church
work.
more gallant.”
polite to him, Gwendolyn.”
visiteu Mrs. John Bennett last week.
Bridge was played during the evening.
And that was how a most undacious
It bad been talked over a hundred Sunday and listened to a special sermon
“Well, well, the young men weren't
The Red Men will give a supper and
Miss Jane C. H. Parker lias
returned
courtship came to be carried on right times by the villagers that Norris had by Rev. Mr. Purrington.
all running after her, then.” amended
ball at Emerson hall Wednesday evening. from Kingman, w here she has been
under Aunt Abiatha’s eyes,
his money burled where robbers could
teachMr. Rand, softening at the hurt look
Capt. Emory Joyce and wife spent Mon- An
has
been
interesting
program
prepared.
ing.
"Gwendolyn.” asked Jack dreamily not get it and that in case he died sud- day night with Capt. A. H. Barbour and ;
In Gwendolyn’s big brown eyes. “But
The
Lincoln
services
at
the
Mrs. Idella Hill and Miss Edith
CongreI
one
sunny morning ns they sat todenly his heirs. If any came forward, wife on their way home after spending six
It doesn't look well either way.
Alien,
gether in the fragrant rose garden, 1 would have great trouble In finding it. weeks in Boston and vicinity with friends, j gational church Sunday evening were of Brooklin, were guests of Mrs. Charles
gan’t understand where”—
music was rendered. Habson last week.
interesting.
Special
"how did you ever happen to come
This was a real cause of worry to
“Mother was brought up in a conof
Rev. J. D. McNair,
Sonyea, N. Y., a A
large audience waB present.
down to this quiet little spot anyhow? many citizens. Some of them even
The Eggemoggin Christian
▼ent, you remember. I'm the product
former pastor and now a member of the
Endear*
William H. Sargent died Saturday local union met in tbo
I should imagine you’d love all the gay went so far as to advise the old man
ef coeducation,” ventured Gwendolyn
Swan’s Island Methodist church, recently'
chapel Tuesday
at the age of ninety-one years, Feb. 2.
things of life—dances, theaters, din- j to tell them the exact spot so as to
morning
An
In explanation.
interesting program was
sent his check for |25 for the benefit of
Don’t 1 save time in digging. When he reafter an illness of several weeks.
"That
ners and all that, you know.
Mr. ried out.
“H'm,” reflected Mr. Rand.
the church.
is
so it was taken as another
in
life
lived
but
the
to
do
at
the
remedy
fused
Sargent
be
reason,
yon?”
early
Sargeutville,
Feb.
8.
may
Spec,
Feb. 8.
j was selectman of the
answered
On the
“No. mo re all wrong,
town of Sedgwick,
evidence of his meanness.
your Aunt A bint ha.”
MEMORIAL resolutions.
EAST SULLIVAN.
and held other town offices.
He was
Gwendolyn gave a little gasp of ap- Gwendolyn slowly, hiding her fare in morning that his death became known !
the flowers she had gathered. "I love the village of Colville was as excited ! Since it has been the will of the Great actively engaged in building vessels for
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Tattl was to s*ng on a certain date
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bristled Aunt Abiatha.
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Tbe remains ol Capt. Martin Curtis
"Buried one barrel of cash today (he declined to leave Vienna. It was
shortcake,” the young woman repeated
Gilbert Leach and wife, of Penobscot,
ask him to call."
seven paces west of tbe big oak tree.”
formerly of this place, were brought hen
too cold: snow everywhere; she would are
An afternoon or two later as Gwen- glibly.
visiting Mrs. Leach’s parents, Arden
It was evening when tbe puzzle wag, not risk catching her death of cold.
Sunday for interment. Capt. Curtis died
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Young attd wife.
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the front doorbell had been ringing for
Warren, who has been church Sunday afternoon. Rev. W. H.
there bad been no digging, and tbe to the advance agent In the Roumasome time.
On the veranda below she cake!” she concluded, with emphasis.
seriously ill all winter, is tailing.
Dunham officiating. A delegation, includ‘Would you mind doing it once Justice appointed ten men to guard nian capital: "At whatever cost Patti
conld hear Aunt Abiatha rocking to
The first of last week many were anxious ing the quartette, from Lygonia lodge, F.
tbe place for tbe night. In the morn- must receive an ovation at Bucharest
more?” he said.
and fro.
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When a miser begins to bury barrels The members of the Italian and Rou- were left for several days in an impassa- Curtis was a Mason for fifty-one years.
the words In a defiantly clear tone.
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country gentleman,’ please dou’t disgoes right ahead and buries five or Mme. Patti a magnificent reception.
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i ruins were searched. Not an inch of
tion, and when the telegram dictated Keever, of Eddington Bend. They were
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beam or board escaped scrutiny twice to him over the wires arrived In Vi- guests at A. M. Warren’s.
join Capt. R. B. Long, who is scalloping.
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da, not ten feet away from her, sat days, and clean, quiet streets, lined
as asphalt, but had it been cast iron
an extremely good looking young man.
by low houses with shining windows,
A largely [attended meeting of the Mt. Less Sympathy and More Help
The more a man follows nature and
And there on the lawn stood Aunt peopled by rosy cheeked serving wom- they would have stuck to the Job.
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local union of Christian Endeavor
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There were 600 people in a circle! Is obmlient to her laws the longer be
Abiatha, tbe picture of dismay and en. capped with gold and lace, and
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about them when the shout of dis- will live; the farther he deviates from societies was held with the society of the
o odisapproval.
demurely dressed, grave faced citizens.
went up.
One of tbe picks bad these the shorter will be his existence. Congregational church Saturday, large barred from industrial positions,,
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Mr. Heyward. Jack, my niece. Miss until masts are jumbled with electric struck the barrel. There was a great
from other points on the island. Otter learns that he can be cured of
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diction. Take the Keeley Cure—it"
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helpful, and ; Keeley Institute, Portland, Maims
Gwendolyn did not budge. She only its open squares; give it a water gir"It is just what I want,” said the
was up ended at last, and as tbe head
laughed and laughed, until Annt Abia- dle thronged with hundreds of boats,
widow. "He never shut a door In all
was knocked In the price of real esifibtrtisimmtB.
tha finally joined in.
crossed by a few bridges and many
ear married life without being told.”—
tate in Colville soared to tbe clouds.
But such a triangular situation was little hand ferries—and
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■ot over encouraging, especially since Feeuwarden.—Scribner’s
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that of a brick house coming down.
Aunt Abiatha refused to leave her anTbe ”b of c” was a barrel of cider inSaving Him.
ile of oheervatlon, so eventually they
Hs Knew Them.
Little Johnnie—Mother, tell me how
stead of a barrel of casb.
Tbe old
all adjourned to the downstairs veranBefore it sends you to a sick bed.
"Things have gone completely to the
Consumption is often the result
know yon. Mother—One
to
man bad burled It as an experiment papa got
da for afternoon tea.
neglected colds. So don’t delay—get a bottle today of the true
Jogs with me."
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to see what the taste would be years day
water, and he jump“So you're a climber, Mr. Heyward?’ |
"Cheer up. They might have been
hence.
Two minutes of awful sus- ed in and fetched me out Little JohnGwendolyn observed archly, taking ad- worse.”
nie—
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fanny; be won’t let
pense, half a dozen terrible yells In
vantage of Aunt Abiatha’a absence In
"Don’t you believe it.”
The surest, quickest, safest cold remedy known. They drive all the impurities from the *7*t®®*
chorus, and then the peddler went dy- me learn to swim.—Tlt-Blts.
the kitchen.
relieve congestion of throat and head, and the cold disappears like magic.
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each other fools and went home.
The dread of ridicule extinguish*#
^
io4my SS cciti at dtaaltfa*
Jtck answered lightly.
"I couldn’t been.”
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